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65%
turnout

for

Meretz

primaries
MICHAL YUDELMAN

THE votes in Meretz*s primary

election were still being counted

late last night and final results

were only expected before dawn
this morning. Meretz is to present

its new Knesset list at a press

conference at 11 a.m. today.

The voter turnout was estimat-

ed at 65 percent, despite the

stormy weather which Meretz

leaders feared would deter many
voters from venturing out to the

polling stations.

Senior party sources predicted

last night that Meretz’s new
Knesset list would be almost

identical to its present one - with

the exception of retiring Minis-

ters Shulamit Aloni and Yair

Trahan - providing the party

maintains at least 10 seats.

Meretz’s 205 polling booths

throughout the country closed at

10 p.m. and the votes were count-

ed at Ramat Efal.

The counting took all night due

to the complicated voting system,

in which party members were re-

quired to vote for 30 candidates

on three different lists - the Citi-

zens Rights Movement, Mapam,
and Shinm.
The primaries were farther

overshadowed by public opinion

polls' predictions of a drastic

drop of 'tip to 50% in Meretz’s

power in the next Knesset.

Meretz chairman Environment

Minister Yossi Sarid arrived at

the rrmriting center in
1 Ramat

Efal last night after voting at the

party’sbranchon Brenner Street.

He expressed optimism as to

Meretz’s results in the general

elections, despite the pessimistic

polls, because, “More than any

other party, Meretz has realized

its platform and commitments to

the public.” ... . •

He was accompanied by ms

wife, Dbrit, who had prepared

the List of recommended candi-

dates - and who brought Sarid’s

identity card, which he had for-

gotten at home.

“Don’t you know that she is

the one who tells me what to

do?” Sarid joked with journalists

at the polling station.

Communications Minister Shu-

lamit Aloni, Meretz’s former

chairwoman who retired from the

party a few weeks ago, came to

casther ballot at Meretz’s Herz-

liya branch.

She called on all party mem-

bers to use their right to vote for

the party’s new leadership and

Knesset members, expressing

distaste for election “deals or

any sort. , .

Referring to Meretz’s drop m
the polls, Aloni noted that, when

she headed the Meretz list m the

last elections, the party got u.

mandates. ...

“But I believe Meretz will re-

cover its strength,” she said.

“The public will realize the need

for a strong, fighting left-wing

party which will serve as a com-

pass* for the public’s conscience

and for the principles we believe

in

Although she, too, forgot to

bring her identity card, after*

brief . consultation
the election

committee allowed Aloni to vote.

The committee also had to ex-

plain the intricate voting system

to her.
,
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Barak favored to top

today’s Labor poll
A TIGHT race between Inte-

rior Minister Haim Ramon
and Foreign Minister Ehud
Barak for the No. 2 slot in the

Labor List behind Prime Min-

ister Shimon Peres is expected

to highlight today’s party

primaries.

Labor is expected to fire the

opening shot in its election

r?impatgn tonight at its prima-

ries' tabulating center at the

Tel Aviv Fair Grounds, with

the slogan “A strong Israel

with Peres.”
According to unconfirmed re-

ports, this slogan was the favorite

among Labor’s campaign staff. It

will be published in newspaper

ads from today on, along with

other slogans, to gauge the pub-

lic’s reaction.

The most intense battle in La-

bor’s primaries is being waged

between Ramon and Barak,

both of whom are determined

to be elected No. 2 on Labor’s

list.

The-tenson between the two

peaked last night with the release

of a Rafi and Hanoch Smith poll

on Channel 1's Mabat, grading

Barak as second on the list, with

Ramon third.

They are followed in the poll

by Yossi Beilin, Uzi Baram, Bm-
yamin Ben-Eliezer, Avrabam
Shohat, Efraim Sneb, David Li-

bai, Ori On, Ora Namir, Shevah

MICHAL YUDELMAN

Weiss, Moshe Staahal, Hagai Mc-

rom, and Dalia Itrik.

Some 250,000 Labor Party

members are expected to vote

in the primaries today, in

1,200 polling booths at 800

locations throughout the coun-

try- „
Peres and most primary candi-

dates plan to arrive for the vote

count, where the slogan will be

presented, probably together

with a campaign jingle, in a me-

dia extravaganza.

Labor’s campaign, which will

officially begin only after the pri-

maries, will focus on convincing

voters of the strength and securi-

ty which Peres represents and in-

tends to preserve after the

elections.

Exhausted primaries candi-

dates feverishly continued mak-

ing telephone calls and swings

throughout the country for meet-

ings with party members yester-

day, in last-minute efforts to im-

prove their chances.

Most candidates said the pri-

mary system is flawed and prom-

ised that if elected, they would

act to have it changed to open

primaries.

Over the past few days, Peres

and other Labor ministers have

called on party activists and

“vote contractors” to elect

candidates of Sephardi origin.

Meretz leader Yossi Sarid places bis ballot during the party’s
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US urging Morocco’s

Hassan to visit Israel

Peres:

Closure

extended

until

terror

threat ends
DAVID MAKOVSKY

Cabinet approves Yatom

as new head of Mossad
DAVID MAKOVSKY

DAVID MAKOVSKY

8aCW^0Pm-

OTSHEIIA«M®W
Radio 101 FM

Call 02410848,
410852, 410854

1 Radio Jerusalem,

? 25RehavShachrai,

25031003

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

notified the cabinet yesterday

that he is extending the closure

as long as there are warnings

of impending terror attacks

and the Palestinian Authority has

not tracked down wanted

fugitives. ,

It is generally assumed that tne

closure will be maintained until at

least after the elections.

PeTes did announce, however,

that the closure will no longer

extend to Palestinian fishermen,

who fish off the Gaza coast.

Peres also said food and medi-

cal products are now entering the

Gaza Strip uninterruptedly.

Environment Minister Yossi

Sarid said the closure should not

be universally imposed, and Pal-

estinian workers who have a long

proven record of nonviolence

should be permitted “
Only Hamas can benefit from a

system of 70 percent unemploy-

ment in the territories. Sand

s&ni"

Western diplomats said that

apart not being able to work ra

Israel. Palestinian unemploy-

ment in the territories has m-

creased since Israel has reduced

the amount of cement allowed

into Gaza by 90 percent, paralyz-

ing Gaza’s construction industry.

The amount of cementjras re-

duced because it takes the Wt•*

long time to check every truck

entering the territories.
,

Sarid also complained that sick

Palestinians are denied entry for

treatment. „ . j

“A thousand times I ve raised

the issue of medical treatment

during a time of closure. A thou-

smdtimes I was assured this

being taken care of, but nothing

^Tbeing taken care.' Sand

S^d" PS
^SaSToarUngfood-

rtTe dosure wi“ not be shon'

C a durable long-term

Mto- evolving
;

into separation,

complete with holders.

THE Mossad came in from the

cold yesterday, as the name of its

new head, Maj.-Gen. Danny Ya-

tom. was not only approved by

the cabinet, but is now permitted

to be made public.

The break in the taboo came in

the aftermath of the Ha'aretz dai-

ly’s decision to disregard censor-

ship last week, which banned

publication of the head of the

Mossad’s name as a state secret.

Ha'aretz said it is anachronistic

for the Israeli public not to know

his name, which has been pub-

lished abroad and is known by

Israel’s enemies.

Yatom. 51, who served 33

years in the IDF, is completing

his assignment as military attache

to Prime Minister Shimon Peres

I the same job he performed for

his predecessor, Yitzhak Rabin).

Yatom also served two stints as

head of the Central Command
and was also head of the IDF

planning Branch-

Early in his career, he was a

member of the General Staffs

elite commando unit, Sayeret Mat-

kal. In that capacity Yatom partici-

nated in the storming of a hijacked

Sabena airliner in 1972, where

hostages were freed. Both Foreign

THE US has pledged to urge Morocco’s king' Hassanll to visit here

shortly. Deputy Foreign Minister Eli Dayan said yesterday. He denied

such a visit aims to bolster Labor’sclectoral prospects.

“[Assistant Secretary of State for Near East Affairs Robert
j

Pelle-

treau said he would try his best to bring Eng Hassan here. We have

not heard yet, but hope to get an answer m the next few days, Dayan

said, adding he met with Pelletreau during President Bill Clinton s visit

^D^demed a Hassan visit would be aimed at bolstering Labor

with floating voters, even though he was reported to have said a few

days ago such a visit should be held before the elections. It is believed

Yitzhak Rabin attracted many voters of[Moroccani ongn m 1992-

“A visit by Hassan transcends pohtics, Dayan insisted. Rather. it

would be a sign of normalization with the Arabs, which is needed to

save the peace process. We have to combine a fight against terrorism

with greater normalization. I also told Pelletreau that leaders or

government ministers from any Arab country should v«t not jmst

Hassan. I told him [EgyptianJPresident Hosm] Mubarak should also

visit, as should his ministers.

”

especially Deputy Foreign

Minister Eli Dayan and Prof.

Shlomo Ben-Ami to the Knesset

list.

According to certain public

opinion surveys, the first nine

candidates on Labor’s list are ex-

pected to be of Ashkenazi origin,

except for slot seven, which is

reserved for party secretary-gen-

eral Nissan Zvilli, who was bom
in Tunis.

Iraqi-born Housing Minister

Binyamin Ben-Eliezer is ranked

No. 10 in the surveys.

The party leadership fears that

an inadequate representation of

Sephardi- especially Moroccan -

candidates will be detrimental to

its election chances.

Lists of recommended candi-

dates were also circulated by vari-

ous bodies, such as the unions of

the Israel Electric Corporation,

Israel Aircraft Industries, Rafael,

and Egged.
Ramon’s name was excluded

from the IAI list. Senior Labor

activists in the Histadrut also

threatened to “take revenge” on

Ramon for “raining” the Hista-

drut by excluding him from the

list of recommended candidates

issued to thousands of Histadrut

activists.

MK Gedalya Gal’s name does

not appear on the EEC list, be-

cause he opposed the Electricity

Law.
Labor Hst, Page 2

‘CIA can’t stop

Libyan chemical

weapons plant’

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Libya is

. bufldmg a facility describedas the

“world’s largest underground

chemical weapons plant” and

the Central Intelligence

Agency cannot stop it. a report

in Time magazine said yester-

i
day.

The plant is being buflt in the

side of a mountain near the town

of Tarhunan and only a direct

nuclear hit on top of the rooun-
1 tain could destroy it. Time said,

quoting CIA sources.

Time reported the plant could

be operational by 2000.

“You can never stop anything

like this,” a US intelligence

> source said. “You only slow it

down and buy time.”

JEKUSALf M'S 3000 TEAMS

ISRAEL'S ECONOMY IS ON THE MOVE

Danny Yatom wfll take over

the Mossad after 33 years

of IDF service. (IDF Spokesman)

Minister Ehud Barak and Likud

leader MK Binyamin Netanyahu

were in the unit at the tune.

Peres also broke with another

tradition recently by announcing

the name of the new head of the

General Security Service, former

navy chief Ami Ayalon.

Israeli official to visit Pollard

hillel kuttler

WASHINGTON

Surkis-Almog - was en
te
J embassy official said visits

Carolina, where Pollard >sinrarrerated.
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Likud primary tomorrow
THE Likud’s first Knesset pri-

maries will begin at 7 a.m. tomor-

row. More than 170.000 party

members will be eligible to pick

from among 118 candidates. 73 in

nationwide races and- 45 in

regional ones.

In addition to being the party’s

first primary - replacing the elec-

don of septets by the party central

committee - it will also be the

first time a computerized voting

system is used.

Computer terminals will replace

paper ballots, which had to be

transported, watched, coanted by
hand, and then often recounted in

a system which lent itself to

numerous abuses and fraud
attempts.

In 80 localities, the Likud will

place 572 voting stations where
the voter only needs to touch the

computer screen, on which the

name of the candidate of his

choice appears. Each voter will be
asked to select 20 names from
among the 73 in the nationwide

contest and one from the region in

which he resides.

The computerized system
accounts for half of the N1S 5 mil-

SARAH HONKS

lion price tag for the primaries.

The payoff will be in the antici-

pated swift publication of results.

The polling stations will dose at

10 pan. and around midnight, the

central computer terminal at

Likud headquarters is expected to

present the party's new Knesset

list

Gesher also will dedde upon its

candidates tomorrow. Its leader

David Levy will convene 200
“Gesher founders” to elect the

representatives to be inserted onto

the Likud slate.

Levy's brother Maxim, MK
David Magftn, former ambassador
to France Yehuda Lankri. former
Likud MK Michael Kleiner; and
Levy cronies Ya’acov Bardugo
and Motti Mishani are expected to

be selected.

Several Druse Likud members
yesterday asked the Nazareth

District Court to issue an injunc-

tion against die primaries because

die slot accorded to the minori-

ties' representative had been
moved-ttown on the list due to the

agreements with Tsomet and
Gesher. The minorities’ candidate

is to receive the 46th slot

Likud primary list

1. Binyamin Netanyahu 2. David Levy 3. Rafael Eitan 4. National

lists. National list6. National list 7. National list 8. Tsomet 9. Gesher

10. National list 11. National list 12. National list 13. National list 14.

Gesher 15. Tsomet 16. National list 17. National list 18. National fist

19. National list (woman) 20. Tsomet 21. Gesher 22. National list 23.

National list 24. National list 25. National list 26. Regional list 27.

Regional list 28. Regional list 29. Regional list 30. Gesher 31. Thomet
32. Regional list 33. National list (woman) 34. Regional list 35.

Regional list 36. Tkomet 37. Gesher 38. National list 39. Regional list

40. Regional list 41. Gesher 42. Tsomet

Poll: United religious list

would win 18-19 seats
A UNITED religious front, com-
prising all the religious parties,

would gamer 18-19 seats, com-
pared to the 16 they have now,
according to a Geocartography
Institute poll released yesterday.

The polL commissioned by a

group called Supporters of the

United Religious Front, will be

presented to the rabbinic leaders

of the parties, who are tentatively

scheduled to meet later this week,

said David Bruckentahl, the

group’s spokesman.

The survey, carried out

Thursday among 766 people from

all sectors of the population,

asked: “If all the rabbis and lead-

ers ofthe religious and haiedi par-

ties would today announce a unit-

ed front and ask the public to vote

for a large, united religious party,

would you vote for that party

instead of the party you intend to

vote for in the elections?”

Some 15.4 percent said they

would definitely vote for such a

party, and another 6-4% said they

would liketjtdo.so.. sjv?
According to Bruckentahl, this

could banslate into 18-19 Knesset

seats.'* r

The idea of a united -religious

front has been welcomed by much
of the National Religious Party,

by Agudat Yisrael’s Council of

Sages, and by Shss, which was
the first to publicly back the idea

in February. Only Degel Hatorah

has been lukewarm to the idea.

HERB KE1NON

Aguda sources, Jiowever, say

there is a large gap between pub-
licly supporting the idea, so as not

to appear against something as

popular as “unity,” and forcefully

pushing the notion.

A second survey, going into

more depth into how the religious

public views such a united front,

is scheduled to be released on

‘Not right or left’

“Not right or left, we are

with the leaders of the genera-

tion,” begins Shas’s new cam-
paign song. “We will follow

our teacher and rabbi. Rabbi

Ovadia Yosef.”

According to a Shas leader;

the party has already planned

several rallies, and its cam-
paign will be “massive.”

Shas will officially open its

campaign next week with a

convention in Jerusalem,

'trader- iho auspice& cf - Yosef,

Us spiritual leader; and Rabbi

Yitzhak Kadoori.

The party’s council of sages

is expected to decide on its

Knesset list during Pessah.

Itim

Wednesday.
The Aguda source said that

there still is a chance that the

union will come abouL “Look at

what happened in Aguda,"he said.

“Without any fanfare, the rabbis

decided to replace Avraham
Shapira with Meir Porash- Just

like thaL If they are capable of a

move like that, they can also

approve this type of union.”

Porash was tabbed by Aguda on
Thursday to head the United Torah
Judaism list, representing a major
rhangft in Agudat Ytsrael politics

and changing the party’s internal

balance of power; carefully main-

tained for the last two decades.

Under that balance ofpower, the

representative of the Gerer
Hassidim took the top slot, fol-

lowed by a representative of the

Shlomei Em unim faction, and
then Vishnitz. In an effort to do
away with the factions in Aguda,
the new Gerer Rebbe, Rabbi

Ya’acov Alter, decided to appoint

Porash, a Shlomei Eirnmim repre-

sentative, to the top position.

The polls have consistently

gjven United Torah Judaism,

made.-up,.of ,Agud? jiwLPegel
Hatorah, -four-seats in- the- next

electron*meaning it wfll mafritain

its current strength. The first and
third seals will go to Aguda, with

the second seat to Degel and - if

the current situation is maintained
- the fourth seat is to be split

between them on a rotation basis.

Degel, however, is demanding
parity, and no final agreement on
a joint list has been signed.

Hard undecided whether
to run on Third Way list

THE Third Way remains racked

by uncertainty and tension follow-

ing last Wednesday’s selection of
its list of Knesset candidates.

When the directorate met yester-

day morning to discuss polling

procedures. Yehuda Harel. elected

No. 2 on the list, made ooly a brief

appearance and did not state his

plans for the future.

Harel’s threat last week not to

run for the Knesset left the party

reeling at a time when rt was
meant to be entering full gear for

the elections. Harel. a founder

member, is considered a major
vote puller on the party's main
issue: fighting possible withdraw-

al from the Golan Heights. Harel

has stopped short of saying he
will not run. but told party

activists: “I haven’t decided
whether to take part.”

He is apparently considering

resigning from the political race to

concentrate on the struggle for the

UAT COLLINS

Golan Heights outside the Knesset-

Hard is unhappy with the com-
position of the list be has to run

with. He promoted candidates such

as Eli Malka and Alex Lubotsky,

who failed to win realistic slots. He
is also at odds with MK Immanuel

Zissman, who reached the No3
position despite the fact that the

party's polling committee placed

him seventh on its list of recom-
mended candidates.

Zissman has demanded the vot-

ing procedures be inspected to

check whether in fact he or Hard
should be in the second slot after

party leader MKAvigdor Kahalani.

Harel bad 96 votes to Zissman’s 93,

but the manner in which the final

results were readied involved com-
plicated calculations.

Kahalani is trying to defuse the

tension, saying the voting is in

the past and the party must move

forward.

“There's a good a list: Yehuda in

second place, Emanuel in third.

And with this list we must look to

the future,” said Kahalani.

Party officials are playing down
Zissman*s suggestion of foul play

in the polling booths. “Everything
is stored away for safe keeping- If

he wants to look at the voting

slips, the safe will be opened up
for him. He hasn’t yet demanded
to see it,” one official said.

Zissman said he had been “very

hurt” by his low position on the

recommended list, given bis

Knesset record. He said, however,

he would not consider resigning

over the issue. “This isn’t what’s

important. The Golan Heights,

Jordan Valley, and Jerusalem are

what matter. On these we have the

same stand and the same aims.

I’m sure we’ll all be able to work
together to achieve our common
purpose.”

Eilat-Akaba bus service opens today
HAIM SHAPIROTHE first direct public bus service

from Eilat to Akaba is to begin

today, with a fare of N1S 430, but

passengers will have to pay a

good deal more than that if they

actually want to get from Eilat to

Akaba and back.

The Israeli buses are to be oper-

ated by United Tours, which won
a Transportation Ministry tender.

They are to go from the United

Touts terminal in Eilat, stopping

at the hotel area, the airport and

the new commercial center. From
the Arava crossing they are to

continue to Akaba with no stops

along the way.

In addition to the N1S 430 fere,

passengers will have to pay a N1S
45 crossing fee en route from
Israel to Jordan.

On the way back, they will have

to pay a $6 Jordanian crossing

fee.

Most of the passengers will also

have to acquire a Jordanian visa, a
matter of varying cost and diffi-

culty. Israelis without foreign

passports, who do not make their

arrangements through a tour orga-

nizer, trill apparently still have to

arrange for their visas at the

Jordanian Embassy in Tel Aviv, at

a cost of close to $50.

THE

United Israel Appeal of Canada Inc.

paw maps THrurv mnwan rraaan

Its officers and staff in Israel and in Canada
extend their heartfelt condolences to

Dr. Amnon Shinar
on the passing of his father

MOSHE SCHNEIDER
Steve Ain Harvey Wolfe Max Blankstein
Executive Vice President President Chairman I.R.C.

race
MOST ofthemussm the Ukud
primary know they are in a hope-
less rape. Hie prospects of the

great majority of the candidates

are simply pitiful, regardless of
their guaiifieatinns or the outlay

of money, energy, time, and imag-
.

matron.

Theirs was a difficult, crowded
race to begin with; but after

Tsomet and Gesher were taken

aboard, there remains very little

on die Likud list for all too many
contestants to vie for.

Ifwe accept the premise thatthe

first 42 slots on the Ukud slate

can'be considered safe, and if we
then subtract an-the slots banded
over to the new partners and all

those reserved for specific sectors,

we find a minuscule remainder.
Even this is trimmed farther ifwe
consider the two types of contests

involved.

As in the Labor Party, there are

nationwide and local races. The
more prestigious and far more gra-

iSHHSBiS
SARAH HONKS

eting races aredie nationwide ones,
and it isfrom diehardy survivorsof
the national contest thatnew npnjs-

teis can expect to bepfci^TIre
winners nationwide wifl be'lSe

major league, whereas the local

contests wfll provide foe KoesseCs

next batch ofbackbenchers.
So let’s get down to dementary

arithmetic. From the orqpnal'42 <

we subtract three skrtsr^off,-
already won by the blocs three

leaders - Bmyanun ' Netanyahu,

David Levy, and Rafael Extant in
\

that order. Thomet and Gesher will
-

then each get six more riots. At
tins point we are left with 27.

Likud slots op fos grabs. V- -.

- But while the' Likud had
reserved safe slots for women,
new immigrants, minorities, and

.

young candidates, the pacts with
Tsomet and Gesher haw pushed
most ofthese slots beyond the cat-

egory of a sure seat Only two of

fee women’s dote remain safe.

These riots, are -still contestable,

butcanouty go tpJemale caprfi-

(kteK They .arelp« ^en to aB,

which fea^esonfy25 seats-avaD-

HowCTe^Nctrayahuhas already
warned that there may be mere
tampering wife thc riois, because

of complaints by minorities and

immigrant After it’s all over; the

winnersmay find themselves even

farther backthan they imagined.

- Bat before any 'more .horrors-

befall fee beleaguered Likud can-

didates, nfo* of the remaining 25
seats go to regional races. This

leaves a mere' 16 seals in fee

nationwide contest, open to any-

one from any sector or gender.

Since there are 73 candidates in

fee nationwide primary, there are

bound' to. be many disappointed

contestants on Wednesday morn-
ing,including some of the Likud’s

recent big-name acquisitions.! and

members of the outgoing KnesseJ,

who will fen by fee wayside.

These will be joined by many
losers' in the equally crowded

regional races. \ j
•- .By' fee end of this ^veek these

will be plenty of mdjcpntented

Likud activists andMK$ who did-

n't make ..it. They cmxld well

become sources of dissonance just

when fee ^election campaign
demands maximum, harmony,
striking very jarring notes about

all those reats gomg'.to TSomct
and Gesher freeloaders. Sore

losers could do the IDoid much
harm on election cveu. v ;
This is probably why Netanyahu

floated fee Norwegian law bal-

loon. He didn’t say outright that

he would adopt the notion of min-

isters resigning their partiamen-

tary seats to make way for those

down die line, rather feat, should

he win the premiership, he would
give this option weighty consider-

Netanyahu to meet Jordan’s Hassan tomorrow
LIKUD leader Binyamin
Netanyahu wfll take a break from
Tuesday’s party primaries to meet
wife Jordanian Gown Prince

Hassan and Jordanian Prime
Minister Abdel Karim Kabariti in

Akaba.
The initiative for the meeting

came from fee Jordanians, and the

invitation was issued to

Netanyahu several weeks ago.

The Foreign Ministry is report-

SARAH HON1G

edly fuming because it only found meeting.

out about fee meeting from fee Netanyahu will begin Tuesday
Jordanians yesterday! by touring primary polling sta-

Likud sources, however; said
-

tions. He will then be picked up
there Is noobligation for the party at Ben-Gurion Airport by a plane

to seek Foreign Ministry pennis- sent from Jordan to ferry him to
sion fix any meeting that (toes not - Akaba and retom him. He .will

break
,
the law and that advance then resume tonring tire polling

consultation could have resulted stations. Later, he will go to

in Labor seeking to cancel fee party headquarters to await the

results. . ...

Netanyahu has conferred with

King Hussein and Gown Prince

Hassan several times, both before

and after the signing of the peace

treaty.

Yesterday, Netanyahu met with

MK David Levy again, this time

to consider what role Levy would

take in the election campaign.

Netanyahu wants him to partici-

pate actively.

A Labor Parly worker yesterday finishes the chairs and starts on foe signs at foe party’s Tti Aviv
Fair Grounds primaries center: (0*n o«todkyveVtoriSnn)

Labor’s primary list

34: National list 35: Dan district

37: Reserved for a woman 38:

1: Shimon Peres 2: National list

3: National list 4: National list 5:

National list 6: National list 7:

Nissim Zvilli 8: National Iist9:

Reserved for a woman 10:

National list 11: National list 12:

National list 13: Central district

14: Sharon-ShomroQ district 15:

National list 16: Haifa district 17:

Minorities district 18: Reserved

for a woman 19: Tel Aviv district

20: United Kibbutz Movement
district 21: National list 22: Dan
district 23: Northern district 24:

National list 25: Jerusalem dis-

trict^: Moshavim district 27:

National list 28: Southern district

29: New immigrant 30: Druse
31: Central district 32: Haifa dis-

trict 33: Sharen-Shomron district

Tbl Aviv district 39: Jerusalem

district 40: UKM district 41:

National list42: Northern district

43: Southern district 44: National

list 45: National list 46:
Moshavim district Six slots are

reserved for women, one in each

10, up to 44 on the list

Islamic Movement to run in elections
THE Israeli Islamic Movement
yesterday decided to participate in

fee Knesset elections and to lead
efforts to forge a united Arab list

The decision, which marks a
major turning point in the history

of the movement, was taken in fee

early hours of fee morning by its

supreme body, the consultative

committee.

Negotiations wife other politi-

cal parties and organizations in

fee Arab sector will begin soon,

sources said.

Tbe Islamic Movement, which
is reported to have widespread
grassroots support in fee Arab
sector, in the past has refrained

from entering the national politi-

cal arena, preferring to build up its

position on fee municipal level

Yesterday's decision, in

essence, means tbe movement is

now set to help create a new polit-

Holly Hunter
OSCAR-WINNING actress Holly
Hunter won’t be in Hollywood for

the upcoming Academy Awards
ceremony. Instead, she will pick

up her next prize here.

Hunter, who arrived in Tel Aviv
yesterday, will receive an Israeli

acting prize this week for her per-

PAV1D HUDGE

kal entity in the Arab sector. U
aims to use its considerable polit-

ical clout to help bring together

parties and personalities who
would otherwise remain apart, in

particular the newly-formed fist

headed by Dr. Ahmed Tibi's Arab
Movement for Change and the

Arab Democratic Party of MK
Abdul Wahab Darawshe.
Islamic Movement spokesman

Ibrahim Sarsur said the movement
would act as a catalyst to bring all

Arab parties, “old and new,” into

the same fold

He noted feat having canriitfatf»

from tbe movement bead the list

might make it easier for personal-

ities from other groups or parties

to accept, thereby avoiding a
potential dispute over who should

hold fee top positron.

to spend Oscar
fonnasce as a police detective

searching for a serial killer in fee

movie CopycaL
At a dinner at Tel Aviv’s Planet

Hollywood restaurant. Hunter
appeared at a loss for words.

tTm so, so, so, so honored and
thrilled to be in Israel,” she said.

“We will find the right formula
to bring them together, and we
will do everything possible to
ensure this wfll succeed- In fact,

wecame to the conclusion that the

chances of forging a united list

were minimal unless the move-
ment played a central role,” said

Sarstzc.

“We are not living in fantasy

land, and realistically we would
expect to win about half of fee

vote in fee Arab sector and have a

bloc of between five or six MKs
in the next KnesseL

“Such a bloc would play an
important role in the new Knesset,

especially at tins sensitive junc-
ture for the Arab minority *in

Israel, the Middle East in general
and fee Palestinian people in par-

ticular,” he added.

night in Israel
Hunter, who is traveling

together with fee movie’s direc-

tor, Jon Amiel gave the restau-

rant the detective badge she wore
in the film along wife the red smt
worn by costar Sigourney
Weaver.

Labor’s
Jerusalem
strongman
allowed
to run

EVELYN GORDON and

MICHALYUDLEMAN

THE Supreme Court last night

ruled that Labor’s Jerusalem

branch secretary, Haim Cohen,

may run in the parly primaries

today, despite his conviction for

theft and bribery in 1981.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres

. and Labor secretary-general

Nissim Zvilii, wbo support

Cohen’s Knesset candidacy, were
relieved at the ruling. They had
considered putting off the elec-

tions in the Jerusalem district until

it was banded down.
Cohen, Labor’s strongman in

the Jerusalem district and the

party's prime “vote contractor,” is

running against MK Dalia Itrik

and 'Rati Reshef. His election to a

realistic place on Labor's Knesset

list is nowconsidered certain.

Cohen was convicted of bribery

for accepting paid vacations from
various financial institutions from
1981-85, when he headed the

Jerusalem Municipality’s union.

He was acquitted by the Jerusalem

District Court, but in 1993 tbe

Supreme Court overturned fee

acquittal and convicted him.

A group of young Labor Party

members called Yhfrnt ‘96 then

asked the party tribunal to eject

Cohen from Labor; or at least pre-

vent him from running in fee pri-

maries. The petition was based on
a party rale feat permits the court

to expel someone convicted of a

crime involving moral turpitude.

However, the party court rejected

the petition.

Tafnit ‘96 then appealed to fee

Jerusalem District Court, which
said the party court had no author-

ity to rale that Cohen’s crime did
not involve moral turpitude.

Cohen then appealed to fee
Supreme Court, denying his crime
involved moral turpitude and not-
ing it had been committed more
than 10 years ago. He also argued
feat the public, and not fee courts,

should decide in the primaries
whether he should represent it.

Police blamed for
Tube soccer riot

Tbe police are collecting video-
tapes ofa Saturday soccermatch
In Thibe, daring which, shouts of
“Death to foe Jews” and cries of
support for terrorist bomber
YihyeAyyash were heard.
Mayor Rafik tty . Ylhye

blamed police insensitivity in
arresting three fans for mating
foe crowd and leading to vio-
lence. Pofice said three brothers
were arrested. j&r

Jordanian succeeds
in naming son
‘Yitzhak Rabin’

strate support for fee pe
OxJordan Times said ye

become —
cany fee name of an Isn
after die ovfl registrati

mem issued a birth
under the name Yitzhak

"I am extremely hap
Saeed, fee boy’s father,

succeeding in a oues
/Umm —J «
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Hamas vows to

attack Israel again

Egypt condemns closure

-
gather at the Knesset for the 17th award ceremony of the Wolf Foundation, which Dc Ricardo Wolf and

" -J2S?
51
? ^M-Wolf founded to promote science and art President Ezer Weizman presented each winner with $100,000 and a

1 SSu®* ^™on8 “C Winners are (from left) Samuel Danishefsky, US, chemistry; Gilbert Stork, US, chemistry; Gyorgy Ligeti,Germany, arts (music); Andrew Wiles, US, mathematics; Robert Lapgiands, US, mathematics: Morris Schnitzel; Canada agricol-
- tore; and Stanly Pnismer, US, medicine. _____0^H«ri)

Olmert
asks to ease

..closure
"... bill hutman

JERUSALEM Mayor Ehud Olmert
yesterday called for easing the do-
sure to allow Palestinians to work
at lactones in the city’s Atarot

industrial zone,' which is north of

the army checkpoint for the rest of

the city.

Olmert told Deputy ChiefofStaff
Maj.-Gen.-Mafan Vilna'i, whom he

" accompanied on a tour of points

along Jerusalem’s border with the

administered territories, that many
‘

' factories atAtarot are not operating

^ because of the closure.
r
' Palestinian workers could be
' allowed in Atarot, just north of the
* 1 A-Rmn checkpoint, in a manner

that would not hurt security,
~ according to Olmert. Vilna’i

CAIRO — Egypt yesterday con-
demned the closure, saying tfiar

security concerns do not justify the

“repressive Israeli practices” that

have barred Palestinians from their

jobs and led to food shortages.

A Foreign Ministry statement

said Egypt is following “with
deep concern the repressive

Israeli practices against the

Palestinian people and its collec-

tive punishment of Palestinians,

which is against international law.

“Egypt rejects such measures
and practices and calls on Israel to

stop resorting to them."

The statement also said the

restrictions are hurting the peace

process.

Foreign Minister Amr Moussa
told, reporters late on Saturday

that Israel's decision to freeze its

withdrawal from Hebron and its

moves to counter anti-peace vio-

News agencies

lence could undermine Palestinian

Authority President YasserArafat.

He added that the suicide bomb-
ings were not sufficient reason for

such measures.

“The closure must stop and it

must be lifted. The Palestinian

Authority is already carrying out
security measures. Israel’s fear

that some elements who can carry

out violence may slip out is a dif-

ferent issue from starving peo-
ple.” Moussa said.

“We are against everything that

may [harm] the economy and the

situation of people in Gaza and
the West Bank. The closure

around the Palestinian people
must stop and we will all work to

prevent it from happening again,”

he added. Regarding the decision

to delay the withdraw from

Hebron, be said, “Israel’s excuse
for not pulling out of Hebron,
because of the latest attacks, is

incomprehensible. We are all

against the obstruction of Israel’s

withdrawal from Hebron and we
oppose a cosmetic-pullout”

“The latest violence not only

gives Israel an excuse to suspend

its pullout and the peace process

but also will also undermine
YasserArafat, which is not in any-

one's interest,” Moussa added.

Yesterday, Moussa met with
Saeb Erakat, a member of the

Palestinian Council, to discuss the

situation in the territories.

‘The Israeli government is con-

ducting organized terrorism

against the Palestinian people,”

Erakat told him. "It is continuing

its collective punishment”
He added that the practices vio-

late the Oslo accords.
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' Meanwhile,. Internal; Security

Minister Moshe Shahal yesterday

inaugurated a central police garage

. at Atarot, an act he said was meant

to; show the government’s inten-

tions of bolding onto even outlying

afeas of Jerusalem, such as the

•• industrial zone.

Talks save

jobs of

; Beit She’an
workers
DAVID RUDGE

THEjobs of nearly 200 Beit She’an

workers were saved by top-level

“
talks at the Prime Minister’s Office

last night, following a morning sol-

idarity strike which shut down the

town. ‘
.

The Prime Minister’s Office

‘ announced thatthe talks had result-

• ‘ ed in a formula that would enable

the Beit She’an archeological site to

be reopened to visitors as oftoday.

Workers have closed the site since

• last week to protest the proposed

cutbacks.

In the talks between fiistaanir

• officials and representatives of the

' workers and Zvi Aiderod, director-

general of the Prime Minister’s
’

Office, and other top officers, it

was agreed to maintain the present

' format and number of workers at

- leaSt’tintU the end of the year, when

themtitter will be discussed again.

A statement issued after die talks

said that any employee who wishes

to retire .would receive severance

pay ’and that the accord had been.

*’ reached^ tbeM agreement of

- the workers who, as a result, wfll

• ’ immediately cease their sanctions.

. Yesterday, demonstrators blocked

all ibads leading into Beit She’an w

the- frioming and burned tires.

'
- Police, out in force, tried to per-

• suade 'the workers to disperse

' tJeafcefully. There were some scu^

. roads^were cleared, but

^ polfee refiaroed fcm osfag force to

.

dispose the protester. The oMff

blo& of the mads contmue^;

heavy momingrain
the

Sis. tbemselyes *speraed to

attend a rally outside city hah.

The rally was addressed by MK
David Levy (Gesher), a residait of

' Beit She’an, and MKs Shatd Amor

aod David Mem (bo* Lita«0-^
' SSed oa finance Minister Avraham

'
' aotellofindasolatkfflttat'TO'tW

toe 180 people employeri at

tiSZp
SBeir She’an labor coanefl.

LACK of discipline and aptitude

is the main -reason for training

accidents in die IDF, Chief of
Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-

Shahak said yesterday.

Speaking at the National Defense

College, Shahak said the IDF had

reduced the number of accidents in

1995 compared to the previous year.

According to IDF figures, last

year there, were 515 accidents in

the IDF, resulting in the deaths of

ARIEH O'SULUVAN

20 soldiers; in 1994 there were
533, with 25 fatalities. Of last

year’s 159 training accidents,

seven resulted in deaths; five in

the air force and one each in the

navy and ground forces.

“There is a great improvement,”

Shahak said. “I think that 1995 was
one of the best years regarding the

scope of accidents and their treat-

ment. But as long as we have

injuries, not enough is being done.”

Shahak handed out awards for

the safest units. First place among
regular units went to the air force,

followed by the engineers. The
Gaza Division won first place

among operational field units and
the Armored Corps School was
awarded top place among training

units. Military Intelligence won
first place among support units.

AEC denies employees have
higher risk of cancer

THE Atomic Energy
Commission last night repeated

its commitment to the safety of

workers at the Negev Nuclear

Research Center and the resi-

dents of nearby towns following

Channel I’s investigation into

the center and nuclear reactor.

According to the Second Look
program, more than 140 people

are suing the Atomic Energy

Commission for compensation

for cancer they claim was
caused by their work at the

country’s nuclear research cen-

ters. “The Health Ministry car-

ried out a comprehensive survey

on the incidence of cancer

among NNRC workers. The

UAT COLLINS

results showed no difference

between the NNRC workers and
the general population in similar

sectors. It also found no differ-

ence in the figures for cancer

among NNRC employees work-

ing with radioactive material

and those in administrative posi-

tions. The survey was rechecked

by an external specialist and
found to be in order,” AEC
spokesman Yitzhak Ledennan
said.

The National Insurance
Institute recently broadened its

criteria to recognize cancer as a

work-related disease for radia-

tion workers at the NNRC, he
added.

HAMAS vowed yesterday to

attack Israel again, saying a crack-

down on Palestinian Moslem mil-

itants after recent suicide bomb-
ings in Israel would not deter iL

Hamas also said Israel’smoves
to counter anti-peace attacks,

including the collective punish-

ment of Palestinians, blowing up
homes of suicide bombers, and
the closure of the West Bank and

the Gaza Strip, could only breed

more violence ahead of the May
29 elections in Israel.

“These policies are only creat-

ing more humiliation and bitter-

ness _ and therefore, no one can
guarantee there wUl be no opera-
tion before May 29,” Hamas

One zone
incident
as troops

remain
on alert

DAVID RUDGE

IDF and South Lebanese Army
troops remained on full alert in the

security zone and along the north-

ern border yesterday.

Only one incident was reported:

Gasmen fired anti-tanlr nriggfles at

a SLA vehicle in die zone’s east-

ern sector. There were no casual-

ties or damage and IDF gunners
returned fixe.

Earlier; a news agency report

from Lebanon claimed that at

least four Hizbullah gunmen had
been killed on Saturday night by
IDF tank and artillery fire near
Romnane and Arab Salim villages

north of the zone.

The IDF, however; denied any
knowledge of the incident, and
there was no confirmation of the

report from any other source.

The relative calm that has
reigned since .die last wave of

Hizbullah attarks on Wednesday
has not helped bring visitors back
to the North.

-Bialik Belsky, owner-oFthe
'AriznriHoteTin-MetuDa, smd he;

” has h^d many
,;
cancellations

" because of the situation.

“Around 90 percent of those

who made bookings have can-

celed and about 50 percent have
canceled bookings they had made
for Pessah. We had made special

preparations for the holiday,

which obviously cost a lot of
money which it appears we won’t
recoup,” he said.

“The media coverage, especial-

ly on television, of the tension in

south Lebanon has caused more
damage to tourism in the North
than the terrorists have ever done.
Even when Katyushas fell on
Nahariya, we never had so many
cancellations,” he said.

“The problem is not just effect-

ing us or Metulla, but the whole of
the tourism industry in the north.”

Ramat Belt Shemesh for the Religious Public

Your fiolden opportunity to buy a beautiful and spacious
apartmentm Ramat Beit Sfaemesh Sample prices:

* 3 1/2 rooms - from Si 15.000
*4 1/2 rooms - from SI44.000

+ large balcony & garden
* 5 room cottages - $175,000

AD apartments Include storage room and garage
Grants of up to $16,000 for those entitled.

Take advantage of these opening prices -they won't be repeated!!

I Nnf Real Estate. Tel. 02-375161
Listen to Arutz 7. 711 and 1143 AM, 106 FM

$ TheAlvin ALeanorSegal Ubraiyand Qiltural Centerof

The Shalom Hartman Institute

invites the public to

a ®PiiaEo©
Tuesday, March 26, 1996

TEXT STUDY '8V 1
P, .Tfi-'.Ci -fi

ENGLISH:

Noam Zion A Guide forthe Ferptexed Seder Leader

aid a NOW FamHy Haggadah

HEBREW (parallel sessions):

Most* HaBwrtal The Meaning of the Four Cups and foe Maror

Shte»N«h Ma Nlshlana - *Ma Nbhtana*? .

David Hartman The Exodus from Egypt & the Rebirth

of Israel: The Significance of their

Respective Liberation Stories

3) Racbri haeot’ ^^oin Cdoay) tel.OMiVWJvMvn™*;***^

Ifthe Nikkei Goes Up,

You Profit

Ifthe Nikkei Goes Down,

You Can'tLose

CommStock offers you an investment that helps you breathe easy.

Purchase shares in the japan Guarantee Fund and enjoy the returns

of the rising Japanese stock market without the risk of any capital

loss should die market fell. The offshore mutual fend company

guarantees you a return of at least the original nominal investment

sum at the end ofa three year period. And the investment can even

be 1 00% financed with the fend as the fell collateral.

You must invest by April 12tb to

benefit from this outstanding fund.

Act now! For further details, call Douglas Goldstein, Director of

the Securities Division, at (02) 244-963, or send this coupon with

no obligation, to CommScodt Trading LrtL, POB 7777, Jerusalem

91077; Fax 02-244-876.

Please send me information about how CommScock can help me invest

in the Japanese Guarantee Fund.

Name

Address

Phone (day) _(eveniug)_

As with any invesowni. there are certainJets& risks associated. Any investment ihouU onhj

be made under the terms oftheprospectus, a copyefwhich isesailabie through CommSutk
As a sales agentfor offshorefiuuit, CommStack arnmt guarantee the accuracy or completeness

ofany information published Ip thefoodcompanies, and this is actto be deemedon offerer

solicitation on thepan ofCommStock. Qualified investo rs only. |

CommStock Trading Ltd. S

[Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda, Tel. 02-244-963; Fax. 02-244-876

Ramat Gan: Beil Silver, 7 Abba Hiliel. TeL 03-575-8826/27
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Wews agencies

spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh, a

Jordanian, told Reuters - in an
interview in Amman.

More than 1,500 activists and
supporters of Hamas and Islamic

Jihad have been arrested after 58
people were killed in four suicide

bomb attacks in Israel in.February

and March.

“Hamas remains committed to

its strategic and baric program of

resisting the Zionist occupation,”

Ghosheh said.

Meanwhile, the Associated
Press reported that the Palestinian

Authority- yesterday asked Jordan
to urge Israel to ease the closure.

The state-run Petra News Agency

said the request was made by

Mahmmoud Abbas, a top negotia-

tor with Israel, to Jordankn Prime
Minister Abdui-Karim KabaritL

“We asked for Jordan's help to

press
1

die Israelis to alleviate the

suffering ofthe people in the West
Bank and Gaza,” Abbas told Petra

after talks with Kabariti.

It said Kabariti fold Abbas that

“collective punishment will ham-
per peace efforts in the region and
will fuel sentiments of haired.”

The closure has been estimated

to cost the Palestinians $6 million

per day and has caused a severe

shortage in basic foodstuffs and
medical supplies.

NEWS IN BRIEF

New Islamic party head freed after questioning
Palestinian security forces released the head of a new Islamic

party, an offshoot of Hamas, a day after arresting him in connec-

tion with attacks against Israel, officials said yesterday. Fonad
Nahhal, of the Islamic National Salvation Party (INSP), was
arrested early on Saturday when be returned to his home from a
meeting with Palestinian Authority President Yasser Arafat
“He was questioned about his involvement m attacks since his

name was mentioned by some Hamas activists during interroga-

tions,” a Palestinian security official said. He said security offi-

cials concluded Nahhal was not involved in the attacks. Reuter

Palestinian group claims last TA bombing
A hitherto unheard of groiq> yesterday claimed responsibility for

the March 4 suicide bombing in Tel Aviv. The claim came in an
Arabic language typewritten statement from a group calling itself

Kataeb Jundullah-Liwa al-Jalil, or Squads of the Soldiers of God-
Galflee Brigade.

The statement, delivered by hand to wire service bureaus in

Beirut, identified the suicide bomber as Ahmed Kassem Yaklef,

23, ofSamakh in pre-Israel Palestine.

The claim, which was accompanied by a color closeop photo-

graph of the alleged bomber could not be independently authen-

ticated- AP

Oily Noah IDs husband as man who shot her
Herzl Noah, accused of attempting to murder his estranged wife

Orly by shooting her in fee head and chest, was remanded until

the end of legal proceedings by theTW Aviv District Court yes-

terday.

Oriy Noah, recovering from serious injuries in Ra’anana’s Beit

Levinstein, was questioned last week by police in the presence of

doctors and a psychologist. She identified her husband as the man
who shot her while she was al work in a Ramat Hasharon leather

goods store. She is expected to testify against NoahJfrnne Marcus

American student indicted for murder- :—

•

Arvin Johnson.25; an American'Stutfynig aiHaifa University,

was charged yesterday by Haifa District Court with stabbing to

death his former girlfriend, Ganit Tzinman, on February 24.

The indictment stated that Johnson had decided to murder
Tzinman after she endedtheir relationship in January and he

unsuccessfully tried to change her mind. He is accused of pre-

meditated murder, by stabbing her in the neck five times. Itim

Ministry prepares program to fight TB
The Health Ministry has prepared a national program to fight

tuberculosis, whose incidence is increasing here and around the

world. The ministry announced the program for World TB Day,
which was marked yesterday. Judy Siegel
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Britain may slaughter herds

to end ‘mad-cow’ disease

Taiwan t'bir

L.-3Mr

peace

with China
»,ii

= • rh-

:-VqT_

ALAN WHEATLEY
LONDON

THE British government said yes-

terday that it might slaughter part

of Britain's cattle herd to root out

“mad cow” disease, as fast-food

giant McDonald's underlined a
public health crisis by banning beef

from its 660 restaurants in Britain.

Agriculture Minister Douglas
Hogg gave the firmest indication

yet that the government was pre-

pared to take drastic action to repair

a “grievous” blow to confidence

from scientific evidence of a new
human strain of the deadly disease.

“A slaughter policy is not

excluded... Clearly that is a matter

which we need to consider."

Hogg told BBC television.

Tf a decision to slaughter was
taken, older animals would be the

focus because there have been very

few cases of Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy BSE, or mad cow
disease in cattle over 30 months or

in those bom since die government

banned offal in human foodstuffs

in 1989, Hogg said.

“I certainly am focusing on the

question of the older cow... I think

that is the class of beast we should

look at first."

Hogg was speaking after

McDonald's, Britain's largest

burger chain, dealt a new blow to

the country’s £4 billion (N1S 18.8

billion) beef industry already hit

by slumping prices and an import

ban by dozens ofcountries by tak-

ing beef off its menu.
McDonald’s, which feeds 1.8

million Britons every day, said it

believed British beef was safe but

it could not disregard the growing
unease of its customers.

"This is about public confi-

dence, and I have to tell you that

people are not feeling confident

about British beef right now,"
Paul Preston, president of the

British arm of the US-owned
company, told Reuters.
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TAIWAN and China moved yes-

terday to defuse their worst cnsis

in decades as the people of this

island savored the joy of anoint-

ing Lee Teng-hui the first directly

elected leader in 5,000 years of

Chinese history. _ . .

Premier Lien Chan said Taipei

was “seriously” considering sign-

ing a peace treaty with China, and

wanted to start negotiations

immediately to pave the way for a

bilateral summit.

China, which said its intimida-

tion “dealt a heavy blow” to inde-

pendence advocates on the island,

also made its ewn conciliatory

remarks, proposing a summit

between China’s communist lead-

ers and their rivals on Taiwan.

Beijing’s angriest words were

directed at the United States,

which dispatched to waters near

Taiwan the biggest naval task-

force seen in the region since the

Vietnam War.
Lien, who was President Lee’s

running mate, told a small group

of reporters: “As far as a peace

agreement is concerned... we are

interested in- thiniang sentasiy

about it and a lot of preparations

'Sdtobedonefort^-’-l-^-.
In a goodwill gesture. China:*

Foreign Ministry T
.

^otaBman,

Shen Guofang, rcdcw®d^K?
overture to Taiwan; sputtrtffiffin

mainland since the end rofrtie

Chinese civil war ur^949:>

“The two sides sheu!di«tt#jse:il

high-level summit betwdwrrthoF
. " L- Da
leaders," he told Reuters, offering;

the door to possible tatov'wrih:

Lee, the man China-has identified

as its archreneray, "
• •

'

c'

;

As a carnival atraosphere.«swepr

Taiwan, the US congratulated

PresidentLee Teng^ui.forivj^Qing

54 percent of the voteop Spu|day.

' Washington said it hopedme-crisis

would ease after the idandls,water-

shed presidential election. ‘J
In recent weeks^China baffled

verbal and military pressure on

Taiwan, including missile tests

and maneuvers close to the island,

to try to persuade the island's vot-

ers to shun notions ofSadd^nr
dence. It regards TaiwanasBrener

gade province. j

^r-
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16 guards dead in

Libya prison riot;

400 inmates escape

•..T

Children line up for a lunch, including ostrich burgers, being offered by Avon Valley school in Rugby, central England. <AP>

McDonald’s, which will have
burgers made of Dutch beef back
on sale beginning Thursday,

imposed the ban without waiting

for the outcome of a crucial week-
end meeting of government scien-

tists on the advice to give about

the risks of eating beef.

“We certainly will consider any
proposals that come to us from
sources which have clearly given

the matter considerable consider-

ation,” Hogg said.

Sir Richard Southwood, a lead-

ing expert on animal infection,

recommended the slaughter of

more than one million cows about

one tenth of the total herd bom
before 1990 to curb the risk of
transmitting BSE to humans.
“Serious consideration ought to

be given to destroying all cattle

bom before 1990. when a lot of

infected material was aetiinc into

cattle feed,” Southwood, who
headed the government’s first

inquiry into BSE, told the Mail on
Sunday.
Estimates of the cost of slaugh-

tering the entire cattle herd range
as high as £20 billion (MS 94 bil-

lion).

Iraqi opposition seeks unity to topple Saddam
DAMASCUS (Reuter) - Iraqi

opposition leaders are planning

two conferences in the Syrian

capital next month to unify their

ranks and agree a;strategy to try ter

topple Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein, opposition sources said

yesterday?- • rf. •

They told Reuters that 1 1 oppo-
sition leaders representing the

Islamic. Kurdish, national and
democratic movements would
meet on April 2 to prepare for a
bigger conference, tentatively set

for April 12. in which 40 leaders

would take part.

Mashaan Jbouri, head of the

Iraqi al-Watan (Nation) party, said

in an interview that unlike previ-

ous meetings which failed to

agree a joint stand, the April 12

conference “has good chances of
success.”

The conference will group the

main movements opposed to

Saddam who have often been at

odds with one another.

These include the Supreme
Council of the Islamic Revolution

in Iraq led by Mohammed Baker
Hakim, the Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan led by Jalal TaJabani,

and the rival Democratic
Kurdistan Part}' led by Masoud
Barzani.

. Jbouri, a„ member of Iraq’s,

minority Sunni branch of., the;

the country, were not trusted and
were not represented in the oppo-

sition. Now they will be repre-

sented.” Jbouri said.

was a good example for the Iraqi

opposition to follow.

"We will propose a similar doc-

ument in which all parties pledge

;
"Until. now. the. uy arms ^gainsteach other.^

Dot approve -any -agreement Titucasia foey-akstireepowerapato

Iraq holds elections in bid to help image
BAGHDAD (AP) Seeking to boost morale at home
and improve its image abroad, Iraq yesterday held

its first parliamentary elections since 1989 in bal-

loting restricted to candidates loyal to President

Saddam Hussein.

Many voters expressed the hope that a new par-

liament could help work toward a lifting of the

comprehensive United Nations sanctions.

“Ending the embargo is the most important thing

to us. We need food and medicine,” said Karima

Hussein, a young woman who voted in the impov-
erished Saddam City area of the capital.

But the 250-seat parliament has no real power
and invariably backs Saddam, who makes all

important decisions.

All 689 candidates were approved in advance by

a government screening committee, and were either

members of Saddam's Baaih Party or independents

who pledged their allegiance to the 1968 coup that

brought the party to power.

Moslem faith, said he believed

there were several reasons behind

the failure of the Iraqi opposition

to form a strong force which
could oust Saddam and take

power in Iraq.

“The
.
Sunnis, who have been

ruling Iraq for over 70 years and
who have oreAt influence within

document to organize the opposi-

tion's activities and to serve as a

reference if there was any dispute

on any issue,” he said.

He said the Taif agreement,
which was signed by the

Lebanese factions to end the civil

war in 1990 and which was guar-

anteed by Syria and Saudi Arabia.

allow the Iraqi people to decide

the shape of their future govern-

ment through free democratic
choice,” Jbouri said.

Jbouri said he did not think

there were differences among the

opposition factions but the prob-

lems were rather the result of the

influence exerted by the countries

hosting them.

"The country which gives an
opposition representative shelter

and which gives him his travel

^dpcigncB&'iafl try impose its;

policy- oft'bjre- an^Therefore be
will have Utfie ability^resist-"
Jbouri said he and other Sunni

opposition leaders would attend

the Damascus meeting including

Wafik Samerai. former chief of
Iraq’s intelligence, and Salah

Omar Ali, former member of the

Iraqi Revolutionary Command
Council and information minis-

ter.

Jbouri welcomed this month's
defection to Jordan of Lti-Gen.

Nizar Khazraji. former chief of
staff of the Iraqi armed forces,

saying his desertion was a blow to

Saddam.
“Saddam thought that by killing

his two sons-in-law no other per-

son would dare to defect,” he said.

“We welcome Lieutenant

Khazraji and consider his defec-

tion as a positive sign because it

will encourage others to defect

and not to link their fate to that of

Saddam,” Jbouri said.

SALLOUM, Egypt (AP) - Sixteen

guards were killed in a prison riot

in Libya and at least400 prisoners

mostly anti-government soldiers

or Islamic militants escaped,

according to reports reaching

Egypt yesterday.

Travelers from Libya and
Libyan opposition groups in

Egypt said the riot took place last

week at the prison at al-

Kuwaifiya, which is about 20
kilometers northeast of the
Mediterranean city of Benghazi.

Libyan army troops have been

conducting searches for the'

escaped prisoners, many ofwhom
are believed to have taken refuge

in inland caves and mountains.

The main coastal highway

between Benghazi and die e&terri

city Tubruk has been ctoseth the

travelers said. They spoke pneon-
dition they not be named:" *

•}

The prisoners are beheved^d Se
armed, and. leaders- of Libyan1

opposition groups in Egypt sug-

gested they had received'help'

from outside tile prison. They, too,'

insisted on anonymity. :
’•'*

Some of those-whc^escapeh7
are

believed to have been arrested for

coup attempts, the opposition

leaders said. One dftegfed attempt,
which was never independently

confirmed, apparently 'occurred

last month, they said. Tlie other

was in 1994. •
•

There was no immediate -com-

mentfrom die Libyan government.

One dead in Chechen,

Russian convoy -t-

MOSCOW (Reuter) - Rebels attacked a Russian army convoy in the

Chechen capital Grozny yesterday, killing one soldier and wounding
three, Interfax news agency said.

It quoted officials at Russia’s military command in Grozny as saying

the rebels had opened fire on the 10-vehicle convoy in the Zavodsky
region of the city at around 2 p.m. and were repulsed when the Russians

shot back. It gave no other details of the clash, but said about 200 to 300
armed rebels were thought ro bestiil in Grozny. -

Interfax and Itar-Tass news agencies reported yesterday,morning that ;

six Russian servicemen had been killed and 20 wounded in clashes In.

the previous 24 hours. •
"

• '

Interfax quoted an official at Russia's military command in Chechnya
as saying tire Russians were continuing to blockade rebel groups^ in

western and southwestern Chechnya around the villages of Bamut,
Samashki, Goyskoye and Komsomolskoye. .

... „

Russian troops, sent to the southern region in December 1994 to try to

quell an independence drive, clash daily with the separatist rebels.

Six dead and 20 hurt is slightly above the typical daily casualty toll

since a much battered cease-fire was agreed last summer.
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New Goebbels biography creates stir

NEW YORK - St, Martin’s Press

said it will release Holocaust denier

David Irving’s controversial new
biography of Joseph Goebbels,

although there have been numerous
protests since an advance review in

Publishers Weekly said the book
blames the Jews for provoking
Nazi brutality. Publisher Thomas
Dunne said the book was not sym-

pathetic to Goebbels.

“Nazi brutality is almost always

retaliation for the plots of Interna-

tiona} Jewry and die criminality of
domestic Jews,” the Publishers
Weekly reviewer said in the account

of the book, titled: ‘Goebbels:

Mastermind of the Third Reich.

“There is always, in Irving's own
words, a ‘Jewish problem’ that

Goebbels struggles to solve,” wrote
die unidentified reviewer, who/
called the book "repellent”

.

‘‘We would hope that you will at-

least characterize the book, as a
,

work of fiction,”
_ Abraham,.

Foxman, national director of the
Anti-Defamation League, ,-said

.

Friday in a letter to StT Martin's.
'
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THE answer, says American
conductor David Zinmao,
is blowing in the winds.

7[J
en how the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra has

m™gCtsince he Iast ied in
iv/b, Zinman especially notes
improvements in the sections
mat depend on lung power.

“It’s a different orchestra, and
much younger. They seem more
disciplined now. The winds and
brass are better, and the strings
soil have the same beautiful
sound I remember from 18 years
ago." .

Zinman is making a rare detour
from his well-worn Baltimore-
Zurich travel route to guest con-
duct the; IPO. The 60-year-old
music director of the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra since 1985
assumed the same position with
Zurich’s Tonhalle Orchestra at
the beginning of this season.
This leaves very little time for
any other orchestra.
He came here simply because

Dear IPO: You’ve grown!
“Avi [Shoshani, IPO secretary

general] asked me and so I said.

I’ll come.
"It’s nice to come back and see

how Israel and the orchestra

have changed and to express my
solidarity with them. You must
realize that one does not come
here for money, so it has to be
for love," he said Friday after-

noon after leading the IPO at the

Mann Auditorium.
Like the parent of two chil-

dren, Zinman shuns any public

preference between the two
orchestras for which he is music
director.

They are very different, yet

both are very enthusiastic and
young enough that you can still

mold them. They are not blasd in

any way. both have very good

halls."

The financial situation in the

US makes it unclear whether he
will stay in. Baltimore past his

current three-year contract. "I

will stay as long as they maintain

the orchestra in its current state.”

As a music director, Zinman
often finds it difficult to get the

conductors he wonts to appear

with his orchestras. “Finding

really good guest conductors is

getting harder and harder. The
top ones ore not guest conduct-

ing at all, and the middle-range

conductors are also very busy
these days. It’s getting veiy com-
plicated, so what you do is try

and find people who will have a

steady relationship with your

orchestra and offer them two,

three weeks each season."

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

This, he admits,- is much easier

in Zurich than in Baltimore. "In

Zurich, we have a lot more
money and it’s much more cen-

tral. In the US, it’s much more
difficult, as the conductors who
do come prefer first to perform

with the orchestras ofNew York,

Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles or

Cleveland before they go to

Baltimore."

The Zurich job is a kind of a

reward after more than a decade

of work, mostly in the US. ‘T

lived a long time in Holland {as

music director of the

Netherlands Chamber Orchestra

(1964-77), and the Rotterdam

Philharmonic Orchestra (1979-

1982)], so this is a return to
- Europe. Now I have the time to

live there, but I don’t know how
long I’ll be doing both orches-

tras."

As shown by his track record,

Zinman definitely believes in

lasting relationships between

orchestras and their music direc-

tors. “After 1 1
years in

Baltimore I can say that’s the

only way. The work you have to

do takes more than five years.

By the time you get started, you
usually leave, so you achieve

nothing. It’s at least 10 years

before you really start accom-
plishing something. Now in

Baltimore we tour and record,

we have a wonderful radio

series, and the orchestra has got-

ten better and better and I hope

New director has
Khan-do attitude

HELEN KAYE

OFIRA Henig dreams of
“creating a theater in
Jerusalem that people will

come from Tel Aviv to see."
She’s speaking of the Khan

Theater whose artistic director she
has just become, replacing Eran
Baniel who resigned last spring.
She’ll start officially in June but
she’s working a dual track already.

There are artistic decisions to
implement and the production of a
play to complete, Richard Eyre’s
Ha Ha based on the book by
Jennifer Dawson and translated

into Hebrew by Eytan Blum.
Josephine, played by singer

Michaj Yanai in her first dramatic

role, is a patient in a mental hospi-

tal. There she meets the hyperac-
tive Alasdair (Yossi Marshak). The
two begin a tenuous friendship

which is amputated abruptly when
Alasdair is released.

It's then that Josephine must
decide whether or not to retreat

permanently into the fantasy world

she has created as a buffer between
herself and reality.

“Ha Ha is the name Josephine

gives to the fence that she has put

around , that world. It's also the

sound pf laughter," says Henig.

_ “You need humor to work on a

play tike this. It protects you, but

you can only develop it after you
understand iL That's the question

the play raises, the very, narrow

line between sanity and insanity,

and who or what gives society the

right to make those decisions."

She sits with her actors around

the table to discuss and analyze the

play for as much as two weeks
before they ever make a move onbefore they ever make a move on

stage.And she saves rehearsing the

end of a play until near die end of

the rehearsal process “because

only then can the characters realize

what's happening."

Henig tends to choose plays

whose themes hover at die edges

of normalcy or whose characters

go over that edge, as in last sum-

mer’s production of The Wedding

by Bertolt BrechL
Half the critics savaged it, but

Henig shrugged off the
1

reviews
because she enjoyed "creating

Brecht's particular world during

the rehearsal process."

Surefootedly she has gone her

own way since Gary Bifu scooped
her up to direct at the Bee Zvi

drama school in 1986, the year she

graduated in theater from Seminar
Hakibbutzim.
Her 1988 production of Peter

Shaffer's Equus, about a boy who
blinds horses, won first prize at the

international student festival in

Moscow, and she was promptly
hailed as a prodigy.

In 1989, aged 29, she went to

Habimah to direct Yosef Bar-

Yosefs Cold and became an in-

house director the following year.

Four years and seven plays later -

and three of those. The Night ofthe

20th, The Glass Menagerie and
Picqjomet and Anton were solid

hits - Henig quit because “I felt

that I was treading water, going

nowhere."

Two more years of working free-

lance in all of the country's rep the-

aters “made me realize that I needed

a home and to have some influence,

and dial the time has come forme to

say something, to take responsibility

for a vision. Some years ago I was

the wunderkindefthe Israeli theater.

I’ra not a Jrid any more, but I still

have that gleamin my eye."

Thai’s why, after six months on a

theater scholarship in the US - “I

needed to get away, io refresh

myself, and to think” - she decided

to accept the challenge of tunning

a theater.

Characteristically, she intends to

buck the current fashion of big-

name stars in flashy productions.

The Khan will be an ensemble the-

ater performing fewer plays per

season, and concentrating on origi-

nal material and the classics.

“I’m not interested in compet-

ing ” she says. “I plan for the long

term."

THREE FOR THE SHOW - Academy Awards ceremony producer Quincy Jones takes a

break with host Whoopi Goldberg, as Oscar looks on. The extravaganza will be broadcast

live from Los Angeles on the Movie Channel in the wee hours of the morning. (AP)

Barber’ takes a short cut from Bulgaria

AN operatic soprano who
once traveled to Cairo to

perform in a musical by a

Bulgarian jazz composer is noth-

ing if not flexible.

It’s a quality 37-year-old

Maryana Pashalieva needs in

abundance to juggle her roles

both as star performer and as

recently appointed manager of

the Bulgarian Chamber Opera.

Pashalieva is currently in Israel

singing the leading female role in

Rossini’s comic operatic master-

piece The Barber of Seville , as

her company makes iis local

debut.

The raison d’etre of the

Bulgarian Chamber Opera is to

tour as much as possible, bring-

ing opera to smaller venues in

Bulgaria and abroad. This is

accomplished by reducing the

number of orchestra members to

a manageable touring size.

"We have a small orchestra of

26 but all the other component

of the production are identical to

those of any bigger opera compa-

ny," she says.

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

As a manager, Pashalieva is

very conscious of her goals for

the company. “I try
1 to be much

more European. Before we used

to work very slowly, everything

took a lot of time. Now I try to

make everything much more
effective." she explains, clearly

influenced by her current man-

agement studies at the English

Open University in Sofia.

The BCO performs quite a var-

ied repertoire that does not stick

entirely to the tried and tested

and which on the whole enjoys

an immense popularity in its

homeland. "But when we do Rita

by Donizetti or Mavra by
Stravinsky we do not always get

full houses." she admits.

The soprano-cum-manager was
born in Sofia but now resides

with her family in Blagoevgrad.
about an hour’s drive from the

capital and the current home of

the 25-year-old BCO. "It’s a

smaller city with a lot of narure

in it and I’m totally in love with

it"

This is Pashatieva’s first visit

hereand she already has a very

romantic notion about the coun-

try. "I think it’s like I lived here

before in another life," she says.

“I feel myself at home in Israel,

it’s a very beautiful country."

The Bulgarian Chamber Opera
performs The Barber of Seville

tonight at Kibbutz Givat Brenner,

tomorrow and Saturday at the

Sberover Theater in Jerusalem

and Thursday in Arad.

Home-grown, imported acts

mix at alternative rock fest
Calling all alumni: Kibbutz Dance
troupe to celebrate its 25th year

HELEN KAYE

I
T had to happen. The first

local alternative rock festival,

called the Yaron Yerushaum

Next Music Festival, or YYNexti

will take place at the Suzanne

Dellal Center in Tel Aviv, May 9

“It’ll be basically rock, but any-

thing goes as long as it’s interest-

ing* says YYNext musical
^

three-

toraad docker Rami Ferns team

is to provide a stage for both

music and music makers. Tlere U

be concerts by local and visiting

Jurists as well as specialMM
lectures and demonstrations

devoted to the industry aspect of

-gSS* rv

STsssatt

£3rsatt.3
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ggTf"o“
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seating new material.

Foreign guests include Pete

Hammill, poet and rocker from

the UK; San Francisco singer

Holly Penfidd with her show

"Fragile Human Monster"; and

guitarist Lee Ranaldo of the alter-

native group Sonic Youth.

Other events will feature DJ

Mad Professor, the dub, rap and

hip-hop ex pen; Ian Ritchie, a

noted British producer; and Jean

Louis BrossanL artistic director or

France's Trans Musicale festival.

Festivals of this kind have been

held abroad for years. Locally, the

aim is to promote experimenta-

tion new combos and new artists*

as well as to showcase current

achievements, Forris explains.

The NTS 500,000 budget has

come in pan from the

family, which has extended its arts

philanthropy to music for the first

time. , ,

Ticket prices will ra

^
e ^

NIS 1 5 for Next Intimi, to Nib to

K* * tal pertbrme^o

NIS 99 for those b> romp*

artists- Some performances *

be at the Cinerama and AHenD>

Cinema.

T he Kibbutz Dance
Company will celebrate

the start' of its 25th year

with a reunion of all its dancers,

and a gala performance in

Nahariva on March 30 of Rami

Be’eri's full-length ballet. Aide

Memoire.
"In NahariyaT asked an out-

raged dance correspondent who

seemed to have trouble believing

anywhere else but Tel Aviv exist-

ed’ But KDC artistic director

Yehudil Amon is composedly

equal to the challenge.

"Nahariya is our home base
"

she answers. "Most of our audi-

ence come from the region and we

owe them our allegiance and

respect."

KDC has come a long way since

its beginning in 1970. Then, live

dancers met once a week. Today,

thanks to its resident choreogra-

pher Rami Be en, KDC has

become a signature company with

HELEN KAYE

an international reputation to rival

that of Ohad Naharin’s Batsheva

Dance company.
The KDC. which is based ia

Kibbutz Ga’aton close to Israel's

northern border, today numbers

19 dancers, only half of them kib-

butzniks. “Opening the company

to Israeli and foreign dancers has

been artistically healthy," avers

Be’eri, who has created 18 dances

for KDC since his debut Sonatina

in 1983.

KDC appears annually at the

Karmiel Dance Festival with a-

new work by Be'eri, and this year

will be no exception. Be’eri is

also preparing a frill-length ballet

for the 1997 Israel FestivaL

The 25th anniversary year will

includes tours to Tbricey, South

Korea, Poland, Spain, Italy and

Brazil.

Also planned are a traveling

photographic exhibition, a docu-
mentary film and - to encourage
creativity within the company -
two works by company dancers

which will also premiere at

Karmiel.

In 1996 KDC’s overall budget is

NIS 7 million with NIS 2.94 m.
coming from the Arts and Culture

Authority "which is far less than

we deserve in the light of our

activity," grumbles KDC general

manager Dan Rudolf with a not so

oblique reference to Batsheva. .

The joint Batsheva and

Batsheva Ensemble budget for

this year is NIS 9.2 million of

which 49% comes from the ACA.

“We also have a junior compa-

ny," Rudolf points out, referring

to the 35-member Young KDC
which performs youth concerts.

"They have to be paid as well," he

says.

Viloszny all alone with top prize for monodrama

A
., Chm.ipi VikK/nv won the Nissim Azikri Honorable Mentions went to Tahel Ran and Rama

nSe worth NIS 10.000, for his solo perfor- Messinger for, respectively. Where’s Ruthi? and A
Pn/e * , cc nr the 1996 Lave Stdrv Needs an End.

man-? in A Jew in Darkness at the 1996

TtoterNflto Fcsnval. which ended last week. Helen Kaye

Guest conductor David Zin~

man says the IPO has come a
long way since his last visit.

admits it is difficult to convince

audiences. “In the US. they are a

little more open minded, espe-

cially to new American music.

But in Zurich it’s much harder.

There they want Brahms and

Beethoven, and even Sibelius

and Nielsen is new for them. So

you have to think about your

programs veiy carefully. I don’t

believe in a ghetto for new
music; it all has to fit in with the

overall programming.’
7

In his current series of concerts

with the IPO, Zinman accompa-

nies Itzhak Perlman in two
works which are not that familiar

to local audiences - the Barber

violin concerto and Bernstein’s

Serenade.
He also led the orchestra last

week in Brahms’s First Serenade

and will follow later this week
with Elgar’s Enigma Variations.

He leads the IPO Wednesday,

to do the same in Zurich."

Zinman has always been a

champion of new music, but he

Thursday, Saturday and Sunday
at the Mann Auditorium in Tel

Aviv.

‘Utzli Gutzli,’

and Vishi too
HELEN KAYE

££ i H! and where have* m you been? Haven’t
seen you in the

longest time," a middle-aged
soccer fan be1 ’ • F"miliarly at

Shlorao (Vishi) . .j^tky.
“They still remember me,”

says Vishinsky happily, and his

tired, red-rimmed eyes gleam.

Once, be played soccer with

Hapoel Tel Aviv in the afternoon

and at 8:30, there he was onstage

at the Cameri Theater which had
hired him in 1967.

But soccer is a perilous sport,

and young Vishinsky would
often turn up bruised and limp-

ing.

One day, then Cameri general

manager Yeshayahu Weinberg
told him, “Soccer or theater.

Choose!" Theater won, and now
Vishi plays tennis with the same
intensity he once devoted to soc-

cer.

“I suggested it to Menahem
because I love it Although it's a

classic tale, it’s a very Israeli

play because of Shlonsky’s lan-

guage:
"He invented words, created a

language within a language
that’s very melodic, and Dubi
Selzer's music helps."

The current production is

modeled on the original that

director Yossi Izraeli mounted in

1965, "but we've added things

like cutouts and even more col-

orful costumes," Vishinsky says.

He and Golan have been
friends ever since the day 40
years ago when Vishinsky
answered an ad for child actors

to appear in a musical of Uncle

Tom’s Cabin at the Tilon Theater

in Tel Aviv.

At 52, balding and a little

stout, Vishinsky is no longer the

handsome, intense young actor

of his earlier pictures. But his

smile remains as guileless, and
his expression just a bit

bemused.
Onstage he’s often been tbe

picture of cunning innocence, of

naive roguery io role after role

of tbe clever servant, from the

great Shakespearean clowns
Gnimio in The Taming of the

Shrew and Lancelot Gobbo in

The Merchant of Venice, to the

chief servant in Avraham
Shlonsky’s musical classic, Utzli

Gutzli-

He’s recreating the role of the

chief servant for the current

Menahem Golan production of

Utzli Gutzli which opens at the

Tel Aviv Cinerama on April 4.

Vishinsky is also the director.

The four previous productions

of the musical were put on by
the Cameri.
Utzli Gutzli is Shlonsky’s

rhymed ' adaptation of

Rumpelstiltskin, the story of the

miller’s daughter (Sharon
Haziz) who rashly claims she

can spin straw into gold, and of

tbe strange little being (Zachi

Noy) who helps her do it on tbe

condition that, if she doesn't

guess his name, she’ll give him
her first son.

What kind of an agreement is

that, demands Vishinsky. “The
moral of the story is that you
don’t make promises you don’t

intend to keep." But Utzli

Gutzli's moral underpinnings

don’t really interest vishinsky

that much.

Golan wrote the adaptation

and the lyrics, one of which was
the song "Little Rascals " Golan
had forgotten the words, but
Vishi hadn’t, “and when I sang it

for him, Menahem cried."

However, the choice of
Vishinsky to direct Utzli Gutzli

has nothing to do with friend-

ship. “but because I'm good.
Menahem is a friend to all

actors, but there are no favorites

when that curtain goes up at

8:30.:Either you.canjiack it. or
you" can’t"

After the Tilon, Vishinsky

went on to play in an IDF enter-

tainment troupe and then into

professional theater after bis

release from the army. The Six

Day War brought him home pell-

mell from the US, and after the

war. he was grabbed off the

street and brought into tbe

Cameri.

A friend buttonholed him and
said, "Come upstairs. They need

an actor." Vishinsky ’s Cameri
debut was in Noel Coward’s Hay
Fever, directed by Leonard
Schach.

Despite some lean years in the

late 1980s when he was on tbe

outs with the artistic manage-
ment - “Let’s not go into that" -

Vishinsky is still at the Cameri,
and currently appearing as an
Elvis clone in Cyprus.

Juggling out-of-town perfor-

mances of Cyprus and rehearsals

of Utzli Gutzli accounts for tbe

red-rimmed eyes, but Vishinsky

is full of energy. The enchant-

ment of a new generation of
Utzli Gutzli kids is assured, “and
I still play singles [tennisj,” he
says contentedly.

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

AGAPE
March 26. 1996 at 3:30 p.m.

THE TIGER

Special 100th Performance
March 30. 1996 at 9 p.m.
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No to a defense pact

P
RIME Minister Shimon Peres’s effort to

persuade the US administration to sign a

defense treaty with Israel, preferably be-

fore the Knesset elections, is decidedly not a

felicitous development
President Bill Clinton is reported to have told

Peres on the way to Israel from Sharzn e-Sheikh

on Air Force One that signing such a treaty at

this time “is premature.” It was a polite rejec-

tion whose meaning was made clear by former

US ambassador to Israel Samuel Lewis, who
has served as head of the State Department's

policy planning department under Clinton.

“Only the peace process eases the contradictory

pulls between the US relationship with Israel

and US ties with the Arabs,” Lewis told The

Jerusalem Post last week.

Eager to keep its ties with the Arabs, the US
would like to see an Israel the Arab regimes can

live with. This entails at the very least an Israeli

withdrawal to the 1949 armistice lines on all

fronts, and the establishment of a Palestinian

state with half of Jerusalem as its capital. There

is no Arab leader today, nor anyone on the

horizon, who will accept less than that. And
now, for the first time since 1967, there is an

Israeli government apparently willing to ac-

commodate these demands.

But calling the progression toward such an

outcome a “peace process” is no more than an

accepted diplomatic euphemism. A more accu-

rate description would be a unilateral Israeli

withdrawal to wbat Egypt's President Hosni

Mubarak calls “Israel’s natural size.” in ex-

change for Arab recognition of Israel’s legiti-

macy. Dearly, such recognition is not tanta-

mount to lasting peace, nor is it likely to affect

the terror war against Israel.

To its credit, the US has been honest about its

goals, adhering to them consistently ever since

proposing the Rogers plan in 1969. While all

administrations have been more or less friendly

to Israel, for domestic reasons if nothing else,

and while Dinton has been a dedicated friend

on a personal level,-the^ US-dearly <Joes-not

believe it can foster its relations with the Arab
regimes unless it kegp^prodding Israel to with-

draw.

And if Washington now seems amenable to

considering a defense treaty with Israel, it is

only because the PLO and Syria seem willing to

recognize Israel within the 1949 armistice lines,

and Israel seems willing to withdraw to these

lines.

But the eagerness of an Israeli prime minister

to consummate such an agreement is puzzling.

True, David Ben-Gurion toyed with the ide3 of

3 defense pact with the US, but that was when
Israel was weak and the fear of Soviet military

intervention ever-present.

With the collapse of the Soviet empire, the

only reason for seeking such a treaty would be

to compensate for die sacrifice of strategic

assets which a ’'comprehensive settlement”

would entail. But there is an internal contradic-

tion in this reasoning. If the Middle East is

really new and transformed, as the architects of

the Oslo agreement maintain, and Israel and its

neighbors can join in a federation like the

European Union, American protection is super-

fluous. Holland does not need a defense pact

with the US to protect it from Belgium.

In fact, it is doubtful whether Peres would
have pursued such a pact had the recent terrorist

incidents not cast such a heavy shadow over the

Oslo agreement Overnight, these bombings

changed the Labor Party’s election slogans

from “peace in our time,” as Peres put it last

week, to “a strong Israel with Peres,” and

“separation.”

TTiat separation from Palestinians is impossi-

ble in this country should be a given. There are

about a million Arabs in Israel, including

150,000 in Jerusalem, who mostly identify with

the Palestinians. The creation of a Palestinian

state within walking distance of Israeli Arab
towns and villages - even if there is an electron-

ic fence, guard dogs, and bunkers along the

whole border (hardly commensurate with

“peace”) - will make this identification stron-

ger. No defense treaty with the US can solve

problems ofirredentism, nor can it protect Israel

from terrorism. At best it can act as a deterrent

against a non-conventional attack by a distant

enemy like Iran.

But the benefit of such a deterrence is hardly

worth the price in Israeli independence. To
surrender Israel's freedom of action to a foreign

power, no matter bow friendly, mocks Zionism

and defies common sense. This does not mean
that Israel should not form alliances. But to bind

itself to a defense pact with the US is to let

American considerations determine its actions.

This is why the whole Israeli defense estab-

lishment is opposed to such a pact Even now,

as one newspaper reports, officers on the Leba-

nese-froat complain that, “It seems we have to.

get permission from Clinton every time we
want to act against Hizbullah.”A defense pact

will turn the IDF into a proxy of the US, able to

act only on a green tight from Washington. And
since there can be no time in which Israel’s

interests and American interests completely

jibe, conflicts between the two governments are

bound to be endless.

Nor can Israel maintain its greatest claim to

American friendship: that it has never asked

American soldiers to shed blood in its defense.

And perhaps worst of all, it will confirm in Arab
minds what they have always suspected: that

Israel is no more than an arm of Western

imperialism.

Surely, that is not the way to integrate in the

region.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ISRAEL'S PRIME MINISTER’
AND DEFENSE MINISTER

Sir, - Unfortunately, the appre-

hension expressed in your editorial

of March 8. “A shocking remark,”

as to whether Arafat's staged inter-

view with the terrorist Abu Wards
betrays *‘a basic lack of understand-

ing of the Israeli public's intelli-

gence,” is very well taken. Arafat

certainly has cause for this assess-

ment if one is to judge by the Israeli

government's understanding of the

public '5 intelligence.

Responding to the reporters after

the interview with this disgusting

cog in the Hamas terror machine,

not only did the prime minister em-
brace Abu Wanda's viewpoint con-

cerning the political purpose of the

attacks, but when asked why the

government had not acted much ear-

lier to root out the planners of the

suicide bombers, the defense minis-

ter had the temerity to take refuge in

this dreg of humanity's statement

I that it was only four weeks since the

planning begin. This, despite all of

the warning of the security services

during (he last six months that Ra-

ma! lah was becoming the bub of

such Hamas activities!

COUNTER-VIEASURES
Sir, - In view of the recent series

of barbaric terrorist suicide attacks,

‘it is high lime for the Israeli govern-

ment to seriously consider issuing

the following ultimatum to the Ha-

mas and all other terrorist Palestin-

ian-Arab organizations:

1, From now on, any act of ter-

rorism committed against Israelis

will be punished by executing mem-
bers (and/or collaborators) 'of the

terrorist organization already cap-

tured or to be captured.

2. The number of the terrorists to

be executed will equal for be dou-

ble) the number of victims inflicted

on the Israeli side. The identity of

the executed will be determined by

raffle.

EZRA H. SHIRAZ!
Jerusalem.

Israel's prime minister makes a

political decision allowing the ship-

ment of goods from Gaza to Israel,

but its defense minister doesn't take

steps to ensure that the transship-

ment point is adequately protected

against terrorist infiltration. The
prime minister tells us that there are

hundreds, perhaps thousands of

Jews ready to kill him and the de-

fense minister tells us that there are

only a few cells of Hamas extremists

killing hundreds and maiming thou-

sands of Jews. The prime minister

tells us that there have never been
any political restraints on the de-

fense forces in fighting terrorism

and the defense minister didn’t issue

and evea now hesitates to issue the

orders unleashing those forces.

In any normal parliamentary de-

mocracy. the ruling party in embar-

rassment and fear of ihe wrath of the

voters would have asked the prime

minister and the defense minister to

resign. It is small wonder then that

Arafat and his lieutenants have

reached their view of the Israeli pub-

lic’s intelligence. at. SARNAT
Jerusalem ("New York).

THE SPIRIT OF
COMPROMISE

Sir, - During the coming few

weeks and months, there will be a

great challenge to those who believe

in ihe peace process to hold on to it,

no matter what. Those who are re-

evaluating their support for the

peace process must remember that

the alternative is more of what is

precisely making them re-evaluate,

except without hope for an end in

sight.

'Let us encourage all parties to try

and accommodate one another

through the peace process and hope

that time will prove that the Canadi-

an way of compromise is better than

a total victory for one party or

another.
MONZER ZIMMO

Ottawa.

BBC BIAS
Sir, - The BBC World TV Pro-

gram The World Today featured a

reasonably objective report by Lyse

Doucet on the situation in Israel the

day after the bomb attack in Tel

Aviv.

However, once again the BBC
displayed its notorious bias in favor

of the Arabs. It showed the sealing

up of the homes of the murderers of

our men, women and children. The
BBC, faithful to its pro-Arab policy

portraying Israel as the aggressor

meting out harsh punishment, saw

fit not to air pictures of the heart-

broken families of the victims of

these murderers, the devastated par-

ents of the children cut down by the

terrorists' bombs, the tragedy of
identification at the Abu Kabir

Pathological Institute and the deep
grief of the mourners at the funerals.

It is indeed a shame that the

world's biggest news service is still

infected with antisemitic and anti-

Israel bias so evident in years gone

by-

FRANK D. BERMAN
Karnuel.

PSEUDO-INTELLECTUAL
DRIVEL

Sir, - Professor Gabi Sheffer

(“Last step," March 10) urges the

prime minister to resume his status

as a "transformative leader” and

make an “open declaration of Isra-

el’s acceptance of a Palestinian

state.” claiming that its establish-

ment "will solve the problem of

terror." The recent murders and

maiming of our citizens is dismissed

as “not the most crucial issue/'

The fact that impressionable

youngsters are being exposed to

Professor Sheffer’s lectures leach-

ing the sort of theories should give

rise to serious concern. However, 1

hope that many of Professor
Sheffer’s students are sufficiently

mature and courageous enough to

argue against such pseudo-intellec-

tual drivel, as are some readers of

The Jerusalem Post.

BILL OAKFIELD
Nelanya.

Guts &

‘No alternative to peace’
I

sraeli officials say they are

relinquishing the West Bank
and Gaza as part of a peace

process in which Yasser Arafat

and the Palestinians roust fulfill

their side of the batgain. Israeli

forces, however, withdraw from
one area after another despite the

Arab side’s failure to live up to its

promises.

Is there logic behind this perplex-

ing policy? There is: the Logic of

unilateral withdrawal. Though pub-

lic pronouncements of Israeli offi-

cials emphasize peace and mutuali-

ty, unilateralism actually drives

Israeli actions. In otherwords, there

is an important gap between
declared and actual policy.

When Israeli officials talk of
separation rather than peace, they

signal that the “peace process” is

more in the nature of a unilateral

Israeli withdrawal than a two-

sided bargain.

In late 1993, government offi-

cials promised that if the PLO
couldn’t prevent terrorism, Israel

would halt or reverse its with-

drawal from the territories.

At the end of 1994, following

several terrorist bombings in the

heart of Israel,' prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin did, not do this, but

established government commit-
tees to look into methods to sepa-

rate Israel from the territories with

fences, walls, bypass roadways and
the like. If the PLO could not pre-

vent terrorism, he made dean Israel

would withdraw anyway, while

experimenting with new ways to

divorce itself from the Arabs.

Peace, of course, is different

from divorce; indeed, in essential

respects, divorce is the opposite of
peace. Yet, Israeli officials switch

back and forth between talk of
conciliation and talk of construct-

ing walls, as though it were all the

same idea.

It matters that the word “peace"

is misapplied, because treating the

PLO as a partner in peace implies a

different assessment of risks than

does an essentially unilateral with-

drawal premised on continued hos-

tility and conflict Withdrawals that

may resolve the conflict require

different analysis from those that

simply change the lines from
which Israel wfll have to continue

to fight against hostile neighbors.

Wien reminded of his 1992
campaign promises not to negoli-

DOUGLAS J. FEITH

ate with the PLO or facilitate cre-

ation of a Palestinian state, Rabin
replied that Israel had “no alterna-

tive.” explaining: “We had to

choose between the Greater Land
of Israel, which means a bination-

al state whose populations would
comprise, as of today, 4.5 million

Jews and more' than 3 million

Palestinians.- and a state smaller

in area, but which would be a
Jewish state. We chose to be a
Jewish state.”

Rabin implied Israel had
.
only

two choices, his negotiations with

the PLO, or annexation of the ter-

As a slogan, it

actually diminishes

chances for mutual

accommodation

ritories with citizenship for the

Arab inhabitants (i.e., a binational

state). • • r- —
But bojisraelr/^lflii^ '^n^:

certainly

a binational state. Noneadvocated
annexation of the 'territories with
citizenship for the Arab inhabi-

tants. Government leaders distort-

ed the picture to make those who
opposed their dealings with the

PLO appear fanatical and, of all

things, un-Zionist

Nor did Israel have to choose

between Rabin’s two options; it

had,at least one more.
In the years between 1967 and

1993, Israel neither relinquished

the territories nor annexed them -
either embraced the PLO, nor
granted the Arab inhabitants citi-

zenship. Rather, it controlled the

territories pending agreement with
an appropriate Arab party. That
policy was compatible both with
Labor’s wish to trade the territory

for peace, and with the Likud’s

wish to grant autonomy but not

sovereignty to the Arabs there.

Labeling those against handing
over the territories to the PLO as

enemies of peace and diluteis of
Israel's Jewish character showed
just how swiftly and completely

government officials bad broken
with the pasL They thereby con-

demned not only Likud support-

ers, but also all those faithful to

Labor’s -own 1992 election plat-

form. •
"

. .

THE resonant slogan that “Israel

has no alternative to peace”
deserves attention.

“Peace” in its customary mean-
ing requires two sides. Israel's

having no alternative to peace
implies Israel cannot survive

without peace. This means Israel

cannot survive without Arab con-

sent, which tweans that, should

Israel’s neighbors withhold or

revoke feat consent, Israel will

eventually cease to exist

Israelis who repeal this idealistic-

soundmg slogan probably do not

intend tosay Ibis,fan that is the logic

of their waids. The slogan signals to

Israel's antagonists that they can, if

steadfast, wear down the Jewish

state; and if they thaw this conclu-

sion, the slogan of “no alternative”

actually diminishes the chances for

mnoni accommodation.
In short, Israel is less likely to

win peace if its leaders proclaim

that the country has no alternative

..to peace. -:»% •, i. i -

<' far cfebatesiabottf'ptaaSe policies, j

Labor government -.supporters -

'Invariably ask critics: If yod
oppose the present course, what,

then, is your solution?

But this challenge begs the ques-

tion. Israel cannot have peacesim-
pfy because As citizens desire ft.

Peace not being within Israelis'

sole control, they cannot identify a

solution irrespective of circum-
stances on the Arab side. Before

peace is posable, PalestinianArabs
must develop both peaceable inten-

tions and political institutions that

have credibility and authority.

If these factors are missing,

peace with the Palestinians will not

be available, no matter bow forth-

coming Israeli policy might be.

Israel cannot compel good faith

on the Arab side, nor can ft ensure
mature political leadership there.

The author served as deputy
assistant secretary ofdefense arid

as a Middle East specialist on the

White House National Security

Council staff during the Reagan
administration. This article is

adapted from an essay in the

March 1996 issue of the Middle
East Quarterly.

Fear of the single woman
I

don’t know exactly what I

expected when 1 came to Israel

four years ago for an extended

stay. I had visited twice before,

and everyone had seemed so
warm and friendly.

I arrived with a Christian tour

group sponsored by a Christian

organization here. The director

knew my father, a Christian minis-

ter.The group leader, a representa-

tive of the organization, told me to

visit the office; they might have

some volunteer work.

Although be had seen me with
the tour group, tfre office manager
looked at me angrily. “Who are

you?” he demanded “Why are

you here? What do you want?”
When 1 explained’who had sent

me, he replied gruffly, “You can

fill out a form if you want."

I went to a church attended by
people from this same organiza-

tion and also received a less-than-

warra welcome. I have never

returned.

I later found out that many sin-

gle Christian women who work
with Christian organizations here

have affairs with Israeli men, tar-

nishing the organizations’ image. I

guess they thought 1 would do the

same. They felt threatened.

Jews also viewed me with suspi-

cion. When they asked why 1 was
here, I said, “I love Israel and I

want to do something for the

country.” They would respond
politely, but I could tell they were
thinking. “Yeah, but why is she
really here?”

My neighbors in Jerusalem.

ANN HUTCHINGS

Rivka, Paul and their four kids,

were the only ones wbo would
have anything to do with me. I

babysat for free. I knew they
couldn't pay me, and I was so
starved for human contact I didn’t

care.

Rivka taught me how to keep
kosher and helped me with my
Hebrew. I helped her clean for

Pessah and spent my first seder

with their family.

Christians here

rejected me. Finally,

it was the Jews who
showed they cared

None of the Christians I met
ever invited me for Christmas or

Easter. And because I wasn’t
Jewish, 1 spent Shabbat and
Jewish holidays alone too. This
seemed to bother the Jews I

worked with even more than it

bothered me. They bought me
Christinas presents.

Today 1 go to an Orthodox syna-

gogue instead of church. I no
longer celebrate Christmas, but

I'm always invited to dinner for

the Jewish holidays. My best

friend. Talia, is Jewish. People

who don’t know my background
think I'm Jewish.

Because I now officially repre-

sent my father’s organization, the

Christians I meet are very nice to

me, but I’m no longer interested.

Instead of being absorbed into the

Christian community like I had
expected, I have been absorbed
into die Jewish one.

How ironic that the community
to which I belonged Fleeted me;
while a community with which I

had never had.contact with before

cared.

Conversely, Jews tell me how
warmly they are accepted by
Christians. One Jewish organiza-

tion has even received member-
ship into the National Religious

Broadcasters Association, a
Christian organization in the US.

1 see nonacceptance within the

Jewish community as well:

Ashkenazim not accepting

Sephardim, secular not accepting

religious, and vice versa, haredim

only accepting haredim.

What does my experience say

about Christians and Jews? I’m
not sure.

But I think we can show enough
love and acceptance toward those

among us who aren't exactly like

us so we don't isolate them to the

point that we drive them from
their social and religious commu-
nities. Once that happens to some-
one, he or she is lost to that com-
munity.

Christians and Jews seem to do
very well at accepting those out-

side their faiths; they both need to

learn to accept those within.

The writer is a freelancer.
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THE image that wift "remain

from the spectacle the

Likud staged last Tuesday
at its Central Committee meeting

will be of Benny Begin standing

alone in a raucous,exovkd holding

up his yellow card m a vote

against the Likud-GesherTTSsomet

merger. . \

A little earlier Begin- hpd used

the rhetorical talents inherited

from his father to roodc\David

Levy’s “principles” and move-
ment and .attack the merger.

Begin was apparently the only

Likud member standing for elec-

tion in this week's primaries with

the guts to spoil Bittyamin
Netanyahu’s public demonstra-

tion of “unity.” Several 'fibers

known to agree with him- kept

silent. The few rank-and-file

members who dared join l him
were jeered by the crowd. :

It wasn't democracy at. its -best

- but when the end justifies the

means, who cares about democra-

cy? The goal, as we all know, is to £

send Labor and its partners back

into opposition and halt the Oslo

process.

But last week's show left a bit-

ter taste, even among the right-

wing camp — and it is more likely

than not to boomerang.

Despite what some polls have

indicated, the new alignment is

likely to receive fewer seats in the

14th Knesset than it would were

tiie three parties to tun separately.

Why? First, because many
TSomet votere in the last elections

were either Labor-oriented hawks
who found Labor's positions and

list too dovish, or young people

attracted by Ibomefs stand on

human rights, clean government,

and against religious coercion.

None of these are likely Likud

voters, and while the former
might now vote for the Third

Way, the latter coiild opt for

Meretz.

Secondly, many of Gesher's

potential voters are now likely to

vote for Shas on ethnic -grounds,

while those foolish enough to

take Levy’s social platform seri-

ously will probably look else-

where.

. The whole exercise has left the

^Likud’simage badly tarnished,

j
Netanyahu paid* an exhorbitant

. .
price for the merger. Manydevot-

ed Likudniks who had hoped for

realistic places on the Likud list

will now be left off ft.

The alignment is expected to

win at least 44-45 seats; but ifwe
take the 36 seats today command-
ed by the Likud, Tsomet and
Gesher - 29 belonging to the

Likud, five to Tsomet and two to

The tale of the

naked emperor

could become all

too tragically true

Gesher - then of the 45 projected

seats, 36 ought to be reserved for

Likud members, and not 31, as

agreed.
_

But even this calculation is

faulty. If the Likud ran on its own
without Tsomet and Gesher it

would most probably gain more
than 36 seats; thus the number of
Likudniks left out will be greater

than five.

ONE GROUP that will lose are

women.
The Likud women, whose two

current Knesset representatives,

Limor Livnat and Naomi
Blumental, are both first-class

parliamentarians had originally
managed to reserve Four slots for

women up to the 40th place. They f
are now unlikely to get even three
out of 31. And since neither
Tsomet nor Gesher has a woman
in a realistic place, the alignment
will probably end up represented
by only two women, compared to
Labor s reserved six.

But the Likud hasn’t just suf-
fered in terms of representation.
It has also paid a high price as
regards image.

Netanyahu has shown himself a
poor bargainer - the last thing
Israel needs just now. And his
number two, David Levy, might
have made the deal of his ‘life -
but to the public, including most
Likudniks, he now represents
cynical politics at its worst, and a
total lack of credibility to boot.
Numbers three and four,

Rafael Eitan and Ariel Sharon!
“heroes” of the 1982 Lebanon
war, will both be celebrating
their 70th birthdays in the course
of the 14th Knesset. The
princes’’ have been left .behind

sulking, and the likelihood of
new faces entering the Likud list
now look slim. .

Finally, there was Benny Begin f
last week, calling out like the lit-

tle boy in the fairy tale: “The
emperor has no clothes!” Only
this isn’t a fairy tale, and the
naked emperor could end up
Israel's next prime minister.!

The writer is a political scientist
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For Bob Dole, much may ride on how voters view his nrnoing mate.

The Bottom Line

How I balanced the

Federal budget

By David E.

Rosenbaum

Labor Pains

Education Summit

Does America expect to

much from its schools?

By Peter Applebome

Continental Drift

job security, not

revolution.

By Keith Bradsher

toward unification.

By Richard W.

Stevenson

Significant Others

Much Will Hinge on 2

Close to the Candidates
By R. W.APPLEJr.

Washington

A
PRESIDENTIAL candidate’s choice of a run-

ning mate can be a seminal event, of course, to

advancing the career of the lucky politician

iwho gets the nod. Five of the last 10 Presklents

had served previously as Vice President, and in seven
ofthe Last eight elections, one or both of die majorparty
Presidential nominees had served previously as Vice
President. For the Vice Presidential nominee, it is a big

step up.

But seldom does the choice profoundly influence

the outcome of the campaign Since World War n, only

John F. Kennedy's selection of Lyndon B. Johnson in

I960 was decisive (or thought to be decisive; no one can
prove the widely held theory that without Johnson,
Kennedy would have lost Texas, Johnson’s state, and
with it the election).

hi most years, furthermore, it occurs to few voters

to take into account who would be the First Lady in

deciding whom to support for President But in most
years, no one like Hillary Rodham Clinton inhabited the

White House.
Thisyear may be different Even before the prima-

ryelectionshad begun. SenatorBob Dolewas surround-

ed by conjecture that be would choose a running mate,

someone much younger than be, before the convention

or even before the primaries as a means of countering

the notion thathe was too old for the Presidency. He will

be 73 by election day; if elected he will be the oldest

man ever to take office and rally a bit younger than

Ronald Reagan at the start of his second term.

Age Matters
Now that Senator Dole has all but clinched the*

nomination— he will eliminate the last vestige of doubt

if be wins, as universally expected, in California on

Tuesday — speculation about bis running mate is

keener than ever. Because of his age, about which

roughly a third of those polled in most primary states

voiced concerns, Mr. Dole, who was Gerald Ford’s

running mate in 1976, will need to select someone die

electorate views as fullyqualified to serve as President.

Even more than Vice President John Adams, who once

said, “I am nothing but I maybe everything,” he or she

will need to be prepared.

Given the controversy that has swirled around

Mrs. Clinton, the determined, talented (and by some por jjgi Clinton, it’s how voters view his mate.
accounts domineering) First Lady, Mr. Dole has al~ - . ,

• .

ready tried to'pfojfect his’oWh Wife," ElizabethTTanfottf ^ / [~'y
_ ~ i

.

"
,

' TTl

Dole, as a different sort of woman with wholly"different ^righteous and overambitious, by others as an admira-
~ ' - ” " "

blerole modelforwomen, is a polarizingfigure^more
so, perhaps, than any other figure in American politics

except Newt Gingrich. Mr. Clinton called her his part-

ner in the Presidency. The first First Lady to be
summoned before a grand jury, she is a central charac-

ter in the tangled web of Whitewater, blamed by some

Continued on page 2

ideas about the role the First Lady snomapiay. “ ""

“She will not be in charge of health care in the Dole

Administration,” the Kansan has said in speeches in a

dozen states. A former Cabinet member, she nonethe-

less intends to play no formal or informal government
role if her husband is elected, resuming instead her job

as president of the American Red Cross.

Mrs. Clinton, serai by many Americans as self-

Dreamland

Morning in America in Japan

Jcao-MlcfaelVdee/Manti

Japan has family values and then some: Three generations o! a Tokyo family.

By NICHOLAS D. KR1STOF

TokyoWHEN this year's crop of American Presi-

dential candidates dies and goes to heaven
(an assumption some may question), pretty

much the whole lot of them might raid up
here in Japan. It has just about everything they might
want:

flLaw and order! Some prisons are so strict that

inmates are virtually never allowed to speak to each
other. No coddling here; (me woman prisoner who
simply said “good luck” during an exercise session got

eight days of solitary confinement, where prisoners

must spend the entire day seated on the floor, motion-

less, eyes closed.

qBasics in the schools! Kids are not allowed to

leave their books at school overnight — they have to

take them home as an inducement to crack them.

^Family values! This is a country where when you
mention single mothers, you’re probably discussing

widows.

qProtect domestic jobs! Every American politi-

cian seems to admire the efficiency of Japanese protec-

tionism, leaving it to Japanese officials to stammer a
disclaimer of any special talent

It is true that Japan encapsulates much of what
many Americans yearn for. It has the longest life

expectancy on the globe, as well as some of the lowest

crime rates. Literacy is universal, so that even foe

occasional homeless read serious newspapers to catch
up on foe situation in Bosnia. This is a country where
carjacking is what you do to change a tire.

Even better, from an American politician’s point of

view, is the fact that Japan is a place where elected
officials get some respect. They are normally ad-
dressed in Japanese as “sensei,” or “teacher," (as in:

"Teacher, why did you accept a briefcase full of money
from a construction company bidding for a Govern-
ment project?”)

Yet if Americans sometimes dream of a place like

this, it Is sobering that many Japanese are fed up with
their situation. It is not exactly that theyyearn for drug-
infested slums with bad schools, but neither are they
content with what they've got now..

GreenerWeeds
“We may require not reform, but revolution,”

Ichiro Ozawa, the leader of foe main opposition group,
the New Frontier Party, said in an interview. Mr.
Ozawa fa the leading revolutionary in Japan these days,
but just about everybody in the country — including

Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto— insists that far-
reaching change fa essential in Japan.

So Japan offers a reminder of how frustrating foe
search for a social utopia can be. As commentators
from de Tocqueville on have pointed out, Americans
harbor a strain of insecurity over bow their nation
compares with others — and that may be a spur to
American growth and innovation. But in fact when
you’ve traipsed over to study the supposedly greener
grass on the neighbor's tot, it often turns out that it's

overgrown with weeds, or font it's fenced off so that no
one can enjoy it, or that it's Astroturf.

What fa perhaps most intriguing about Japan fa the
way It manages to realize so many current American

Continuedon page4
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You, Too, Can Balance the Federal Budget

By DAVID E.ROSENBAUM

WASHINGTON

A
NYBODY can balance the Federal

budget over seven years. I did it In

i a couple of hours.

m This is all it required:

I. The hubris to make crucial policy judg-

ments about matters I know absolutely

nothing about (what the consequences

would be, say, of reducing the number of

Navy aircraft carriers to 10 from 12).

2 The willingness to raise other people's

taxes (those who drive a lot) and reduce

Federal benefits I never expect to have

(farm-price supports).

3.

The determination to maintain the tax

breaks (mortgage interest deduction) and

Government subsidies (mass transit) chat I

enjoy.

4.

The ability to make the decisions by

myself without having to strike compro-

mises with people (my family and friends,

to say nothing of people who live across

town or across the country) who have inter-

ests, needs and views different from mine.

5.

The knowledge that (unlike the politi-

cians who have been unable to agree on a

budget plan) l never have to run far_ re-

election.

Billion Here, There

I used a game called Debtbusters 2002

developed by the Concord Coalition, a non-

partisan organization that promotes a bal-

anced budget (202-467-6222). ft lists dozens

of deficit-reduction options that President

Clinton and Congress have considered in

four areas: domestic spending, national se-

curity spending, taxes and entitlements. The
player is supplied with brief arguments for

and against each option and the amount of

spending that would be saved (or revenue

gained or lost, in the case of tax changes) if

the option is selected.

The object is to check off options that add

up to $850 billion, enough, the authors of the

game say, to balance the budget in seven

years.

The best place to start is benefit pro-

grams, called entitlements, since that cate-

gory accounts for two-thirds of all Federal

spending. There are two main types: those

like Social Security and Medicare that are

What’s required? v
Hubris, tax increases

for other people and

no compromises.

Nancy Carpenter

available to the elderly regardless of their

means and those like welfare, Medicaid and
food stamps far the poor.

I decided to spare the poor and go after

the elderly, whose benefits have risen most
rapidly in recent years (see No. 5. above).

Big bucks can be saved ($281 billion) by
making benefits like Social Security and
Medicare subject to the income tax to the

extent they exceed an individual’s contribu-

tions. Other hits on old people: Hold the

annual cost of living increase in Social Secu-

rity benefits to half a percentage point be-

low the rate of inflation ($59.7 billion);

gradually raise the Social Security retire-

ment age ($72.6 billion) ; raise the Medicare
premium for outpatient services for individ-

uals with incomes above $50,000 and couples

with incomes above $65,000 ($25.9 billion).

Other entitlement savings not primarily
involving the elderly or the poor: reduce

farm subsidies ($31.6 billion, see No. 2);

restrict veterans’ compensation for those

with relatively minor impairments like flat

feet and eliminate payments to new appli-

cants with disabilities unrelated to military

service ($7.6 billion) ; increase fees for us-

ing Federal resources and services ranging
from mining on Government land to obtain-

ing a communications license ($29 billion).

Total entitlement savings: $507.4 billion.

The next biggest category ofGovernment
spending is the Pentagon. The cold war is

over, and big cuts here seem easy (see No.

1). These are the ones I made:
Cancel development and production of

various high-technology aircraft like the F-

22 advanced tactical fighter, the C-17 trans-

port plane, the F/A-18 attack aircraft, the V-

22 vertical takeoff plane and the Comanche
helicopter ($42.8 billion); reduce the num-
ber of aircraft carriers, destroyers and frig-

ates and cancel the third Seawolfsubmarine
($15.9 billion) ; reduce the troop strength of

the Army (516.7 billion); reduce nuclear
delivery systems and other nuclear weap-
ons programs ($9.4 billion) ; consolidate

military infrastructure, whatever that

means ($7.7 billion).

Total military savings: $925 billion.

Cutting other Government programs is

harder. Whole programs can be abolished
without saving much money. But this is not
the time to be daunted (see Nos. 3, 4 and 5).

These were my cuts:
'

v

Cancel the space station ($13.8 biluon);

consolidate the Departments^ Education

and Labor ($3 billion); abolish the;.Com-

merce Department ($7 billion) ;
eliminate

funding for several arcane. education pro-

grams like Che one that gives school dis-

tricts extra money for pupils whose parents

live or work on Federal property.'($£8 bil-

lion) ;
cut in half funding for. .the arts, and

humanities ($3.6 billion); eliminate commu-
nity development block grants ana some
rural development programs ($31.6' billion,

see No. 2); limit low-income energy "assist-

ance to the most needy ($5 bflltefn).'..7'. ..

Total savings from miscellaneous cuts;

$68J> billion.

Now for taxes. Unlike President- canton
and toe Republicans who control Congress, I

see no need for tax reductions. In foci, 2

chose these tax increases (SeeNa 2) :;Raise

the gasoline tax . by 25 cents a 'gallon

($208.7) ; raise toe cigarette tax By 75"cents

a pack and the lax on alcohol by“about 50
cents for each six-pack or bottle 6f Wine or
spirits ($98.7 billion) ; eliminate tlie deduc-
tion for mortgage interest forInterest pay-
ments above $20,000 a year ($56^ billion):

Total tax increases,' $263.9 billion.
.

Time to take stock.The spending.cuts and
tax increases 1 have so painlessly checked
off total $9326 billion, $826 biQfon more than
necessary to balance the budget under the

rules of the game. .

So since I may want to retire at. 65. (see

No. 3), let’s forget about raising the retire-

ment age ($726 billion). And to avoid fights

with members of my family who disagree
with me (see No.-4), let’s not cut tends for

the arts and humanities ($3.6 billion): .

. That leaves a surplus of $6.4 billion over
seven years. HI give ft to the Pentagon. You
can't be too careful about toe nation's de-

fense needs (see No. 1)
.

'
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For the U.A.W, It’s Not the Revolution
By KEITH BRADSHER

Dayton, Ohio

A
T first glance, the basic relationship between

labor and capital in the United States seemed

k to be changing last week.

Il a small band of workers, just 3,000 brake

makers here, had shut down the world’s largest auto

maker, toe General Motors Corporation, in the indus-

try’s biggest work stoppage since 1970. Some outsiders

called for the United Automobile Workers to rally

Americans under a banner of resistance to the broad

forces of economic change that have produced so much
insecurity across the country. And Robert Eaton, the

chief executive of the Chrysler Corporation, lamented,

“Today, apparently the shame is raising a son Who
grows up to be a C.E.O.”

Yet the UA.W. never toe* up that banner, negoti-

ating last week's settlement in total secrecy. Even
while the Presidential campaign brings fresh attention

to the plight of workers, corporate America remains in

a season of downsizing. And the brake workers them-
selves — with an average age of 50 and an average

income of $69,000 a year from working six- and seven-

day weeks — were singularly unenthusiastic about

playing the starring role in any social revolution.

Strictly Local

“We didn’t want to shake up the nation, we just

wanted to shake up the people In here." said Warren M.
Cooper, a 53-year-old picketer at the factory gate who
put his three children through college on his earnings

here.
Nor did the union have much to say about larger

issues like corporate responsibility and economic in-

equality. In contrast to the UA.W. of the 1930’s and

1940's, this union went on strike here not to galvanize

other workers or even to pursue higher wages or

benefits, but to insist that G.M. live up to past promises
to continue producing most of its brakes in Dayton.

And in the end, the workers here won some job

security and cash for themselves while resisting

G.M.’s demands for greater freedom to buy parts from
outside, nonunion companies. But the union failed to

pot any new limits on these outside purchases, leaving

the overall relationship with the company unchanged.
It was management, not labor, that was on the

offensive during much of the strike. G.M. resisted

bargaining with the UA.W. for the first week of toe

confrontation, which lasted 17 days.

GJVL managers were trying to extract concessions

on parts purchases that would boost the profitability of

the company and its long-run ability to compete. In
doing so, they provided a particularly vivid example of

the broader shift of compensation away from workers

and toward owners of capital.

“This is one of the skirmishes in one of the great
battles over Income share in this economy— this is one

of the great issues of how the product is divided," said

James E. Annable, the chief economist at First Chi-

cago NBD, the biggest bank in the Midwest. But itwas
management, not workers, that is trying to shift the

balance at G.M., he added.
But the U-A-W.'s willingness to confront manage-

ment might not be repeated elsewhere as long as

Federal law continues to allow companies to hire
replacement workers during strikes. The same UAW.
that appeared invincible here last week lost a bitter 18-

month strike at Caterpillar Inc. last year when the

heavy equipment maker brought in replacements.
G.M. never even tried to train replacement work-

ers because the company is simply too big to do so.

Associated Preu

GJML was all but shut down by 3,000 strikers in Dayton, among them Larry Price, stepping into the cold.

Replacing its 240,000 ILA-W. workers would be a nearly

impossible task even if G.M. were not in a market so

competitive that a company's market share can melt

away in weeks, never to be recovered.

But G.M. Is also the nation's largest industrial

corporation, with sales in the fourth quarter of last

year that were 19 times greater, for example, than the

sales of the Microsoft Corporation. Few other compa-
nies face the constraints that G.M.'s sheer size im-
poses.

Hie Public’s Interest

Labor experts said last week that while the imme-
diate effects of the G.M. strike may have been spectac-

ular, with several hundred thousand workers out of

work, real changes in labor relations are more likely to

come from political pressures than from strikes. To
the dismay of corporate leaders like Mr. Eaton, busi-

ness decisions affecting employees are increasingly

toe subject of public scrutiny, including criticism from
politicians of both parties.

“Outsourcing and downsizing, those two issues

which have to do with corporate behavior, are all out
now in the public domain,” said Barry Bluestone, a
professor of political economy at the University of

Massachusetts.

The prospects for political changes are murky for
now. Republicans in Congress strongly favor allowing
the replacement of strikers, while a Federal court has
rejected President Clinton’s effort to halt Federal
contracts by executive decree for companies that hire
replacement workers. Last week the Justice Depart-
ment filed an appeal of the court decision.

So while a few of the UAW. workers here be-

moaned the job insecurity and economic inequality

that are changing the nation, their strike did not
appear to have done much to halt either trend.

"When I got out of high school there were good-

paying jobs — now, you’ve got people coming out of

college and there aren't any jobs,” said Jim Breen, a
48-year-old maintenance worker here who walked toe
picket line near his shiny black 1994 GMC Sonoma
pickup truck. “I know people whohavegot 25-year-olds
sitting on their couch whocan’t put the money together
for the Insurancem th*ir nr ”

The 2 Others
Continuedfrom page I

in the Administration for making it worse than neces-

sary by her refusal to release relevant information.

In a pon taken in January try CBS News, 49 percent

of toe respondents said they thought Mrs. Clinton bad
taken part in a coverup in the Whitewater case, as
against 37 percent who voiced -a similar view of the

President. In a Gallup Poll taken the same month, amid
fresh Whitewater charges, Mr. Clinton bad a favorable

rating of 54 percent, while Mrs. Clinton got 43 percent

But Mrs. Clinton may be more a subliminal than an
explicit issue in the fall campaign, and it is hard to

judge at this stage how important she will be. Mr. Dole
clearly sees his wife as a major asset, especially in the
South (she is from North Carolina), but overt Hillary-

bashing might prove counterproductive.

First Choice
Even if she is a liability, there is little Mr. Clinton

can do about his most visible partner. But Mr. Dole’s

vice-presidential options are many. His first choice is

fairly clear. He has talked repeatedly about retired
Gen. Colin L. Powell as a running mate, even though hb
knows as well as anyone that choosing him would
alienate those in the party, including Patrick J. Buchan-
an, who are deeply offended by General Powell’s rela-
tively permissive attitude toward abortion.

General Powell said in an interview with the col-
umnist Carl T. Rowan a week ago that he is sticking to
his decision not to seek any elective office this year, and
he denounced “this feeding frenzy aboutmy running for
vice president.” But what matters is not what be says
now but what he would say in August if Mr Dole
pressed him to run for the good of the country.

Others equally uninterested in the vice presidency
notably Mr. Johnson and Nelson A. Rockefeller, have
heard similar words and yielded.

If not General Powell, who?
One tratotional approach has been to seek someone

*SS
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Can the Schools
Stand and Deliver?

By PETER APPLEBOME
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IE answer to all our nationa
problems comes down to a single
word: education,” Lyndon B
Johnson said in promoting his vi

sion of the Great Society in the 1960's.
In that same spirit — the eternal Ameri

can faith that schools can solve all the
nation's ills — the nation's governors anc
top corporate executives are gathering thi«
week in Palisades, N.Y.. for what is being
grandly billed as the Second National Edu
cation Summit. President Clinton is to ad-
dress the governors Wednesday.
The gathering itself, occurring at a time

of faint progress toward the “new era ol
education reform” that George Bush hailed
after the first summit in 1989. reflects the
prevailing belief that the nation needs tc
demand more from its struggling schools,
teachers and underachieving students.

Too Much orToo Little

But some historians and educators are
offering the heretical notion that it can be as
shortsighted to expect schools to do too
much as it can be to accept when they do too
little, particularly when enormous social
and economic problems are seeping into the
classroom and disagreement is rife over
how the schools should respond. The critics

argue that President Johnson got it wrong:
that the nation’s educational ills are more
the result than the cause of its economic
problems, investment decisions, violent cul-

ture and urban decay. And without adequate
funds and realistic expectations and plan-

ning, periodic promulgations on bow bad
things are orhow wonderful they can be will

not improve education.

“Americans have always had very utopi-

an expectations of what the schools can do,"

said David Tyack, a professor of education

at Stanford University. “That can be a very
positive way of recreating democracy. The
problem'comes when you promise too much
and people get cynical The danger with the

utopian view of education policy is that it's a

short jump from seeing education as the ark

of the covenant to becoming cynical and
disappointed enough to see schools as fail-

ures that don’t matter at alL”

Thus, this second summit is provoking

two key questions: Is Us agenda of higher

standards and better technology the right

one? And is America’s faith in education

realistic?

High expectations, as well as high

achievement, have long been a central ele-

ment of public education. From Horace

Mann's millennial view of schools in the

1840’s as mighty engines of moral and social

uplift to the current view of them as pivotal

to the nation’s economic future, Americans
have put so much faith in learning that a
recent book, “Tinkering Toward Utopia”
(Harvard University Press, 1995), by Mr.
Tyack and Larry Cuban, calls education

“almost a secular religion.”

President Bush and the governors adopt-
ed ambitious national goals for improving
schools over a 10-year period.

Since then, however, there has been little

real progress in test scores or graduation
rates and, worse, there have been some
signs that education is sliding farther down
in tbe national priorities. To revive momen-
tum, the governors, each bringing along a
major coiporate executive, will try to move
from the general goals of 1989 toward the
establishment of specific, rigorous stand-
ards of what students must learn in differ-

ent subject areas. The intent is to link

mastery of those subjects with promotion to

the next grade, something that is missing
from many state systems. A high school

diploma would be more than tbe worthless

scrap of paper that many fear it has be-

come. The other item on their agenda is to

bring better computers and technology into

the schools.

“The strength that standards have in oth-

er countries is that this is what your whole
society expects of you,” Albert Sbanker,
president of the American Federation of

Teachers, says in materials put together for

the conference. “It’s so universal that it’s

not questioned.”

School for Citizens

Proponents of setting specific standards

and bolding children to diem say they would
be erne antidote to grade inflation, so-called

social promotions and institutionalized as-

sumptions, including the widespread belief

that many poor and black children cannot

learn.

At a time of economic uneasiness and

worries that the schools are failing to turn

out adequately educated graduates for the

workplace, the conference has an unapolo-

geticaUy utilitarian stance, and includes

more corporate executives than educators.

Gov. Roy Romer of Colorado said: “The
executives are saying, ‘We’re the customers

for your products, meaning the graduates of

the. schools. We have something Co say
about what kind of products they ought to

be.’ And what in the world do you go to

school for other than to become good citi-

zens and get a job and raise a family?”

To some educators, that viewpoint, stu-

dents as little more than future employees-

in-training and the conference's emphasis

on standards reflects a distressingly mecha-

nistic image of education. Many see the

focus on standards as overly simplistic,

assuming high standards will overcome

myriad social and cultural impediments to

learning.

“Tbe public debate and the political de-

bate is mainly about all the wrong things,”

said Edward Miller, editor of the Harvard
Education Letter. “People who actually

work in schools are talking about complete-

ly different things than governors and politi-

cians are.”

While politicians are talking about vouch-

ers and standards, Mr. Miller said, teachers

are concerned about motivating children

unprepared for and uninterested in learn-

ing, teaching disabled ones once routinely

excluded or educating students unable to

speak English welL Many say that a more
useful approach to standards is to specify

what money, technology or other materials

should be available to all schools.

Few educators argue against standards,

but there has been such a strong anti-Wash-

ington current since 1989 that few of them
are advocating national standards. Many
educators share a widely held belief that the

sense of educational crisis and failure today

represents a curious disconnect between

what is wrong with education and how that

fits into broader problems of American life.

It’s the Culture, Stupid - ^ •

"The intellectual level of the schools can

be no higher than the intellectual level of the

culture in which they float,” said Richard

Gibboney, an education professor at the

University of Pennsylvania and the former
Vermont Commissioner of Education. “You
look at TV. You look at our commercial

culture. What you see in society is what you

see in the schools.”

Teachers, Teach Thyselves

T
HIS month the National Council of

Teachers of English released

“Standards for die English Lan-
guageArts,” which outlined, in

mind-numbing terms, what students from
kindergarten to 12th grade should learn.

Tucked in itwas a glossary that defined ob-

scure words like “listening” and “spelling.”

Below areexcerpt SARAHBOXER

appreciation Thoughtful awareness of val-

ue; personal understanding and respect for;

judgments made with heightened percep-

tion and understanding.

awBence The collection of intended read-

ers, listeners orviewers for a particular

work or performance,

fiction imaginative literary, oral or visual

works representing invented, rather than

actual persons places and events,

grammar The means by which the differ-

ent components of language can be put to-
gether in groups of sounds and written or

... .visualsymbols so thatideas, feelings and
Images can be communicated; what one
knows about the structure and use of one’s
own language that leads to its creative and
communicative use.

inquiry A mode of research drivenby the

learner’s desire to look deeply into a ques-

tion or an idea that interests him or her.

listening Attending to communication by

any means; includes listening to vocal

speech, watching signing or using communi-

cation aids.

punctuation An orthographic system that

separates linguistic units, clarifies meaning
and can be usedby writers and readers to

give speech characteristics to Written ma-
terials.

rawflug Thecomplex, recursive process

through whfebhwe make meaningfrom
texts,usingsemantics; syntax; visual, au-

ral and tactile cues ;
context, and prior

knowledge:
speafcfag The act ofcommunfcatiotl

through such means as vocalisation, signing

or using communication aids such as vtnee

synthesizers.

iiiliiilgug The process of representing lan-

guagebymeansof awriting system or or-

thography.

vocabulary The words known or used byA
person orgroup. Including the specialized

meanings thatwords acquirewhen they are
used for technical purposes, regional usages
and slang.

writtag l. Tbe use of a writing system or
orthographyby people In the conduct of

theirdailylives tocommunicateovertime
and space. 2. The process or result Of re-

cording language graphicallybyhandor
other means, as by the use of computers or
braiUers.

And the So-So Winner Is ...

Hey, What’s Talent Got to Do With It?

By BERNARD WEINRAUB

HOLLYWOOD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN never won an Oscar. Nei-

ther did Greta Garbo. Alfred Hitchcock, Barba-

^ ra Stanwyck or Cary Grant Marilyn Monroe

kpF was never even nominated for one.

“As much as I love the Oscar night pageantry,”

lie Foster once remarked, “it’s a silly bingo game.”

sy for Ms. Foster to say. She won Academy Awards

,988 and 1991.
. _ _

Is there anyone who won’t be watching the silly

eo game on television tomorrow? Tbe annual Acad-

v Awards, which Truman Capote once described as

1 politics and sentiment and nothing to do with

rit,” were launched in 1929 by Louis B. Mayer and

er movie moguls to honor the best in American film.

i?swS known that all kinds of people are nominat-

for the awards and win and lose for all the

sons. “Comebacks are very bi& saidDamen Bon^

luthor with Mason Wileyof trade 9^’™*
official History of the Academy Awards (Baha*-

> Books 1986), which is updated regularly. There

;
in -91. XhSTeax Richard Dreyfuss

5

E&SIhe of a career, -mat's always

„inr^t<£orv Mr. Bona said. "This year it's Susan

0 b^pSla
y
uS

ge^Rogere'shirley Jones. Dan Ackroyd and Red

* verv sick. Or even dead.

only nominated
actor to die before

y,^L chosen best amor for Net-

sded heart operauun e—1"

jstman,” was aonunated for besi

ed to win because most Academy

Hepburn acknowledged that she

ctnKrd in 1967 for “Guess

ner ” over such actresses as Faye

srnd Clyde” and Anne Bancroft in

ause Spencer Tracy, her longtime

‘I’m glad I w011 il Ior sf*nce'
h

Henry Fonda won best actor in

Rocco Mattio was blase making Oscars in 1974; George Burns was happier taking one from the Jot in 1975.

>ld 8” in 1960. When she saw the movie for the

ast time, Miss Taylor threw her shoes at the

anger, according to the book “Behind the

e Secret History of the Academy Awards
*

Schuster. 1993). by Anthony Holden. But an

v tracheotomy, which left her close to death,

-h to sway Academy voters. (In fairness, she

,ypassed for her acclaimed roles in Cat on a

.ooT and “Suddenly Last Summer. ) Miss

d a dramatic - some said miraculous -
when she hobbled on stage to get her Oscar,

etitors were not exactly pleased. “I tost, to a

ny,” grumbled Shirley MacLaine, nominated

for “The ApartmenL”

are other ways of winning.
‘ There s the Tell

everyone you don’t want it and if you win it you won't

accept if ploy,” said Jeanine Basinger, bead of tbe film

studies department at Wesleyan University. “Marlon
Brando and George C Scott did thaL

“There’s also ‘Lie low and wait till you’re old’

award,” she said. “That’s Ruth Gordon in ‘Rosemary’s
Baby' and George Burns in 'The Sunshine Boys.’ ”

Ms. Basinger, who wrote “A Woman's View: How
Bollywood Spoke to Women, 1939-1960” (Knopf, 1993),

said: “Oscars go to actresses who play prostitutes,

nuns, cripples or mutes— Hollywood loves women who
don’t speak. Oscar also likes women who are beautiful

but wear no makeup — it’s called serious acting.”

Of the nominees for best actress this year, Sharon
Stone and Elisabeth Shoe played prostitutes, and Susan

Qflranfjmi a mm.
This year 5.043 Academy members voted by secret

ballot The membership includes actors, writers, pro-
ducers and directors as well as costume designers,
cinematographers, film editors, sound effects techni-

cians and makeup specialists, among other categories.
Because artistry is usually not the issue at the

Oscars, movie buffs remain to various levels of Outrage
at what they view as the oversights, snubs and sUlfttesa

of the nominations and awards. Nicole Kidman and
John Travolta were trot even nominated, even though
they were widely considered contenders for their strik-

ing performances in “To Die For" and “Get Shorty.”
The conventionalwisdom is thatAcademy voters abhor
dark comedies and favor big. splashy movies like

To improve the Oscar odds:

play prostitutes or mutes;

get sick or die.

“Bravehearf ' and "Apollo 13,” which were both nomi-
nated. The other films nominated are “Babe,” “The
Postman” and “Sense and Sensibility.”

Jennifer Jason-Leigfa, who played a failed rock
singer in “Georgia,” was passed over perhaps because
she doesn’t play the Hollywood game-- show up at the
parties, give die interviews, behave like a star.

Terry Press, an executive at Dreamworks, still

recalls the outrage of her father, who kicked the
television set during the 1956 Oscars when Yul Brynuer
won the best actor award for “The King and 1” over
Kirk Douglas in “Lust for Life.” “He didn’t watch for
five years after that,’* he said.

Ms. Press pointed out plenty of other odd Choices.

“How Green Was My Valley” beat “Citizen Kane” as
best picture in 1941. Judy Holliday won beat actress la
1950 for “Bom Yesterday” over Gloria Swanson in
“Sunset Boulevard” and Bette Davis and Anne Baxter
in “Ah About Eva” (Hollywood is overawed by Bnttd*
way stars who repeat their stage roles on tbe screen.)

All this annoyance by fans bbttttres the fact tear
the Oscar ceremonies are often jttst a frilly show that
shouldn't be taken too seriously. ShdTfy after the first

Oscar show in 1929, Frances Marion, ad MGM screen-
writer, wrote one of the first and probably most acerbic
comments about the award.

skeptics and art toms, a bit Ob tee amateurish skte,”
he said. “Still, I see it as the perfect i$febo) Of the
picture business: a powerful athletic body *
gleaming sword with half of &is teat part Which
holds the braiAS, ftfflptefcefy sifcedtin”



The World

The Idea of Europe Trips

Over the Real Thing

Randy Jooes

By RICHARD W. STEVENSON

JM FTER two vicious wars, the peace and prosperi-

II ty enjoyed by Western Europe in the second

half of this century can be attributed in good
mvkpatt to a single act in the early 1950’s, or at

least to the idea behind it

The act was the decision by France and Germany
to eliminate the trade barriers between their coal and
steel industries — the very engines of their war ma-
chines — and thus create a degree of interdependence

between the nations. And the idea was that through

such mundane economic links, one following the next,

the interests of Europe’s ancient rivals could be bound
inextricably, providing a foundation for peace and an
opening perhaps to create a United States of Europe.

As played out over the last four and a half decades,

the idea has proven remarkably successful It led to a
common market across Western Europe and reached a

logical climax in 1991 with the unveiling of grandiose

new plans, notably for a single currency. In a broader

sense, it fostered a degree of political cooperation that

ultimately helped bury the twin realities that ever since

the mid-I940’s had hung menacingly over Western

Europe: the cold war and the division of Germany.
But now the idea of an ever-more-united Europe

may be a victim of its own success. In the absence of a

common threat, the process of further integration is

sputtering or even stalling, and Europe is beginning to

wonder whether it has readied the limits of the strat-

egy of unification.

So on Friday the European Union's member na-

tions, now 15 strong but uncertain of where they are

headed, wtU gather in a Fiat factory in Turin, Italy, in

search of a new vision for Europe in the next century.

Ready, Set, Crawl

It will in many ways be a frustrating experience.

As much as some nations, Germany in particular,

might like to set grand goals as a way of restoring

momentum to that process, even the Germans acknowl-

edge that the best they can hope for will be far more
prosaic (if no less critical) : to bold on to the degree of

unity' the union has already achieved as it expands,

even if slowly, across the continent in a time of great

economic and political upheaval
The problem is not just that the absence of a

common enemy has stripped Europe of its motivation

to focus on common goals. It is also that many of

Europe’s problems in the mid-1990*s — rising unem-

ployment, declining international competitiveness, an

inability to pay for traditionally generous social welfare

benefits — do not necessarily lend themselves to com-
mon solutions. Indeed, in an increasingly competitive

global economy, they could spark a resurgence in

nationalism, especially if Europe’s leaders cannot find

— or choose not to seek— compelling reasons why their

citizens should consider themselves Europeans.

In immediate terms, the union's growing member-
ship and the corresponding welter of cultural, economic
and political imperatives are straining its ability to

reach consensus about anything— indeed, about how to

rearii a consensus. The practical problems of policy

making and governance will only grow worse, with up
to a dozen other countries, most from the former Soviet

bloc, clamoring for admittance over the next decade,
even if the strategic challenge of integrating former
enemies is a welcome one.

For the last four years, the group has counted on
the plan to adopt a common monetary policy and a

single currency by 1999 to drive its integration efforts.

But hopes of achieving that goal on schedule, at least

among more than a small group, have already dimmed,
as has the whole strategy of using economics as a

Trojan horse for political unity.

Most of the governments are under pressure to

The leaders are meeting

again to plan the future, but

now their sights are low.

focus more on domestic priorities and less on European
obligations — particularly when it comes to the belt-

tightening required if there is to be a single currency.

And the hopes expressed in 1991 of moving toward a
common foreign policy were exposed as empty by the

union's inability to deal with the war in Bosnia.

So for the first time, the union's leaders will be
confronting the likelihood that their nations are not only

not moving inexorably closer, but risk drifting apart.

Not all think that is such a bad thing. Prime
Minister John Major of Britain, for one. would be happy
to see the notion of a truly federal Europe killed off. But
even among those most committed to continuing inte-

gration, notably Chancellor Helmut Kohl of Germany,
there is a recognition that such diverse European

countries cannot expect unanimity any longer. And look

as they mighr, no one can find a 1996 version of Jean
Monnet, the visionary French bureaucrat who pushed
for creation of the Coal and Steel Community and whose
dogged advocacy of integration by economic means
made him among the most influential Europeans of this

half century.
' ‘The community has already reached a high water

mark in integration.” said Paul Whiteley, a professor of
government at the College of William and Mary who is

doing research this year at Sheffield University in

Britain. "Monetary union had been seen as the way
forward. My difficulty now and that of others is in

seeing some son of big idea analogous to those of the
American founding fathers that will inspire and pro-
mote new enthusiasm for European integration and
that will take it to a new plane."

How to Decide?
The gathering in Turin, designed .to review

progress toward the grand goals set in 1991, is a kickoff

to a year or more of rolling discussions among govern-
ment officials. Its will encompass issues such as police
cooperation, immigration standards, common social

welfare and tax policies, and monetary union.

But the most contentious discussions are likely to

be about how the group should make decisions as its

membership expands, and about the extent to which
individual nations should be allowed to participate in

some aspects of the union and not in others.

Most nations, led by Germany and France, want,

the union to abandon its traditional practice of. requir-

ing unanimity for new policies. The French and Ger-

mans, backed by the Brussels bureaucracy, fear that

Britain, which under the Conservatives has been hostile

to any encroachment by the union on national sover-

eignty, will stymie their more ambitious plans.

They also recognize that with the addition of every

new member, it becomes that much harder to reach

agreements that satisfy alL

The conference will consider proposals such as

giving nations voting power in proportion to their size,'

but requiring only a majority of votes for new policies.

The question of voting power is closely related to.

that of how to make the union, which Jong operated on

the basis that all members went ahead together on ah.

fronts, more flexible. That tradition began breaking
down four years ago when Britain negotiated the right

to opt out of the currency union. Now even France and
Germany recognize that it is unworkable.

'

Several models are under consideration.. One,
dubbed a la carte, would allow each nation to choose
which aspects of the union it wanted to participate in.

The one most likely to prevail is known as die concen-
tric rings. It would allow core groups to go ahead with
certain plans, with the idea that others, while not
exempt from participating, would follow along later.

But many European diplomats are troubled by
another model, dubbed the bicycle. This analogy holds
that Europe must retain forward momentum. If it is

capable only of holding still, it will topple over.
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Sunrise in

Japan— Not
Continuedfrom page 1

ideals — and yet is so unhappy with the results. This

underscores that the kind of values that Americans
yearn for, even if they can be achieved, carry a price.

Japan’s social discipline may be admirable, but

one person’s discipline is another’s regimentation. Take
the respect for police officers, who are not called “pigs”

but “Honorable Mr. Walkabout” The police's power to

detain suspects is heartwarming if you fear robbery,

but less so if you are stopped on the street because you
look "suspicious" and are asked to empty your pockets,

or to go to the police station for an interview. Ameri-
cans would never accept the rule that all people

register their addresses with the Government.
These days, Americans from President Clinton on

down seem to think that school uniforms are a good way
to cultivate discipline. At first glance, Japan would
appear to be the model: all junior high school students

wear uniforms, and they are not normally allowed to

take money to school, wear watches or stop off on the

way between home and schooL
Yet just as Americans are thinking of whether to

expand the use of school uniforms, Japanese schools
are thinking of moving away from them. Some princi-

pals say uniforms eventually may be banished because
they stifle creativity, and dress codes already are being
relaxed. A generation ago, there was no incontrovert-
ible evidence that school girls had knees, because none
were ever sighted. These days, in the cities, sldrts have
hiked up so high that amateur biologists can ascertain
chat school girls have not only knees but also thighs.

Gum-Free Zones

siappea a i>year-oia nay tor chewinggum before
The blow injured the boy’s eardrum, and this tit

teacher was ordered to apologize to the student.
Japanese students are far ahead of their Am

counterparts, especially in math and science as
sic. Bui there are growing calls in Japan to chan
educational system on the ground that it teache
dren to memorize but not to think. It is true ti

standardized international teste Japanese chUdre
much better in solving math equations than in s
math story problems. (But it is not clear that J
cans should be greatly cheered that Japanese sti
are four times better at equations and wily tw
good at story problems as kids in the United Sta

“In education, in any subject where the
correct answer, Japanese training has been very

i

said Mr. Ozawa, the opposition leader. “But we bchange that to a system where there’s more th;
correct answer, to one that strengthens the imfr
that increases creativity. And to do that we nchange company entrance examinations mdeewhole system ot employment.”

mae€

. .
Americans complain that crucial n

t

deoswns are made for political reasons, by poliiwith btow-dned hair and brains. But Japan of

S? amative: crucial naSd*made by brilliant, well-trained, virtuX^l™
to make decisions on the basis of what oeonu^w"me underbelly of thisetSS feto surface,” said Robert

fout Japan and Anieri^Mr
Japanese are seething within.”
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Life of a Cold Caller Rides
On a Smile and Thick Skin
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By BARBARAWHITAKER

E
Trevose, Pa.

VELYN WILEYS desk is
unadorned. No family pic-
tures. No mementos or fa-
vorite sayings. The only
thing distinguishing it is a

small hand mirror perched on the
keyboard of her computer.
She keeps it there to see if she’s

sn
!S
n& sb* ts* chances are she’s

selling.

“They always listen when I
smile,” Ms. Wiley said.

No small challenge Ms. Wiley is
one of those people America loves to
hate: a telephone solicitor. Each
day, she interrupts dozens of people
she doesn't know, trying to sell them
something they didn’t ask for and
probably feel they don’t need.
But Ms. Wiley, a “30-something”

Philadelphia woman who has
worked as a telephone solicitor for
nearly a year, sees her role in a
different light. To her, she is nothing
less than a telephone help mate.

"I feel important,” she said. “1

know it’s disruptive, but my ap-
proach is: I have a great offer for
you.”

in a sense, telephone solicitors are
the door-to-door salesmen of the 90%
intrusive and uninvited. Instead of
peddling brushes and vacuum clean-
ers, they push everything from cred-
it cards to insurance to newspapers
(this one included). They may ask
for charitable contributions or sug-
gest a change in your long-distance
carrier. Whatever they are selling,

they always seem to call at dinner
time.

And like door-to-door salesmen,
they face rejection, suspicion and, at
Jhhes, outright rudeness, with angry
hang-ups replacing slammed front
doors.

In short, theirs is a job that is
arguably at the bottom of the retail
food chain, traditionally filled by re-
tirees, homemakers and college stu-
dents looking for part-time work.
But as the job market ha$ tight-

ened, telemarketing has increasing-
ly become a haven for older white-
collar workers set adrift by the lat-
est recessionary shock or round of
downsizing. Many of these people
are in it for the long haul.
And if you think they aren't rack-

ing up the sales, despite all their
annoyances, think again.A day spent
watching Ms. Wiley and others at the
ICT Group Inc. calling center here,
just outside Philadelphia in Bucks
County, was notable not for the num-
ber of hang-ups, but for how many
people took the callers up on their
offers.

In just over two hours on a Tues-
day in February, Ms. Wiley and 11
colleagues— cold callers to the pub-
lic but who prefer to be known as
telephone service representatives,
or T.S.R.’s — persuaded credit card
holders around the country to accept
more than $100,000 in cash advances,
using a reduced interest rate as the
bait. That put them well ahead of
their goal of “selling” $2,600 an hour
in advances per sales representa-
tive, reaching an average of $4,400

instead.

That kind of success helps explain

why, despite problems in die indus-

try with fraud, deception and public

scorn, the cold-calling side of tele-
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marketing has grown into a multi- •

billion-dollar business.

Sales to consumers by so-called

outbound telemarketers — retailers

or the representatives they hire, like

ICT, that initiate calls to customers

— soared to an estimated $159 billion

last year, from $117 billion in 1990,

according to the Direct Marketing
Association, a trade group based in

Washington. When calls to business

customers are added in, sales came
to $385 billion last year, the associa-

tion says. (That is not counting the

billions of dollars taken in by fraudu-

lent operators. Nor does it include

the huge amount of business done by
catalogue companies, which are
characterized as inbound telemar-
keters because the consumer calls

them.)
“It’s the kind of business that I

think people like to complain about,

yet people are spending $385 billion

on goods and services purchased by
the telephone, which speaks to the

fact that it offers a service people
are not getting other ways,” said
Donna Krampf, director of consum-
er public relations for the trade

group.

Ms. Wiley’s employer has been on
a roll for years now. Revenues for

ICT, which is involved in telemarket-

ing management and research serv-

ices as well as sales, have grown
from $2 million in 1987 to $52 million

last year. Among companies that

specialize in outbound calls, ICT was
ranked eighth last year in billable

minutes by Telemarketing and Call

Center Solutions Magazine.

“We’ve been doubling in size ev-

ery two years,” said John J. Bren-
nan, ICT Group’s president and chief

executive. “The market is very good,

and we’ve done a lot of diversifica-

tion to broaden our approach.”
The company, which is based in

nearby Langbome, Pa., operates 20

outbound calling centers, 3 of which
have opened this year. Two of the

centers are abroad, in Dublin and Sl
John, New Brunswick.

Compensation for sales represent-

atives varies in the industry, depend-

ing on skills and the part of the

country where the caller is working.

At ICT, the pay averages $6 to $8 an
hour to start For those with special

skills, like licensed insurance agents,

the rate is generally $8 to $10 an hour
to start. And medical benefits, sel-

dom provided before, are now being

given more frequently to people iq

that group.

The company and its clients also

frequently offer incentives to push
the employees. Callers working at

least 40 hours a month can increase

hourly wages by a maximum of $4.75

if they consistently perform above
their peers.

In addition, the callers can eventu-

ally move into supervisory or man-
agement jobs, which pay better sala-

ries. At ICT, supervisors earn annu-

al salaries of about $25,000, a call

center manager will make $30,000 to

$40,000 and a director of regional

operations can make up to $60,000.

New employees not cut out for the

job will generally leave within the

first two weeks, said Amy Brennan,

the office manager at the Bucks
County calling center. Generally,

about 5 percent drop out by that

point. To keep the turnover that low,

she says she is very selective. What
does she look for? “It’s voice inflec-

tion, it’s tone, it's their attitude in the

interview,” said Ms. Brennan, who is

not related to the company's presi-

dent
“1 don’t really expea to sit with

anyone and have them say, ‘This is

my dream job,' ” she added. “But
sometimes they come and find they

like it"

Looking back to her early days on

the job, Ms. Wiley confessed to won-
dering if it was going to work out A
business school graduate who also

went to a community college for two

years, she selected a job in telemar-

keting over secretarial and clerical

positions because she liked the idea

that she would be using her commu-
nication skills.

Her first week, however, was a

disaster as she tried to persuade

people to change long-distance com-
panies.

People either hung up on her or

took the time to tell her off. "They’re

telling you their company is better,”

Ms. Wiley remembered. “They’d go

Hank Kulig says rejection just comes with the territory in the business
of telephone sales— “you just can't let it bother you.”

into, ’Let me tell you about your
company* ... ’It cost meX amount of
dollars to talk to people next door* . .

.

‘Stop calling here.’
”

It was at that point, she recalled,
that she turned to a mirror for some
role playing.

“I acted like I was the customer,”
she said. “I asked questions and
answered myself back. I used my
rebuttals, and I felt real confident”
So she took the mirror to work.
“It was excellent because it was a

very hard program, and I reached
the goal in one day,” she sa id . "I’ve
been carrying my mirror ever
since.”

Although the callers receive train-

ing to help them present themselves
and the product in the best possible

way, how they deal with rejection

must come from within.

“You have to be strong,” said Ms.
Wiley, expressing a view echoed by
other sales representatives. “I think

it’s a built-in thing ”

ITio^ familiar with the business

say Americans have an ingrained

senseof politeness and generally beg
off without getting ugly, although

people in New York City (rude) and
Wisconsin (suspicious) are known to

be more difficult

When the rejection is bad, a super-

visor might come over fora personal

pep tajfcJWanagpineHt prepares feq.

pahjtUftiriy^difflcuir s&nng^c&ifc-'
1

paigns — in which just one sale is

expected every two or three hours—
by selecting the best people and
backing them up with a higher num-
ber of supervisors. Financial or oth-

er incentives — ranging from unex-

pected boxes of candy to complicat-

ed bonus arrangements for those

who sell more than the office aver-

age— are also used to “sweeten the

pot,” Ms. Brennan said.

Morale boosters might be some-
thing as simple as passing an enve-

lope containing a $10 bill to the per-

son with the most recent sale. At the

end of a designated period, the per-

son with the envelope can keep the

money.
ICT employs 3,000 service repre-

sentatives, including 540 who have
been with the company for three

years or more.
As the business has grown, the

sales force has become older, Mr.
Brennan said. He began to see a
change in the recession of 1991, when
the average age of new hires went to

31, from 21. “When people started

losing jobs,” Mr. Braman said,

“they got involved in this.”

Larry Twine, 55, is one of those
people He took his job out of necessi-

ty. He had worked as a securities

analyst for 28 years and then be-

came a consultant. But the stock

market crash in 1987 ended that ca-

reer, he said. After a long stretch of

being told he was over qualified for a
variety of jobs, he joined ICT in 1990.

His approach to the job was to

learn as much as he could about

telephone sales so that he could per-

form as professionally as possible.

To earn as much as possible, he
obtained licenses to sell insurance in

half the states. Now, be consistently

leads the office in sales.

Mr. Twine and the others at the

’

calling center use computers and
well-honed phone lists to reach their

unsuspecting clientele. The comput-

ers dial the numbers, giving the rails

to the sales representatives while
they are still ringing. The computers
will adapt their pace to the amount
of business being done by the repre-

sentatives.

The system is a vast improvement
over the days without computers.

Now, sales representatives spend 40

minutes each hour talking with cus-

tomers, compared with 25 minutes in

the old days, making it possible to do
the same volume ofwork with rough-

ly half the number of people.

The calls start going out at 9 A.M.
(Federal regulations prohibit calls

between 9 PJA. and 8 A.M.) Callers

sit ride by side in identical cubicles

staring at computer screens that de-

tail basics like the name and address
of the person called as well as the

information needed to discuss the

sal&

Mr. Twine sits poised to talk as the
computer connects him to a phone
ringing in Santa Barbara, Calif. A
man picks up. Mr. Twine introduces

himself and— workingfrom a script
— tells the man he has “good news”
for turn. He would like to send him a
check for his available credit card
balance at an annual percentage
rate of 9.9 percent The rate remains
in effect until the loan is paid off.

“Many might tell you, ‘I have too

much oedit,’ ” Mr. Twine said later.

“But you've got to ask, ‘What’s the

rate-you* are paying?’ ”

“When you explain what you have,

they can find a need,” he said.

In this case, the customer gives

what is known in the business as a
“hard no.” It is definite and leaves

little room to maneuver, unlike

someone who says, “I don't think

so.”

The soft-spoken Mr. Twine takes

his cue and signs off, but only after

double-checking that he can’t inter-

est the man in the offer. The comput-
er then dials up homes in Toledo,

Ohio; El Paso; Oceanside, Calif,

and Rome, N.Y, but no one answers.

Finally, the silence is broken. Not
by a customer, but by Maurice Wat-
son, a 25-year-old colleague who
comes over with his sales sheet re-

questing that Mr. Twine check it out.

“Does this say $42,000 before
lunch?” Mr. Watson asks, tweaking
Mr. Twine.

“He’s having a great day,” said

Ms. Brennan, after witnessing the

exchange. “He's taking advantage of

it by rubbing it in everyone else’s

face.”

Noting teat he extended $40,000 in

credit the day before, Mr. Watson
seems to have surprised even him-
self with his $42,000 before lunch.

But offering consumers a cash ad-
vance at 9.9 percent less than two
months after Christmas is kind of

like offering a hungry child another
cookie. Many are going to think
about it, and several will find it hard
to refuse.

Still, Mr. Watson runs into some
interesting twists. First there is the
man in New Mexico who wants to

consult with a friend about the offer.

“Can I call you bade?” the man
asks.

No. If Mr. Watson lets him go, he
will probably lose the sale. Then it

dawns on the customer that be has

|! p S A N [!

access to a cellular phone with a

different number. He calls the

friend, setting up a rather bizarre

three-way exchange.

Mr. Watson can hear the man say-

ing, “1 can’t call him back, so I was
wanting to know your thoughts on
it” Thai the customer comes back,

“What kind of information do you
need?”

Mr. Watson says he needs to know
only how much of an advance the

man wants.
Within a few minutes, Mr. Watson

is wrapping up the deal to hit the

man’s credit card limit by sending

him a check for $4,600.

Thai it’s right back to business for

Mr. Watson. A wrong number, teen

someone in Monroe, N.C, answers.

“I'm in pain up to my elbows," the

customer says. Or was it paint? Mr.
Watson doesn’t press.

He moves on. After two calls are

not answered,be gets a man who has
just come home from tee hospital

after open-heart surgery. Mr. Wat-

son starts to back off unto the man
mentions his medical bills.

‘Tm sorry to hear about your
condition,” Mr. Watson says, “but
this could help you to pay some of

those medical expenses, and there’s

no time limit.”

The customer counters teat his

wife has the credit card in her name,-
and she is going to pay things off that

way. T think right now I’U stick with

that,” he says.

“Hope you get better,” Mr. Wat-
son concludes. “Thank you for talk-

ing with me.”
The call epitomized what makes

telephone solicitors successful Al-

though Mr. Watson was working
from a script, he adapted it to suit

the situation. Every representative

has to find the right approach, and
quickly.

Consider the ICT sales representa-

tive in Dublin who was calling the

United States for a campaign. Al-

though he was speaking English, it

might as well have been Japanese to

the man be reached in Texas.

The customer asked whether he

could put someone on the line who

could speak “West Texas.” The call-

er left tee phone for a second,

thought back to the American West-

erns he had seen on television and

then resumed the call doing his best

John Wayne impression. He made
the sale.

Over time, sales representatives

come up with their own winning

styles.

Hank Kulig, a career salesman

who was downsized from his job

selling corporate lighting, said he

just stuck to the facts. For tee credit

card campaign, he has written notch

on his script ticking off the various

ways a cash advance can be used:

home improvements, special pur-

chases, vacations, medical expenses.

When a man in Indiana says he

has no need for tee money, Mr. Kulig

stresses the 9.9 percent rate and the

fact that this kind of deal never

seems to be there when you need iL

“You can always return it,” Mr.
Kulig says of the cash advance.

“It sounds awful good, but I don’t

need any right now,” tee man re-

sponds.

“You don’t need a check for $3,000

or $4,000?” Mr. Kulig asks, making a
last run at it When the man contin-

ues to decline, Mr. Kulig asks him io

“keep us in mind” and leaves him
with an “800” number for customer
service.

All representatives are monitored

at random throughout tee day. Three
times each day they will be scored

on their performance by quality as-

surance monitors, who will examine
everything from their diction to the

“rebuttals” they use to keep a resist-

ant customer on the line to their

overall professionalism.

“We’re like your mother,” said

Karen Furman, one of the monitors.

The sales representatives are also

being watched closely by the higher-

ranking supervisors.

Plagued by phone scams conduct-

ed by fraudulent operators, legiti-

mate Companies are constantly re-

fining their approach to raise the

level of consumer acceptance, Mr.
Brennan said.

Ms. Krampf, the public relations

director for the marketing associa-

tion, concurred, noting that compa-
nies attribute their success to their

ability to pinpoint their audience,

providing information and services

that those consumers actually want.

Still, consumer skepticism is war-
ranted. Authorities estimate that $40

billion in fraudulent or deceptive

sales are made each year in the

United States.

Sources: Bank Rate Monitor; Bloomberg Financial Markets; The Bond Buyer Daiastream;

Goldman, Sachs; IBCS MoneyFundReport Mernff Lynch;StandardS Poorts; Ryan Labs
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A Cleaner, Deeper Harbor
New York Harbor is in danger of shutting down.

Thousands of tons of riverbome slit that accumu-
late naturally every year are choking its bays and
tributaries and driving shippers to deeper ports in

Nova Scotia, Maryland and Virginia. At risk are

billions in annual revenues and 180,000 jobs that

depend, directly or indirectly, on the Port of New
York and New Jersey.

The politicians of New York and New Jersey

face a critical choice. They can take steps to main-

tain the port’s rank as one of the top three terminals

in America or they can go the way of Oakland,

Calif., which failed to resolve precisely the same
problem and dropped from No. 1 on the list of active

ports to No. 19.

The crisis was described in Andrew Revkin’s

‘thorough report in The Times last Monday. Until

1995, the Army Corps of Engineers routinely

scooped up 4.3 million cubic yards of mud and
deposited it in the ocean at a "mud dump” six miles

east of the Jersey Shore. Then the Federal Govern-

ment changed the rules. It decided that at least two-

thirds of the silt at the bottom of the harbor is so

tainted with toxic material — PCB’s, dioxin, and
heavy metals like mercury — that it cannot be

dumped in the ocean. This ruling brought dredging

to a virtual halt and shipping has already slowed.

The obvious answer is to find a safe place to put

the mud, and on this score there are positive devel-

opments. Representative Bob Franks. Republican

of New Jersey, has introduced a bill that would
revise the terms of the Federal Harbor Mainte-
nance Trust. There is $600 million in this fund that

can be spent on dredging but not on disposal. Mr.
Franks’s bill would free up money to build secure

"containment” sites, under water or on land. This is

an excellent idea that theNew York and New Jersey
Congressional delegations should rally around
Meanwhile, Gov. George Pataki of New York has
ordered Michael Finnegan — his counsel and trou-

ble-shooter— to work with New Jersey officials'. Mr.

Finnegan helped find a solution to the crisis over

New York City's watershed His new assignment is

no less challenging.

Still, there are formidable hurdles to finding a
rational solution, not least the need to distinguish

between real problems and “perceived” problems
that have more to do with politics than science,

case in point is Gov. Christine Todd Whitman of

New Jersey. Mrs. Whitman has been way out in

front on this issue, recognizing early on that the

dredging impasse threatened local jobs.

But when a reputable conservation group, the

Environmental Defense Fund, tried to convince her
that existing technology could create “secure”
dumping pits off the Jersey shore — deep holes

capped by tons of clean sand — Mrs. Whitman
balked New Jersey beaches have taken a terrible

pounding from untreated sewage and medical
waste, and the Governor’s constituents are con-

vinced that ocean disposal will never be safe.

A similar problem of public perception con-

fronts Representative Jerrold Nadler, a Brooklyn

Democrat. Mr. Nadler wants to redirect some of the

shipping business to the virtually defunct Brooklyn

docks, where the channel is naturally deeper than it

is on the New Jersey side of the harbor. That would

relieve the pressure to dredge in Newark Bay and
help Brooklyn's economy in the bargain. In ex-

change, however, containment pits would be built

inside New York Harbor, an idea that many of Mr
Nadler’s constituents resist.

There are two agendas here. The first is to

make New York Harbor environmentally safe. The
second is to make New York Harbor economically

sound. Sometimes environmental and economic
goals are in conflict, but in this case, they are not
Science suggests that the toxic mud at the bottom of

the harbor can be dredged and put to use as landfill

or safely quarantined under water. That would
mean a cleaner environment. It would also mean
deeper channels, more ships and more jobs.

Taiwan’s Democratic Election
Yesterday’s presidential election in Taiwan

was an affirmation of democracy, but not a declara-

tion of independence. It is important that the lead-

ers of Taiwan, China and the United States recog-

nize that distinction in the weeks ahead as they

weigh the election results and the future of Taiwan.
Lee Teng-hui. who took power eight years ago

after Chiang Kai-shek’s son died in office, was
elected yesterday in a free vote, the first democrat-

ic presidential election in Taiwan. China itself has
never chosen its top leader by democratic elections.

Mr. Lee won a resounding victory over his

three opponents, including a proponent of independ-

ence, because he has brought the island from the

vestiges of authoritarianism to a level of political

freedom rare in Asia. Mr. Lee has also presided

over a doubling of Taiwanese living standards since

he assumed power.
But if the voters’ concerns were primarily

domestic, the question of Taiwan's current and
future status clearly influenced the campaign. Mr.
.Lee appears determined to prevent reunification

1

with China as tong as the Communist Government
remains in power in Beijing, but he stops short of

openly supporting Taiwanese independence. Like
most Taiwanese, he has no taste for a military
confrontation with China that Taiwan cannot win.

China’s recent missile tests and military exer-

cises in the Taiwan Strait failed to frighten voters

away from Mr. Lee. If anything, China’s belliger-

ence backfired hot only on Taiwan, but across Asia
and in Washington. Beijing's willingness to threaten
military force for political ends has shaken
the region's assumptions about China's peaceful
intentions.

Taiwan today is neither an independent country
nor a province governed by Beijing. Its ambiguous

status dates to the Chinese civilwar. In 1949, Chiang

Kai-shek, the defeated anti-Communist leader, fled

to Taiwan from the mainland with his armies and
political entourage. By the late 1980’s, with the

mainland pursuing economic reform, Taiwanese
businessmen began investing heavily in China. Until

last year, the two sides seemed headed toward a
pragmatic understanding. Then politics intervened.

Mr. Lee, whose family comes from the island,

not the mainland like his predecessors, courted

support on Taiwan by needlessly seeking the trap-

pings of independence, including separate Taiwan-
ese admission to the United Nations and unofficial

diplomatic ties with countries that recognize Bei-

jing, including the United States. China predictably

responded by redoubling its efforts to bend Taiwan
to its will.

Strengthened by his election, Mr. Lee should

now try to steer relations with China back to a state

of equilibrium. China, for its part, should end the

military intimidation and threatening rhetoric.

There is an increasingly strong case to be made
for eventual Taiwanese independence, as islanders

grow used to political and economic freedoms that

would probably not surviveunder Communist rule.

But for now the cost of pressing that case —
including possible Chinese disruptions of Taiwan’s
trade-based economy— would exceed any potential

gain. Mr. Lee should concentrate on building and
protecting the freedoms and informal autonomy
Taiwan already enjoys.

The United States was right to send warships to

stand by Taiwan’s coast to counter the Chinese
threats. Now it should encourage both sides to step

back from confrontation and return to the mutually
advantageous cooperation they were pursuing only
a year ago.

Jackie: Going, Going, Gone
On April 23, an auctioneer at New York’s

Sotheby’s will start the biddingon furniture, jewelry
and odds and ends belonging to one of this century's

most famous women. She was also one of its most
private, a circumstance seemingly at odds with her
family’s putting up her lares and penates for public
consumption. It is not.

What the heirs of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis

are selling is either distinguished but not to their

taste (some charming drawings, for example, and a
Regency games table) or undistinguished (a three-

legged stool) or redundant (the Boston rocker is

only one of several owned by J.F.K.). There is

miscellaneous jewelry ranging from fake pearls to

a boar’s tooth necklace. There are wedding presents

from the Onassis family. It is safe to assume that

there was little argument about whether to sell the

Timex watch.

The estimate for the sale is $5 million, but the

tally is likely to surpass that sum. There is a whole
world out there just longing to own a piece of Jackie,

even if it is only a copy of the auction catalogue,

which is 5S4 pages long, costs $90 in hardcover and
$45 in paperback and, at 38,000 orders, has already

outclassed Sotheby's previous best seller, the Andy
Warhol tome, by 8,000.

From the summer day in 1953 when she mar-
ried the junior Senator from Massachusetts, Jac-
queline Kennedy captured the American imagina-

tion. Part of the fascination was her style. She was
chic when most politicians’ wives were dowdy and
down-home. The other part was the shrewdness that
told her durable fame lies in keeping your audience
clamoring for more — and not giving it to them.

That she did, throughout her years as First
Lady, as First Widow, as partner in a seemingly
inexplicable second marriage and as a committed
New Yorker. We saw her in Central Park, going to

work, going to parties. We heard her raising her
voice (distinctive, whispery, the kind you have to

bend an ear to) for landmarks preservation. But her
life was her secret, and stayedso until she died two
years ago at 64.

At some household auctions, it is possible to add
up the bits and pieces of the seller’s life. That Is not

true of this auction. It does not evoke Jackie as the

jewelry the Duke of Windsor bad made for his

Duchess evoked Wallis Simpson. The most valuable

jewelry in the auction is, in fact, the stuff she got

from Aristotle Onassis. Elaborate, almost gaudy, it

calls forth the wife of a Greek oil baron and not the

widow of an American President
Still, those who buy the initialed black cigarette

lighter, or the French grammar that she drew in

while a student at Farmington, will have bought

their little bit of Jackie. The whole Jackie, however,
is in death as she was in life— elusive, always a step

beyond her fans.

Don’t Condemn
To the Editor:

Re “The People's Holocaust (Op*

Ed, March U) : Daniel Jonah GoUBta-

gen states that more than 100.000 Ger-

mans participated in the frump of

Jews during World War II. This hgur®

has been used for a long time. But

more important is that it represents

wily a small percentage, actually

around one one-hundredth of a per-

cent of the German population then.

In addition. Mr. Goldhagen men-

tions the mass killings and talks

about Germans who volunteered to

participate in the killings. T^re

may indeed have been such confused

minds. But he does not say that

for many, these terrible scenes

were the defining moment that

prompted them to join the resistance

movement. He does not mention

those many courageous Germans

who risked their lives to save

Jews. Oskar Schindler was one of

many. H. Eberhakd von Waldow
Glenshaw, Pa., March 19, 1996

•

Foster Pluralism
To the Editor:

Daniel Jonah Goldhagen (Op-Ed,

March 17) points to the reality of

and

Janas* Kapuaia

popular support for the systematic

slaughter of Jews to the Holocaust

While this point is well taken, re-

inforcing the need for Holocaust and

genocide studies in our educational

curriculutns, a more fundamental

social and educational issue re-

mains.

The Nazis inspired within the Ger-

man consciousness a motive to

eradicate all nonconforming peoples

Taiwan Can’t Ignore Its Chinese Roots

To the Editor:

A March 17 news article states

that most of Taiwan's inhabitants

"speak Taiwanese, not Chinese.”

Linguists agree that Taiwanese is

a dialect of the Chinese language.

There are more than 30 dialects of

Chinese, including Taiwanese, Can-

tonese and Mandarin (the official

dialect for Taiwan, Hong Kong and
the People's Republic) that have his-

torically been unified by one com-

mon written language.

In fact, Taiwanese is so similar to

Fujianese. the dialect spoken by the

population of the mainland, that Tai-

wanese speakers would have no trou-

ble making themselves understood if

they were to cross the strait

A college student you quote refers

to Taiwanese and mainland Chinese

as “different races." and you seem
to support this claim by suggesting

that many Taiwanese have roots that

are "distantly Chinese." This ig-

nores a point of history.

The student’s ancestors most like-

ly were Han Chinese who left main-
land China 300 years ago as part of

an exodus instigated by the fall of the

Ming dynasty (1368-1644) to the Qing

forces, which were made up of Mau-

dios, an ethnic group considered to

be distinct from the Han Chinese.

Though many crossed the strait to

escape the poverty pervading south-

ern China at the time, many settled

in Taiwan because they did not want
to live as subjects of rulers they

considered foreign.

The recentbrouhaha over allowing
the shipping of imperial treasures

representing a millennium of Chi-

nese art from the National Palace

Museum in Taipei for the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art’s exhibition in

New York belies your article’s impli-

cation that only a minority of the

Taiwanese consider themselves Chi-

nese.

As young Americans with roots

that go back eight generations on
Taiwan, we are disappointed in the

historical, linguistic and cultural ob-

tuseness some of our generational

counterparts in Taiwan are display-

ing. Yin Ho
Henry Hsia

New Haven, March 17, 1996

In Balkan War, Many Parties Are Culpable

To the. Editor:

You report (news article, March 18)

on the hysterical reaction in Germany
to the writer Peter Handke, who took

the heretical step of suggesting that

the conflict in the former Yugoslavia

could not be reduced to a formula of

good versus evil

When George Kenney, a former

State Department official, quit the

department in 1992 to protest a Unit-

ed States policy that he believed re-

warded Serbian aggression, he was
hailed by some. However, Mr. Ken-
ney has since modified his perspec-

tive. He says the Croats and Bosnian

Muslims are not innocent lambs and
that the figure of 250,000 Muslim war
dead is a Bosnian Government inven-

tion. His figures, from Red Crossand
United Nations sources, estimate

25,000 to 60,000 deaths in the Balkan
war.

Maj. Gen. Lewis W. Mackenzie, the

former United Nations Commander
in Sarajevo, contends that both sides

violated cease-fires and that the Bos-
nian Government often provoked
Serb retaliation to pander to the

news media
Just because someone suggests

that the asymmetry of violence

and suffering in' tkis’Whr'-w^'I^S
than often, reported does nof’ttUto-
maticafly suggest that fhal person
sympathizes with ethnic extremists.

There are as many 3erbs who
have been ethnically cleansed from
Bosnia and Croatia as Bosnian
Muslim and Croatian refugees com-
bined. Steven Majstorovic

Asst Pro

L

of Political Science

Duquesne University

Pittsburgh, March 18, 1996

Like, as in Grammar

To the Editor:

Richard Klein (Op-Ed, March 18)

faults the curriculum guidelines of

the National Council of Teachers of

English for "execrable prose,” spe-

cifically for overuse of the preposi-

tion "of."

Then he says we should do "like

the French do,” apparently innocent

of the fact that “like” can be a verb,

an adjective, a noun or even a prepo-
sition but not a conjunction. Well,

like, I don’t want to make a big deal

of it Edward McCamy
Alfred, N.Y., March 19, 1996

from their reductionist
naa<m£_

scape. Surely, Jews

SSe examples of a persistent,

of

1

nonconformity. But many ot

fell under this beading, too.

^Anti-Semitism seemsmW~
nriatelv portrayed as part of the,

Sger ^WTthat eVen totey-

social values to narrow categt^eiot

particular beliefs, practices

identities.

By contrast; pluralistic

and behaving require nmrtuwffj

classrooms and soaal institutes-

lest we close our doors not

immigrants and free tiurfterS-bnt;

also to our national commitment s
build a just society indiKiro rf.

and invigorated by personal differ-

ences. David M. BOSSMAN

Prof, of Jewish-Christian Studies

Seton Hall University.

South Orange, N.J., March IS, 1996

•

No Blanket Indictment
.

To the Editor: '
•

David Jonah Goldhagen (up-Ed,

March 17) recounts how ordinary

Germans volunteered with zeal to

cany out the Holocaust This popu-

lar support Mr. Goldhagen rightly

argues, should be recognized and

condemned for the crime against hu-_

inanity that it was.
*

ip remembering and understand-

ing these historical events, it is easy

to ascribe to Germans (all Ger-.

mans) atavistic traits of barbarism,

xenophobia and civil passivity. Such

race-based stereotypes, which try to

explain the genocide, are troubling to

me, a first-generation German-
American.
When Americans arrived in my

mother’s town of Weilburg, Germa-
ny, in 1945, her father saw how diffi-

cult it would be for the Americans to

separate the guilty from the tano^

cent
He described it as a wagoo being

pulled down a muddy mate street by
wild, out-of-control horses: "If you
see a man spattered with mud, you
cannot easily tell whether he was
encouraging the horses or trying to

bring them to a stop.”

The blood of the Holocaust spat-

tered all Germans, and it is tempting

to condemn Germans as a group. But
individuals committed .these acts,

and they must be judged individual-

ly. Eric S. Muller
Washington. March 18, 1996

•

A Contradiction?
To the Editor:

Re "The People’s Holocaust" (Op-

EHTMUtb''•17)v Having ' read; -in

manuscript, Daniel Jonah: Goldha^
-gen’sL-ddiihCoining book, . ‘‘Hitler’s

Willing Executioners: Ordinary Ger-
mans and the Holocaust,” I appreci-

ate his effort to show that the Ger-

man people in their vast majority,

and not just a murderous elite, were
responsible for the Holocaust.

Mr. Goldhagen compares the act

of murder by the Germans to the
slaughter perpetrated by Turks
against Armenians, by Hutus against

Totsis, by the Khmer Rouge against

Cambodians and by Serbs against
Bosnian Muslims. According to Mr.
Goldhagen, these societies were will-

ing executioners like the Germans.
Mr. Goldhagen, having done re-

search over many years and having
written a book to show that the Ger-
mans were unique in supporting

what he has called “eliminationist

anti-Semitism,” would now seem to

contradict what he once wrote : in his

Op-Ed article, the murderers were
ordinary men, just like Hutus, Serbs,

Turks or Khmer. Is this what he
believes? Yehuda Bauer

Margate, N.J., March 18, 1996
The writer Is chairman. Holocaust
studies department. Hebrew U.

Child Welfare Will Suffer Under Block Grants

To the Editor:

That child protection systems in 21

states are under court supervision

(front page, March 17) does little

to inspire public confidence. Child
abuse and neglect reports in the

United States have increased 63 per-

cent over the last decade. In 1994 a
million cases were added to an over-
burdened system.
That is why it is appalling that

Congress is considering converting

minimal child protection programs
into block grams to the states. These
block grant proposals would end the

entitlement of abused children to get
aid and help when they need it most
Each state could decide which chil-

dren are entitled to protection.

Last week 1 was in Washington to

talk about these Issues that affect
children and families. These days the
halls ot Congress are filled with lob-

byists protecting corporate clients
from government cutbacks. There
are few lobbyists for children.

Children have no vote and virtual-
ly no voice.

It's up to us to tell Congress to
reject the National Governors Asso-
ciation’s child protection block grant
plan. Richard l. Jones
Pres., Ctr. for Families and Children

Cleveland, March 18, 1996

To the Editor:

That at least 21 states are under
court supervision because they failed

to take proper care of abused chil-

dren (front page, March 17) high-
lights education reform's most trou-

blesome aspect: the assumption that

we can fix the schools so that the

schools can fix the children, no mat-
ter what we do to them in families,

communities and foster care.

For the growing number of Ameri-
can children neglected and mistreat-
ed by those who are supposed to help
them, standards for a decent life

should come ahead of standards for

academic learning.

The Federal Government must
continue to require that youngsters
who are at die bottom of the social

ladder get their constitutional

rights. The states are not doing
it Harold Howe 2d

Concord, Mass., March IS. 2996

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-
ened for space reasons. Fax letters to
(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic
mail to letters@nyrimes.com. or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor.
The New Yorb Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.
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Justice Dept. Argued
To Affirm Forfeiture

To the Editor:

Michael Zeldin, a former Justice
Department official, asserts Getter,
March 15) that your March 8 editori-
al criticizing the Clinton Adnainistra-

*
tion’s position in the Bennis v. Michi-
gan case was unfounded.
This is the case in which the Su-

preme Court upheld the forfeiture of
a wife’s interest in a car that was
used by her husband to solicit a
prostitute.

Mr, Zeldin observes that the Ad-
ministration advocated a standard of
protection for innocent owners who
could prove that they had taken “all
reasonable steps” to prevent misuse
of their property.
What he does not say is that al-

though the State of Michigan con-
ceded that Tina Bennis. my client,
had no knowledge of her husband's
misuse of the family car, the Justice
Department argued that Mrs. Bennis
did not “allege or prove that she took
all reasonable steps to prevent ille-
gal use of the car.”

Thus, the Government asserted,
the forfeiture of her interest in the
car 'should be affirmed.”
Contrary to Mr. Zeldin’s assertion,

j ^
liS1 'ce Department lawyer

took the same position at oral argu-
ment

If the Clinton Administration be- ^
leves that the Bennis ruling repre-
sents a serious breach of our consti-
wtranal freedoms — and that Tina
Bennis has been treated unjustly—
1 invite » to join in the almost uni-
versal condemnation of this deci-
SI0°- Stefan B. Herpel

Ann Arbor, Mich, March 20, 1996
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The LastLaugh

By Dennis Overbye

I

Stone Ridge, N.Y.
write this with trembling

hands, because I haven’t yet
seen Comet Hyakutake — the
great spring comet that silent-
ly invaded our skies last week.
Tomorrow will be the Night

of the Comet, when it will be a mere 10
million miles from Earth and appear
fat as a full moon, although much
dimmer. An amateur astronomer who
saw its tail last week reported on the

•tp Great Canadian Hairy Star Party (one
of the dozens of World Wide Web sites
Chat have sprung up to celebrate the
apparition) that it literally sent a shiv-
er down his spine. “Now I know why
comets used to frighten people,” he
wrote.

That’s a different kind of shiver
than one gets from watching the stock
market drop 171 points on news of
rising employment I want to experi-
ence that shiver, that primordial tin-

Dennis Overbye is the author of
“lonely Hearts of the Cosmos.”

gle— and I’m not the only one. Around
the Northern Hemisphere, amateur
astronomers are succumbing to com-
et fever, staying up all night In the still
freezing darkness, straggling into
work bleary-eyed with cosmic visions.

Beauty, the poet Rainer Maria Ril-
ke said, is dimly perceived terror. And
the fairy glow of comets has a long
history of producing a delicious shiver
in human psyches. A fourth-century
B.C. Chinese booklet listed 27 different
forms of comets and the disasters
they presaged, from wars to famines.
The Stoic philosopher Seneca attribut-
ed comets’ power to their airy contra-
vention of the established order —
appearing without warning. Shake-
speare, following Augustus Caesar
himself, linked the assassination of
Julius Caesar with the great comet of
44 B.C. Milton imagined pestilence
and war raining from the comet's tail

as if from Satan’s hair. In 1910, people
took pills to protect against poison gas
in the tail of Halley’s Comet

Of course we know now from space-
craft photos that comets are just

blackened snowballs volatilizing in the
sunlight Save being locked in a room
with Patrick Buchanan, a good case of

Old Testament cosmic dread is hard
to come by in this age of machines.
Any of us can download images taken
from the Hubble Space Telescope of

galaxies billions of light-years away.
Some can even explain how those im-
ages are procured. But none of us can
really comprehend the immensity of

the gulfs of space and time they por-

tray. Who can measure his stride

against a light year?
Ten years ago this week, 1 was

standing in the Australian outback
with several thousand other astro-

nomical tourists waiting for Halley's

Comet, looking forward to a dose of

Rilkean terror. Halley was long on
science — it spawned the launch of a
half dozen spacecraft — but short on
pyrotechnics. The lesson being that

the universe is a big place, and the

show’s not always going to be for you
Astronomers had been touting Com-

et Hale-Bopp, due a year from now, as

the next Great Comet Then in Janu-
ary a Japanese amateur, Yuji Hyaku-
take, saw through his binoculars a
smudgy patch of light near the con-

stellation Libra. A Great Comet was
already on our doorstep.

Comet Hyakutake is a gift at the end

Clinton’s Gunboat Diplomacy
ByJames Shinn

As revelers made their way
home through the

m % streets of Taipei yes-

terday after celebrat-

# ^ ing Taiwan's first

democratic presiden-

tial election, Beijing and Washington
were no doubt sharing .some sobering
reflections^. ..

=;" For-20 years,:Taiwan has been sus-

pended in strategic ambiguity, with

the United States saying, in effect, “If

Taiwan declares independence, don’t

count.on us; if China invades Taiwan,
don’t count us out” Now this ambigu-

ity has been shattered.

China’s missile tests and military

exercises, while provocative, fell short

ofan invasion. Why did President Clin-

ton up the ante so drastically, sending

in the nuclear gunboats and discard-

ing a Taiwan policy that had stood the

test of two decades?

If Mr. Clinton consults his diplomat-

ic advisers, they will point out that

Taiwan has no allies in Asia. In con-

trast to the Desert Storm coalition

that fougbt the Persian Gulf war, the

James Shinn, senior fellow for Asia at

the Council on Foreign Relations, is

the author of “Weaving the Net: Con-

ditional Engagement with China’’

United States stands alone cm Taiwan.

Japan and South Korea would likely

resist using American bases on their

soil in a conflict with China. Our secu-

rity system in Asia could unraveL
If Mr. Clinton asks his pollsters,

they will tell him that Taiwan is not a

popular issue with the American pub-

lic. Only 26 percent favor sending in

the carriers; only 29 percent support

the use of American troops if China

m.YBdesL.

- If he listens to his generals, ^hey will

teU him that aircraft carriers can win

any battle around Taiwan— but then

what? If China keeps up military pres-

sure on the island, what is the Seventh

Fleet supposed to do? Bombs away?
China has a vibrant economy, a huge

army and nuclear weapons.

So whom did Bill Clinton listen to?

Probably his' campaign advisers, who
may well have argued that despite the

polls, military muscle-flexing in an

election year is usually worth a few

million votes. The President can bask

in the statesman's limelight, which is

more fun than haggling with Newt
Gingrich over the budget
Butbow statesmanlike is it to risk a

battle with the wrong adversary? Chi-

na is not a rogue regime and not

necessarily fated to be an enemy. It is

not the Evil Empire, yet we hold Bei-

jing to a harsher standard than we
apply to Moscow today. We deploy

Taiwan’s
election,

and ours.

aircraft carriers when the Chinese

fpf&ffin. ,

Bpn^lyeltsm wiieri .Jhe.' .slaughters ;

30,000" citizens ia C&edinyiEL

Where to go from here? For start-

ers, the White House should state

clearly, with more realism and less

ambiguity, that if Taiwan declares

independence, count us out; if China

invades, count us ia But withdraw the

gunboats now. Shove Taipei to restart

negotiations with Beijing on peaceful

reunification — with China accepting

Taiwan's legitimate “international

space" for economic and cultural pur-

poses, in exchange for Taiwan's re-

nouncing any bid tor political inde-

pendence. And hope that booming
cross-strait trade and investment will

strengthen the hand of moderate
voices on both sides.

In the meantime. Bill Clinton should

hope that neither creeping independ-

ence from Taiwan, nor creeping prov-

ocation from China, come back to

haunt him before Nov. 5.
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Help Wanted: DealMakers
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WASHINGTON

In many ways the immediate Tai-

wan crisis ended two weeks ago. On

March 8, the U.S. national seoirity

adviser, Anthony Lake, met private-

ly with his Chinese counterpart, Liu

Hua Qui, at Pamela Harriman’s

farm in Middleburg, Va. The conclu-

sion of their daylong meeting was an

“understanding” that went like this.

The U.S. would use its influence to

rrv to restrain Taiwan from any

more far-reaching moves toward in-

dependence, and in return Beijing

would not use military force m re-

:• solve its current dispute J*P«-
But having defused the short-term

crisis both sides understood that a

longer-term deal had to

that would stabilize relat
r̂p

b
t

- tween China and Taiwan. There is

a dS to be had. Vf *not a

Greek tragedy fated to end badly.

Taiwan’s newly elected president,

Lee Teng-hui, should vow that Taiwan

by seeking membership
*

<udi as the U.N, and China simmo

that while it

3335?&5
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China-Taiwan:
the deal.

transform China into a state that Tai-

wan could more easily coexist with.

Beijing, meanwhile, could claim vic-

tory — that its sovereignty was not

being dismembered.

What worries me is not that there

isn’t a subtle, long-term deal fa be

had. What worries me is that there

aren’t the subtle deal makers to make

it happen.
. ^

In Beijing, China’s now-incapacitat-

ed Deng Xiaoping was the sort of

leader who could strike a tough, nu-

anced deaL But Mr. Deng's successor,

Jiang Zemin, doesn't have such clout,

and in the ongoing power struggle m
Beijing, Mr. Jiang's rivals seem in-

tent on using any sign of nuance on his

part regarding Taiwan as a sign of

weakness to be turned against him.

In Taiwan, President Lee deserves

great credit for skillfully shepherd-

ing his country to democracy. But

he is a complicated man - born

in Taiwan, educated in Japan and

America. His heart is Taiwanwe

his grammar is Japanese, his ideate

Western and his leadership style

Sdan aloofness. Mr. Lee does

not have a good feel for mainland

China, and by winning 54 percent

Sthe vote in the presidential elec-

tion, I fear he may get even more

£Sv in bis dealings with Beijing.

^Jfor the rest of Asia. I recently

met with one of the region's elder

statesmen and asked him why Ja-

pan, Singapore, Malaysia and Thai-

land didn’t play a more assertive

role with China and help the U.S.

resolve ihe crisis. He answered:

"China has been around here for

3,000 years. The U.S. has been out

here in Asia for about 50 years. We
figure you’re maybe good for an-

other 20 years. But after that you'll

be gone, and we’ll be left here alone

with China. We can’t afford a con-

frontation.” Thanks a lot.

Finally, in Washington, the Clinton

Administration has been all over the

board on China. It came in vowing to

tame the “dictators in Beijing," then

opted for a policy of engagement But

without any adult supervision, every

arm of the government (and Con-

gress) just engaged Beijing in its own

way, with no overall strategy. U.S.

China policy drifted aimlessly, which

is one reason why this crisis went as

far as it did. It is shocking how little

attention China has been given com-

pared with Syria or Israel or Bosnia

It’s time for President Clinton to

lead on this issue. He will be in Japan

in mid-April Why doesn't he also go

to Beijing and try to help foster a new

deal between Taiwan and China? If

U S officials can embrace Slobodan

Milosevic, Hafez al-Assad and Boris

Yeltsin (who has killed a lot more

civilians in Chechnya than the Chi-

nese ever did in Tiananmen), then

they can have a sustained dialogue

with the Chinese. The opportunity

are so great. The stakes are so high. It

would be nice if at least one states-

man rose to the occasion Who knows,

others might just follow. u
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of the worst winter on record in the

East If it means anything, let it mean
spring. It could be a vision for Hie

ages, a pearly smoosh staring down
over Central Park like the eye of God.

Or it could fizzle. I’m trembling be-

cause I don’t want to be fooled again.

Surprise is the signature of come-
tary astronomy. We are hostages of

Comet Hyakutake
is a gift from the

heavens.

the universe. But not all news that

arrives in the middle of the night is

bad. More than we like to admit it,

things happen and we don’t know why.
The space shuttle tether snaps, the

stock market goes up, the ozone layer

goes down, the Einstein manuscript
doesn't sell.

Later, of course, we always manage
to come up with an explanation. Just

as in hindsight we can find a catastro-

phe for every comet: Halley's feeble

appearance was bracketed by the

Challenger explosion and the Cherno-

byl accident We will find reasons. But
for a moment we’re clueless, like chil-

dren reduced to staring.

This time, the show really is for us.

Later this week, we will reconvince

ourselves that we are masters of the

universe with our ever more clever

Web browsers, our genome maps and

our hedge funds. But tomorrow it will

be O.K. to feel that old primordial

tingle on the hairs on the back of your

neck. Pray for clear skies. .

Washington
Don lions knew something was

awry when he made a raunchy joke

about President Clinton and looked

over to check Ms reaction.

“I can’t even describe bis face,” the

New York radio show host said. "If

he’d had a gun, ne’d a shot me. I was
talking to him like I was sitting next

tohim on a bar stool I did not want to

go down there and be a weasel
You’ve got a big mouth on radio and
dien you say it face to face fa these

people ami it’s a different story. AH
this is hypocrisy. It was watered
down, believe me. I wanted to have a
joke about how the President could

combat charges of womanizing by
becoming a Mormon. And if we had
four or five First Ladies, America
was bound to like me of them.”
Nobody in the capital Is talking

about China or Colin Powell All any-

one can talk about is Don Imus. His
after-dinner monologue before the
media and political establishment at

the Radio-Television Correspondents
Association dinner Thursday has
thrown the capital into a kerfuffle.

With the Clintons trapped on the
dais, growing more and more uncom-
fortable — “1 heard the First Lady
say, ‘Oh, my God,’ when I did the joke
about Peter Jennings and the intern,”

Mr. Imus recalls — the cadaverous
comedian did 30 minutes of the same
tasteless, over-the-top. disrespectful

humor he has best doing on radio for

a quarter of a century. But, somehow,
the company was shocked, shocked,

that the shock jock was shocking.

The black-tie audience looked as if

it was caught in a “Friday the 13th”
movie, half-smiles frozen.

"I didn’t have much time," Mr.
Imus mused afterward “And there
were so many people to butcher.”
Whoever thought we’d need a V-

chip for C-SPAN? Michael McCurry,
the White House spokesman, called C-

SPAN*executives and asked them not
to rebroadcast the “tasteless" mono-
logue. C-SPAN refused. The most bor-

ing and polite channel on earth had
never before been accused of pander-
ing, licentiousness and bad taste. But
it recognized a hit when it saw one.

After those endless hours trained on a

deserted Senate chamber, C-SPAN
cameras had captured the stunning
spectacle of a cherished Washington
ritual imploding.

The Radio-Television Correspond-

ents Association sent a letter of apol-

ogy to the President, and the media

stars and pols who do guest spots on
the Imus show began, as one put it,

“running for the hills.”

Cokie Roberts of ABC said she

would never go on again, noting, “You
can't make fun of the President when
he’s sitting right there.”

But it was the President, after all,

who “certified Imus's influence," as

New York Magazine put it, when he
went on the show during the 1992 New
York primary. To go over the head of

the establishment media, Mr. Clinton

traded down to Imus, Phil Donahne
and MTV. Mr. Imus called him
“Bubba,” and Mr. Clinton said Bubbo
was Southern for “mensch.”

Mr. Clinton was playing with fire.

The candidate who used Mr. Imus to

showcase his populism is now the

President who wants more respect
Butthe Bubba jokes are cominghome
to roost.

Bubba
no more.

Washington press dinners are
based on a charade. If political humor
is going to be really funny. It has to be
Impolite. But the press and the pob
want to cozy up, so the comedy h
supposed to singe but never bum, as
the Gridiron motto goes.

Mr. Imus may have been coarser
than his predecessors, but I remem-
ber cringing as I watched Paula
Poundstone go after President Bush
at a White 'House press dinner, mid
again another year when Slnbad
taunted Barbara Bush about looking
lifcp a grandmother.
The President and First Lady

should not have to subject themselves

to evenings like this, fraternizing with

their critics and getting roasted by
what Tom Brokaw calls “low-rent

lounge acts.”

And Don Imus should not be expect-

ed to be Garrison Keillor. “You put a
shark in the bathtub. It's gonna eat

the fish,” says Jeff Greenfield ofABC
“Did they expect Bob Hope material

about Clinton's golf game?”
White House officials snubbed Mr.

Imus after his speech. I asked the

tormentor how it feels to be the pari-

ah. “It doesn’t get any better than

this,” be said, with a low chuckle.
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How Three Tenors Became a Marketing Juggernaut 0
By RALPH BLUMENTHAL
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[HE idea was big, and fit-

tingly it came from the big

man himself, Luciano Pava-
rotti Itcame to him at a big

event, the 1994 sellout

"Three Tenors" concert at Dodger
Stadium in Los Angeles, an extrava-

ganza beamed to 1.3 billion televi-

sion viewers worldwide, four years
after the trio's smash debut in the

ruins of ancient Rome, which gener-

ated the largest-selling classical re-

cording of aU time.

Backstage at the stadium, behind

the mock rain forest, with its four-

story waterfalls and pseudo-classi-

cal pillars, Mr. Pavarotti turned to

his partners, Jose Carreras and Pla-

cido Domingo, and said (as he later

rendered it in his fluid if slightly

stilted English) : “Why not doing this

around the world?"
And so it has come to pass. In

June, the tenors will embark on a

ballyhooed four-continent circuit of

some of the world's largest outdoor

arenas — “Three Tenors III," in

effect. Already it is growing to colos-

sal proportions in a triumph of mar-
(

keting and song- The original five
|

stops — including one American ap~
(

pearance, at Giants Stadium on July

!

20 — have ballooned to at least nine,

;

counting newly booked concerts in

Goteborg, Sweden, and Diisseldorf,

Germany, and a New Year's Eve
gala yet to be announced. There are

also plans for a concert at the World
Cup soccer championship in Paris in

1998.

Although the onslaught is still al-

most three months off, the hear, of

the event, the marketing, is already

churning at full tilt. Crews around
the world have been working for

months readying and tuning instru-

ments of commerce and technology

that render the musical instruments

almost incidental The “Three Ten-

ors" phenomenon has become an
indomitable force.

But rrasrc asicla. as skeptics say it

Is, could these bookings overexpose
an act that has already been beamed
to half the world’s population — and
recently became a running gag on
“Seinfeld"? It is a risk the tenors are

willing to take.

“If it’s too much, we don't do any
more," said Mr. Pavarotti in a re-

cent conversation from Barbados,
where he was vacationing. “But for

the moment, it's better we do while

we are still here.”

The repertory should hold few sur-

prises, he said: “More or less the

samerlS??8Sr^mfi;
,r

So get ready:-,

again fofr the tikes of “Granada,'^
“La donna 1 # mobile," “Vestf la

giubba," a medley of "My Way,"
"Moon River" and “Singin’ in the

Rain," and Mr. Pavarotti's signa-

ture crowd-pleaser, "Nessun
dorma” from "TurandoL"

If it's not high operatic art, it’s

aimed unashamedly at a vast, ador-

ing and financially supportive audi-

ence. From the moment the three
kick off their tour in Tokyo on June
29, records — the Guinness kind —
are likely to go flying.

The tour is costing the promoter,
Matthias Hoffmann of Mannheim,
Germany, about $100 million (in-

cluding an insurance bill of 51.5 mil-

lion to cover refunds in case of can-
cellation). If all 500,000 seats are
sold at an average price of $240 each,

ticket revenues would reach $120
million, not counting merchandizing
tie-ins, pay-per-view and other tele-

vision rights.

For their appearances, Maestros
Carreras, Domingo and Pavarotti
stand to make close to $10 million
each: about $500,000 per concert in

fees and a like amount in licensing

income. James Levine, who is re-

placing Zubin Mehta as conductor,
will get a flat $500,000 per concert.

“Good money, eh?" Mr. Pavarotti
said. “By God, it's good money!"

. Whewl Was classical music ever
like this? No and yes.

The numbers are certainly

groundbreaking. In their first two

concerts, the tenors reached a com-
bined television audience of about
two billion people. Audio and video

recordings have sold 23 million cop-

ies, to become far and away the best-

selling classical recordings of all

time (more or less matching what
Michael Jackson achieved with a
single album, "Dangerous," in 1991).

Clearly, even for tenors — who
have historically won adulation for

their acrobatics on the high C's —
the three have achieved an enviable

crossover: opera singers adored like

rock stars, classical icons clasped to

the collective bosom of millions of

fans who have never stepped inside

an opera house. But although mod-
ern technology has spectacularly

magnified the effect, the phenom-
enon itself is hardly unique.

“1 wonder if P. T. Barnum would
have anything to learn from today's

marketing,” said Morris Dickstein,

a cultural historian at the Graduate
School of the City University of New
York. Barnum, the shameless show-

man, repackaged the soprano Jenny

Lind as a popular attraction and
booked her around the tent circuit

that served as the mass entertain-

ment of the 19th century.

“Classical music has always

brought us a few superstars, usually

in opera," said Mr. Dickstein. Cer-

tainly, the tenor Enrico Caruso, who
lived from 1873 to 1921, was a cult

figure who inspired widespread fan

hysteria in his prime. *Tm sure that
when he made his first recordings
for RCA Victor," Mr. Dickstein said, .

•Vv -•
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“people thought he was betraying

opera."

Even the three tenors' propensity

to mix arias with pop repertory has
venerable precedents, Mr. Dickstein

added. The early operatic tradition

was much more open to opera file,

including operetta and Neapolitan

songs. Wagner, he explained, helped

steer opera toward serious, unified

productions. Verdi, on the other

hand, might have fancied "The
Three Tenors."
"Americans have a long history of

adoration of the virtuoso," said the

cultural historian Ann Douglas, au-

thor of "Terrible Honesty: Mongrel
Manhattan in the 1920's.” At times,

she said, the fixations have verged

on the campy, as when Caruso was
lured to the vaudeville stage to ap-

pear with Ai Jolson.

“It’s as if we say, 'The great art-

ists are ours; we can rough them up,

have fun with them,’ " she said. At
times, she added, the three tenors

"seem
themselves."..-

"

Hbar-RudasJtfr. Ravarq&i’s Hun-
garian-born promoter, disdains the

carping of music and social critics.

“We didn’t realize in Rome that we
created the Beatles for the senior

citizens," he said. “It’s something
the people have been waiting for for

a long time. Only nobody knew they

were waiting for it”

Michael Sampliner, the New York
director of Hoffmann Concerts,

agrees: “You could say the three

tenors have created their own form

of alternative music."

Mr. Hoffmann does not begrudge
the tenOrs their hefty fees. “If Janet

Jackson can sign a deal for $80 mil-

lion," he said, “the three tenors are

totally, totally underpaid”
Whatever the ultimate musical

judgments, the marketing blitz

seems clearly aimed at fomenting a

global tenor mania.

Behind the latest hoopla is a mod-
ern-day tale of Hoffmann — Matth-

ias Hoffmann, that is, promoter of

Mr. Carreras and Mr. Domingo. By
persistence or default, Mr. Hoff-

mann assumed the presenter’s role

from Mr. Rudas, a Las Vegas-

trained impresario who put on the

Los Angeles concert during the last

World Cup festivities.

Mr. Hoffmann, a 45-year-old entre-

preneur who dropped out of Mann-
heim University in 1970 to present a

rock festival that became known as

the German Woodstock, said that

Mr. Pavarotti worried initially that

no promoter would be crazy enough

to take on an international tour of

such proportions. Whereupon Mr.
Carreras and Mr. Domingo respond-
ed more or less in unison, "Oh, we
have one, and he's crazy and waits

for nothing more than to do a ‘Three
Tenors’ concert.” Mr. Pavarotti said
he was at first dubious about putting

the tour in the hands of any pro-

moter other than his own, but he
realized that his colleagues' pro-
moter deserved a chance.
Mr. Hoffmann said that he had

offered to make Mr. Rudas a joint

presenter of the tour — sharing both
risk and potential profits — but that
Mr. Rudas declined Instead, Mr. Ru-
das sold Mr. Hoffmann his Los Ange-
les production to insure the quality

of amplified sound and lighting at

the concerts for around $500,000. “I
would have been prepared to present
it; yes, 1 would have, but I’m a very
fair man," Mr. Rudas said from his

office in Pacific Grove, Calif. "It was
quite a fair request"

Feelings are still sensitive from
the experience of the first "Three
Terrors" concert in Rome. That
event, timed to the 1990- World Cup
finals and staged in the Baths of

Caracalla before 8,000 spectators,

was presented by an Italian concert

manager, Mario Dradi of Bologna.

The tenors, who had already turned
awaysome 50 offers to sing together,

agreed this time, they explained, as

a way of celebrating the soccer
championship and hailing Mr. Car-
reras's comeback after a near-fatal

bout with leukemia. Indeed, ail three

donated their portions of ticket reve-

nues to charity.

Mr. Dradi, who declined to be in-

terviewed, sold recording rights to

Decca/London for a large fixed fee,

which provided for no royalties to

the artists. “We wanted to pay a

royalty and share the risks," Roland

Kommerell, Decca's president, said

recently from his office in London.

But Mr. Dradi rejected the offer in

favor of a one-time payment that Mr.
Kommerell described as "a horren-

dous mountain of risk" for the label.

When, to almost everyone’s amaze-
ment, the concert and the record

emerged as a sensation, Decca
reaped the profits.

“We got nothing “ said Mr. Pava-

rotti, who has an exclusive recording

contract with Decca. A deal was a
deal, he maintained, and he had no
complaints. But Mr. Domingo was
furious and has ostracized Decca
ever since. “Placido suspects us of

paving Pavarotti a royalty," Mr.
deseed it and

shrugged.pff|tfc fracas- "We pushed

the
‘ frontiers quite far," he said.

"Now it's like the real-estate busi-

ness."

The tenors were not about to make
the same mistake four years later.

This time, Mr. Rudas was the pre-

senter. Born in Budapest in 1926, he

studied voice and toured Europe

singing in variety shows before es-

tablishing a dance studio in Austral-

ia. He took his “French style re-

vues" to Las Vegas in 1963 and ex-

panded into casino entertainment,

including classical performances, in

Atlantic City. In 1982, Mr. Rudas
hooked up with Mr. Pavarotti, pre-

senting him first in a tent in Atlantic

City, then in recitals and arenas

around the world.

Shrewdly, Mr. Rudas made the

concerts attractive to television.

“These TV shows brought him more
and more to the crowd and away
from the opera," Mr. Rudas re-

called. “I just proved that he has
another audience." Actually, Mr. Pa-

varotti had already been introduced

to movie audiences in 1982 as a lov-

able Lothario in the film “Yes, Gior-

gio."

When the World Cup matches
came to the United States for the

first time in 1994, Mr. Rudas con-
tracted with soccer authorities to

provide the closing entertainment.

With the arena locked up and Mr.
Pavarotti in his stable, he was in

position lor his coup: the return of

“The Three Tenors.”

Mr. Rudas was still shy two ten-

ors, but their promoter, Mr. Hoff-

mann, recognized that he had been
oucmaneuvered and could do little

but allow his counterpart to put up
the money and collect the profits.

|

"Tiber Rudas is an old fox," he said
admiringly.

Mr. Hoffmann’s beginnings as a
concert promoter did not go back as
far as Mr. Rudas’s, and his rise was
more precipitous. Born in 1951 to two

j

music teachers, he left the econom-
ics program at Mannheim Universi-

ty at 19 to organize what became the

British Rock Meetings in Speyer,

open-air concerts that drew crowds
of 100,000 to hear Pink Floyd, Deep
Purple and the Doors.

By the 80's, be had founded his

own concert- bureau in Mannheim.
He met Mr. Carreras in the mid-80's
and, drawing on his experiences as a
rock promoter, booked him as a

VXP, arranging for limousines,
bodyguards and other trappings of

celebrity, and taking out full-page

ads in newspapers to announce his

appearances.

“Halfa year later," Mr. Hoffmann
said, "Jose Carreras was a famous
person in Germany." Word spread to

Mr. Domingo, who also became a

client Then Mr. Carreras took ill,

battling cancer. But after his strik-

ing recovery, he returned to the

Hoffmann fold.

"My accomplishments as a pro-

moterand the incredible internation-

al success 1 have the privilege of

enjoying with the 'Three Tenors' is

sheerly a result of these two men
encrusting me with their remarkable
talent and allowing me to work on
their behalf." Mr. Hoffmann said. He
put ftis company's annual gross at

$130 million.

Still, m 1990, he. like Mr. Rudas,

was reduced to watching, amazed,
as his clients catapulted to new fame
as part of a trio in Rome. He was not

resentful, he insisted. “I said 1 will

have a huge benefit out of this. It was
a changing of the classical concert

business. 1 was happy, happy, hap-

py”
Yet when Los Angeles beckoned

four years later, he was too slow off

the mark. "Let’s face it," he said.

“Rudas did his homework. He was
the first to go to the football people in

Los Angeles and say, ‘Give me the

rights.' I was not tough enough. But I

was sure that when this is done and
there should be another ‘Three Ten-

ors,' I must be the one."

The tenors, too,,bgd.learned their

lesson. This; ;timev,they _
werei rpaid i

•

about 51 million each plus royalties.

The concert was recorded by War-

ner and telecast to more than 100

countries. Not surprisingly, given its

runaway commercial as well as pop-

ular success. Mr. Pavarotti quickly

rallied his partners for the world

tour.

Finally, it was Mr. Hoffmann’s

turn. But he was sobered to learn

that Mr. Rudas’s 1994 contracts with

Warner barred lucrative recording

or international telecasting rights

until 1998.

The tenors, for their part, were
dismayed to learn that Mr. Mehta's
bookings left him unavailable to con-

duct, and they talked of postponing

the tour. “Postpone it?" Mr. Hoff-

mann responded. After be had gotten

all three together? Soon they aB en-

dorsed Mr. Levine.

Mr. Hoffmann had other aces up
his sleeve. Arguing that a “Three
Tenors" concert would bring a com-
mercial .windfall wherever it might
alight, he played off arena against
arena, anglingforthe best term®arKf ' i
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ACROSS
1 Video session

7 Identified

12 Pitcher, of sorts
17 Bore
21 Kitchen gadget
22 Ancient Greekcoins
23 R flowsinto Lyons
24 European state
25 Gershwin folk opera
27 What can be said of

a Gershwin tune?
29 Gaelic

20 Knob
31 Twit
33 Slew
34 Itinerary abbr.

35 Most attractive

37 Charitable giving
38 Culture lead-in
40 Like shoes
41 Troeface imitative

of handwriting
43 Tyke's transport
47 Catifonriadiy
50 Two-step, for one
51 Kind of stage, in

human development
52 Before, to Byron
53 Shorebird
54 1925 Gershwin

premiere
56 Jot

57 OI' Man, e.g.

58 Gymnastic
equipment

59 Directional suffix
60 Belle's partner in film

61 Affirm
62 Language of Iran
63 Arrives impolitely,

with “in"

66 Jackie’s predecessor
67 Rocket’s deviation

68 Song from
Gershwin's “Girt

Crazy" 3

70 Cut into three
72 Some are red
74 Baseball’s Preacher
75 Yalta's locale 1

‘ 76 Unhand ]

78 Song from ]

Gershwin’s i

1 1 III III I In II III m l/ll

!« |4S {<6

IBS

82 83 |84

1113 1111 1112 1113 1114

115 116 (117

1124 1125 1126

124 Gershwin song in a 32 Tree in a thicket
1924 Astaire musical 35 Secret device

128 Palindromically-
named magazine

129 Lariat

130 “ BenJonsonl"
131 Use as support
132 Oats

“Rhapsody in Blue” 133 Audited a class
82 -Mymanmdone

. J34 Republic of 1836

85 SJ“on
<’0nSlytiC) 135 Named 5 la Spenser

86 Phobias DOWN
88 Shade of green j
89 Tournament org. 2 To the left
90 You might have to

eat this person's
words

91 “ now..."
92 Repent
93 British PM. during

Nixon’s Presidency
94 American paters

95 Gershwin satire on
notifies

99 Pen name
100 Prefix with dermis
101 Subway riders

102 WriterJong
103 They make cameos
104 Drawn
106 Usea lever

107 Full of idletalk
108 Bounce
109 Cruise ship freebies
110 007 foe
112 ITsa waste
115 Piano’s opposite

118 Having better sense
119 Pulitzer author

Buchanan
120 Femininename

suffix

121 Anothersong from
Gershwin's 'Girl
Crazy"

DOWN of Love”
1 Sot 46 Have a set

2 To the left session

3 By itself 47 Flower dia

4 1953 Pulitzer 48 Three-tim
dramatist batting chi

5 Marsha] in 49 Gershwin
Napoleon's army from The

6 Like some sugar Follies"

7 Erred through 50 Prefix wifi

oversight SI Progress s

8 Religious men 54 Hikers’ wt
9 1994 skiing gold 55 Office firm

medalist 56 Demean
10 Noisy transports 58 Protected:

11 Outdo sun
12 Postulate 62 Fitch and j

13 Eighthword of “The 63 Good time
Star-Spangled 64 Field

Banner” 65 Triedhard
14 Debatable 66 The silent

15 Massachusetts cape 68 Droplet

'

16 TVs" and 69 Mr. Roger
Stacey" 71 Split

17 Wreck 73 Unwanted
18 Songwriter’s 75 Stick

starting point, 76 WallStree
maybe 77 Getaway

1§ 51 -— istymied) 78 Somescfte
20 Sets 79 Milton's “i

26 Big-name ”

28 Children’sauthorLe 80 Takesin
Cain 81 AMassqy

36 Kind of visa
38 Envelope abbr.
39 Match for Sties
40 Cleave
42 Previously
43 Fishing net
44 Title song from a

1933 Gershwin
musical

45 Like Ovid's "The Art
of Love"

46 Have a second
session

47 Flower display
48 Three-timeAL.

49 Gershwin balfad
from The Goldwyn
Follies"

50 Prefix with lateral

51 Progress steadily
54 Hikers’ woes
55 Office time
56 Demean
58 Protected from the

sun
62 Fitch and muskrat
63 Good times
64 Field

65 Triedhard
66 The silent type

68 Droplet
’

69 Mr. Rogers
71 Split

73 Unwanted looks
75 Stick

76 Wall Street villain

77 Getaway
78 Some schools
79 Milton’s“immortal

83 Many a JohnWayne 109 “Chicago Hope"
film actress

84 The Wizard ofOz" 1 1 1 Half a famous

89 jSSJiE®
11* 112

92 Wft&eLandaU 114 wSSlbo^rieflv

96 Stew *J®
Get a load of

97 Chilling Position to fill

98 Perfume ingredient JI? R-B.f. or E.RA.
99 Somewhat *20 Even, to Yvonne

101 Eis’s counterpart *22 Many rains.
103 Ferris wheel 123 Verily

,„ operator 1 25 Otto I’s domain:
105 Like some lines Abbr.

* ,

12« Calif, touchdown
107 Actress Barbara Bel site

127 Inti, trading assn,

* ^green^*
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winning rent-free stadium space in

three European cities.

The Giants Stadium concert,^

moreover, will be carried to a poteh-'

rial audience of hundreds of thou-

sands on pay-per-view television at

$30 per viewing. Domestic telecasts

in the other countries visited are also

planned. Additional commercial j

portunities include 'sales of pro-'

grams and souvenirs and payments

from' sponsors and “media part-'

ners.”

Working around crowded opera'

and recital calendars, Mr. Hoffmann
and the tenors agreed last fall on a •

five-city tour with stops this summer
in Tokyo, London, New York and

;

Munich and next March in Mel-
bourne. A sixth was wedged in this

July in Vienna.

But in recent weeks the schedule

hasgrown more hectic, with the add-

ed concerts in Goteborg and Dtissel-

;

dorf, and another under discussion

;

for Johannesburg. A concert is

planned' fbr New Year's Eve In an

'
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Turkey’s Jewish community lives on Talking Turkey
EwLS

H^
rday aquorum_P*us of Istanbul f . T

j
with a circulation of 4,500, is self-supporting. C3 ^ -

R^CT,~T
ves

^Eross ^ bridge over the 1. 1 “We get lots of advertisements from Moslems
, , +l,- ItJAclam

fc?rfrri

sP°
ll

rus- They cross from the I
*1 who see the Jews as people who havemoney to IS PlOW kOShGf ©nOUQn IP In© lvlOSI©rTlESS?fday a ^uorum-plus of Istanbul

Rmn,?
VeS

¥?°ss the bridge over the
S
V J1**? CT0SS from thegpropean side of the city to a suburb on the^sian .side for Sabbath services. AlthoughSA by driving on thejwba* they breach Jewish law but do so in

prder to preserve Jewish heritage.
^^here are two very old and beautiful syna-
gpgUK there, but- no Jews live in the area any-
tepre, says Suzan Tarablus. editor of the
KurjashJeWish weekly, Shalom.

sam
,

e People travel across every
pahirday to keep the synagogues working. Ingmmer they pray in one, in winter in the

v
Tarablus was one ofthe journalists accompa-

nying Turkish president Suleyman Demire] on
his. visit to Israel last week. Also in Derairel’s
barty were six- representatives of Turkey’s
Jewish community, including the first Jewish
Jhqmber of parliament in 38 years, Jeffy
fCabihi, 1 J

?. The attempt to breathe life into the old syna-
gogues is part of an uphill fight by a shrinking
Jewisti community to nurture its rich tradition.
The flowering of the Jewish presence in the
Ottoman Empire dates from the arrival of
expellees from the Iberian peninsula five cen-
turies ago.

After 1948, there was a massive outflow
when 120,000 Turkish Jews left for Israel. The
iw^k, before last Demirel visited Bat Yam.
$vb$te many of them live, and was engulfed by
an enthusiastic crowd which he addressed in
Tbriqsh. “He was so moved,” says Tarablus,

J*that be. declared T am a Bat Yamer.’
”

l Some 25.000 Jews remain in Turkey, of
whom 22,000 live in Istanbul and 2,500 in

Izmir. Most are from old families but there are
also some 3,000-4,000 Ashkenazi Jews of
more recent origin.

1 The Ashkenazim have their own rabbis but
they do not have a separate communal struc-

ture. being integrated into the Sephardi-domi-
nated community. “They intermingle and inter-

marry,” says Tarablus.

There is also intermarriage outside the faith.

1 /

‘The Turkish president was so moved,’
says Suzan Tarablus, ‘that he declared lT
am a Bat Yamer.’' ’

“About 25 percent of marriages are now with

Christians and Moslems.'' In addition, many
young people leave for the US and some for

Israel. The Jewish community in Ttirkey is a

dying community.
There is, however, life in it yet. The econom-

ic condition of the Jews is robust. In recent

years an increasing number are choosing to

enter into professions rather than go into fami-

ly businesses. About 20 percent of children

attend Jewish schools and many of the remain-

der continue to belong to Jewish clubs into

their mid-teens.

There are 16 operating synagogues in

Istanbul alone even though the Jews are better

termed traditional than religious.

Tarablus’s newspaper is in Turkish but each

issue also contains a page in Ladino, the tradi-

tional language of Turkish Jewry. The paper.

with a circulation of 4,500, is self-supporting.

“We gee lots of advertisements from Moslems
who see the Jews as people who havemoney to

spend.”

Tarablus, who speaks good Hebrew, lived in

Israel for two years in the early 1970s shortly

after her marriage.

‘It was the Yom Kippur War. that made us

decide to go back.

“I was pregnant and I was shocked by the

war. 1 felt that I wasn't bom to live in a coun-

try so accustomed to war. [But] 2 was very

unhappy about going bade. I come here often

on behalf of my newspaper and to visit fami-

ly”

The rise of Islam in Turkey - most notably

the surprisingly strong showing in the recent

elections by the Islamic Welfare Party, which

came close to participation in a coalition gov-

ernment - is worrying, admits Tarablus.

Islamic candidates have attacked Jews as

economic exploiters. When parliament was

asked to approve Kamhi joining Demirel’s del-

egation to Israel — a routine request, normally

approved without opposition whenever a par-

liamentarian is invited to join an official dele-

gation going abroad — several Islamic mem-
bers voted against.

Nevertheless, says Tarablus, when she inter-

viewed leaders of the Welfare Party and asked

whether they would seek to sever relations

with Israel if they formed a government, they

replied that the policy of the state would not

change.

When Islamic candidates have won local

elections in areas with a Jewish community,

she says, one of their first moves has been to

call on the local chief rabbi as a gesture of

respect.

“Still, as a Jew and a Turk, it’s not nice to

have a religious party at the end of the 20th

century,” says Tarablus. "They won 21 percent

of the vote [more than any other party]. On the

other hand that means that 79 percent didn’t

vote for them.

*Tm not worried anymore that there might

be an Islamic victory in Turkey. Secularism is

too deeply rooted by now," she says.

Israel is now kosher enough in the Moslem

context for Turkey to court it openly,

reports Abraham Rabinovich

ALMOST unnoticed in the

recent media-fest follow-

ing the Sharm e-Sheikh

conference was the visit by

Turkish President Suleyman

Demirel to the Israel Aircraft

Industries plant where 54 Turkish

Phantoms are to be upgraded.

The $650 million deal conclud-

ed last August not only constitutes

a major economic boost to the

company - which beat strong

American competition for. the

contract; it is a political achieve-

ment for Israel of no small mea-

sure.

The decision by an important

Moslem country to entrust a sig-

nificant part of its armaments to

Israeli upgrading may be a more
eloquent acknowledgment of

Israel's firm presence in the

region than any number of

speeches about peace can ever be.

Although Turkey wears its

Moslem identity lightly, and has

had diplomatic relations with

!«rael since 1949, until now it had

always avoided any overly warm
embrace with the Jewish state.

The onset of the peace process

has changed this dramatically.

Within one month of the start of

the Madrid conference five years

ago, Demirel, who was then serv-

ing a term as prime minister,

moved to upgrade diplomatic

relations with Israel from the level

of legations to embassies. The
Oslo agreements two years ago

led to even more dramatic

changes, rendering Israel kosher

enough in the Moslem context for

Turkey to be seen with it freely in

public.

Since the Oslo accords were

reached, there have been diplo-

matic visits between Israel and

Turkey at the highest level.

During the past year alone bilater-

al trade has more than doubled,

and the two countries are now dis-

cussing mutual problems — read,

Syria - like potential allies.

The possibility ofjoint military

exercises was. reportedly dis-

cussed during a recent visit to

Israel by the Turkish deputy chief

of staff and the Phantom deal

itself clearly reflects a significant-

ly new level of ease between the

two countries.

During his visit - the first by a

Turkish president - Demirel

signed four economic agreements,

including a free-trade pact which

will see tariffs between the two

countries eliminated by the year

2000. (The spectacular emergence

of Turkey as an Israeli tourist

haven, while not in itself a direct

result of political developments,

does also serve to help cement

relations.)

Water has been the most talked-

abour subject on the Israeli-

Turidsh agenda but many experts

believe it unlikely that Israelis

will ever drink Turkish water

except for those who go there on

holiday. Even if the much talked-

of“peace pipeline” via Syria were

commercially feasible. Israel

would be uneasy about depen-

dence on a source which could be

cut at whim by Damascus.

Shipment of water by boat from

Turkey would cost more than

desalination, say Israeli officials.

But the two countries have

demonstrated that they can be of

use to each other politically.

Israeli ambassadors in oil

European Union countries were

instructed by Jerusalem to call on

their Turkish counterparts to offer

help in Turkey's efforts to win

entry to the customs union of the

EU by mobilizing opinion mak-

ers.

Turkey, in turn, has been taking

up Israel's case in outlying

Moslem countries like Pakistan

and Indonesia, according to offi-

cials in Jerusalem.

And, as a reminder that democ-

racy is one thing the two countries

do share, the day after the recent

closely run elections in Thrkey,

Jerusalem received a request from

Ankara for details about the rota-

tion agreement between Likud

and Labor in 1984.

The agreement subsequently

worked out by the leaders of the

two Turkish right-wing parties

was based on wbat is even now
known there as “the Israeli

model."
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Effect of inadmissible evidence in criminal trial

LAW REPORT

ASHER FELIX LANDAU

In the Supreme Court, sitting as a

Court of Criminal Appeals, before

justices Dov Levin, Gavriel Bach.

Eliyahu Mazza. Mishael Cheshin

and Yitzhak Zamir, in the matter of

the Slate ofIsrael appellant, versus

Yoram Abutbul respondent

(FJJ.[C] 188/94).

ABUTBUL was convicted in

the Tfel Aviv District Court

of rape and other offenses.

He' appealed to the Supreme Court

on the ground that inadmissible evi-

dence ofa polygraph test undergone

by the complainant Jbac^^een.r;

wrongly admitted at his trialjjkC
[could have- influenced the result

>The court, by majority decision,

'allowed the appeal {The Jerusalem

Post, January 10, 1994), and the

court president
.

acceded to the

state's request to order a rehearing.

JUSTICE ZAMIR, delivering the

fust judgment of the court, dealt

first with the interpretation of sec-

tion 56 of the Evidence Ordinance

{New Version) of 1971. It provittes

rtiflt no judgment in a criminal trial

shall be based on inadmissible evi-

dence admitted by error or inadver-

tence; nevertheless, the judgment

shall not be invalidated by an

appeal court “unless, in the opinion

of the court, the accused would not

have been convicted if such evi-

dence
-

had not been given, or there

was no other sufficient evidence to

support conviction.”

- After a close analysis of the see-

tion, and citing precedents, he held

that either of the tests laid down was

sufficient fen* invalidating the con-

viction. The English original,

repeated above, used the word “or,”

and section 34{2ll of amendment

39 to the Penal Law of 1977

required a criminal statutory provi-

sion to be construed in favor of a

defendant.

The first test was subjective. The
appeal court had to ask itself

whether the trial court would have

convicted the defendant were it not

for the inadmissible evidence. The

second test was objective, requiring

the appeal court itself to weigh the

evidence, without reference to the

opinion.o£ the trial court. . .

;r»M The~question - whethec'-the. 'trial

- court would -baye convicted the-,

defendant but for the inadmissible

evidence involved many factors. A
professional judge, as distinguished

from a lay jury, was presumed to

have excluded inadmissible evi-

dence from his considerations. The

mere fact, therefore, of his having

mentioned it in hisjudgment did not

mean be had relied upon it.

On die other band, the presump-

tion was not absolute, and could be

contradicted. Moreover, inadmissi-

ble evidence on a minor subsidiary

issue would have had less influence

than that relating to a vital issue in

the case.

Another factor was section 215 of

the Criminal Procedure Law
(Consolidated Version) of 1982.

which empowered an appeal court

to dismiss an appeal even if it

accepted a particular submission, if

the defendant suffered no prejudice.

Justice Zamir also raised the pos-

sibility that even if the first test in

section 56 was established, the

court was not obliged to dispose of

the case finally, the desirable course

was to set the trial court's judgment

aside, and remit the case to it for

reconsideration excluding any ref-

erence to the inadmissible evidence.

Citing precedents, he held the

degree of proof necessary to estab-

lish each of the elements in section.

56 was beyond reasonable doubt, as

applicable in criminal cases. If,

therefore, it was reasonably possi-

ble that the trial courtreliedon inad-

missible evidence, or that there was

no other sufficient evidence to sup-

port the conviction, the trial court’s

judgment should be set aside.

-.-Id th^^particulah^ase- Justice^

-

-Tamir rwas -

-

satisfied thalitire -trial;
'

court, notwithstanding thereference

in its judgment to the polygraph

test, did not take this evidence into

account. Moreover, it was dear, in

his view, that there was ample other

evidence to support the conviction.

He proposed, therefore, that the

appeal court's first judgment be set

aside, that Abutbul’s conviction be

confirmed, and that the Supreme

Court pass sentence afresh after

hearing counsels' submissions.

JUSTICE CHESHIN adhered to his

original opinion that Abutbul's

appeal be dismissed. The path laid

down by the legislature in section

56, he said, was quite clear. In his

opinion, even the slightest causal

connection between the inadmissi-

ble evidence and the conviction

invalidated the trial court's judg-

ment In that event, the appeal court

was to decide whether the other evi-

dence sufficiently supported the

conviction. If it didn’t, the defen-

dant was to be acquitted. If it did,

the appeal court could other con-

firm the conviction, or remit die

case to the trial court if justice so

required

flTLHS

If there was no connection at all

between the inadmissible evidence

and die conviction, the court would

examine the admissible evidence,

and the defendant’s submissions, in

the ordinary way. He added that the

appeal court could also reverse the

order, and consider first if there was

sufficient admissible evidence for a

conviction. If there wasn’t, that

ended the matter.

He agreed with the presumption

that the trial judge disregarded inad-

missible evidence, but warned

against retying too heavily on this

feature. He also differed from

Justice Zamir as to remitting the

case to the lower court being die

most desirable course.
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Dirty inheritance
earthly concerns
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

rriHEnew government of South Africa has mhem-

•led some of the world’s worst environmental

was believed' at from the

any of the most Pressm®,P - on percent of the

former apartheid system
int^^,e so-called

S*e otr^wdfng ^d t^degradation of the

environment
virtuallv deforested, serious-

Today. t^es
^
a
{f

as
^nearly nonarable. In addi-

ly eroded, and the soil * near y
of^ we!ls in

tion.il now appearsidiato * popu lation

these areas to serve w =

.

waIer reserves,

caused salinity m the un
on marginally

The heavy Sluted these aquifers,

productive fields ^f.^^Snts who did migrate

in the slums and shattg

towns into which they moved. Today these areas are

drastically overcrowded with people who have no

access to sanitary facilities or clean water.

Bad farming practices on the part of both black and

white farmers has. furthermore, led to the loss of

some 400 million ions of topsoil a year over more

than a decade. This situation is rapidly causing soil

depletion and lowering crop success in all parts of the

^industry, the IDRC team found that most of

South Africa's factories are using out-of-date equip-

ment and causing air and water pollution. Power

plants are almost all coal burning and lack proper

smokestacks and pollution preventing In

addition, the water pollution generated by industry '*

so serious as to almost rival that in the homelands

and slum areas.

Repairing the damage and at the same time pre-

ventin'* further deterioration is a task thai may well

challenge South Africa's governments for genera-

^The^
0
farmers are set in the ways handed down to

them bv their forefathers. As for industry, marginal

nmfitsW a lack of cash flow caused by former

sanctions make investment

nmtectiiiE systems almost out of financial rach

jects.

Two speed fan and

two tube

emergency lamp

AM - FM radio

and flickering

emergency lamp

Quality
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battery and

powerful flashlight
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Lights up if mains fail

Invaluable for roadside repairs

Ideal on tours

Perfect at picnics

Great on miluim
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KfarSaba„
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Abeles:

Procaccia Report

is lopsided
GALTT UPKiS BECK and Jerusalem Post Staff

Italy’s largest insurer

to buy Migdal

THE Procaccia Report’s claims
that some banks heavily over-

charged kibbutzim for loans is a

lopsided document based on
ambiguous legal parameters.

Supervisor of Banks Ze’ev Abeles

charged yesterday.

Meanwhile, Finance Minister

Avraham Shohat said the govern-

ment should QOt discuss the report

before it has been professionally

scrutinized by the Bank of Israel

and the Treasury’s legal depart-

ment.
Interior Security Minister

Moshe Shahal and Religious

Affairs Minister Shimon Shetreet

both demanded in the cabinet’s

weekly meeting yesterday that a

commission of inquiry look into

the findings of the Procaccia

Report.

Speaking at a conference on bank-

ing organized by Ma'ariv, Abeles

said the importance of the

Procaccia Report was exaggerated

out of considerations linked to the

primaries.

He said he is opposed to the

creation of an official committee

to investigate the hanks* alleged

overcharging of kibbutz debt
Abeles said the claims should be

examined in court
Commenting on the same issue,

Treasury director general David
Brudet said the Treasury will react

to the report after the banks’ con-

tradictory reports are published.

Brodet agreed with Abeles that

the legal opinion is one-sided.

The 700-page Procaccia legal

opinion was published last week,
several days before the banks.

kibbutzim and Treasury initialed

the kibbutz debt arrangement

agreement
The report was conducted by a

group of experts headed by Uriel

Procaccia. They were hired by the

Settlement Headquarters, which
has long contended that banks had
charged the fdbbatzim illegal fees.

Tel Aviv University Economics

Prof. Amir Bamea, who is also an

owner in the Singer Barnea
investment firm and plans to pub-

lish a report on behalf of the

banks, emphasized that the opin-

ion gives an extensive and gener-

al interpretation of specific court

verdicts.

According to Barnea. the report

“does not contain anything which

is associated with the kibbutz sys-

tem - with the exception of two
pages in the introduction, which
discussed Procaccia's public and

Zionist belief regarding the kib-

butz sectors weight in the Israeli

economy and their importance.

“And with the exception of

three pages in the summary,
which also do not discuss details,

and refer to three kibbutzim to

which legal assumptions are

applied in order Co see what will

happen to the debt. With the

exception of these three pages,

there is nothing in the 700-page
report that gives any specific ref-

erence to the kibbutzim.”

Bamea criticized the press for

having given the Procaccia Report

“exaggerated coverage.” He also

criticized the Bank of Israel and
the commercial banks for foiling

to respond to the report

ASSICURIZIONI Generali,

Italy's largest insurer, is in

advanced negotiations with Rank
Leumi to gain major control of
Migdal, Israel's largest insurance

company, sources close to the

companies said yesterday.

Heads of Generali arrived here

yesterday to negotiate the pur-

chase with Bank Leumi general

manager Gatia Maor and Bank
Leumi chairman of the Board
Eitan Raff. The visit follows Maor
and Raff's visit to Italy several

weeks ago.
A Bank Leumi spokesman said

the Generali representatives

arrived in Israel to negotiate with

GAUT UPKIS BECK

companies other than Leumi. A
Generali spokesman could not be

reached for comment.
Negotiations between the two

companies began several months
ago at the request of Generali,

which currently controls 21% of

Migdal.
Sources close to the company

said Generali is trying to avoid the

entrance of another partner in the

company.
Bank Leumi is required to

reduce its holdings in Migdal and
its parent company. Africa Israel,

to nercent bv the end of

December - in line with the

Brodet Committee’s recommen-

dations concerning the banks’

non-financial holdings.

Insurance sources estimate

Migdal’s value at more than NIS 1

billion.

Bank Leumi Holdings and

Africa Israel Insurance currently

control about 68% of Migdal s

shares.

Another 5% of the company’s

shares are owned by Migdal 's

South African founders.

Generali controls 86 different

companies in 40 countries. At the

end of 1996. its overall assets

were valued at about S65b.

Finance Minister Avraham Shohat and Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz sign the public sector

pension plan yesterday. The agreement, which preserves the rights of veteran workers, averted a
nationwide strike.

Egypt, IMF begin talks

oiteconomic refoHHS-
CAIRO (Reuter) - Egypt and the

International Monetary Fund
(IMF) began formal talks yester-

day aimed at further liberalizing

Cairo's state-run economy and
promoting private and foreign

investment, official newspapers
said.

Cabinet officials said the fund’s

regional representative Abdel
Shakour Shalaan would meet
Egyptian Prime Minister Kamal
Ganzouxi, and the newspapers
said he would also see Central

Bank Governor Ismail Hassan.

Egypt hopes this round of talks

will end with the fund’s approval

of its slow-moving reform pro-

gram, which Cairo's Paris Club
creditors have linked to writing-

off a $4 billion debt.

The Cub of official creditors

has already waived $6b. of
Egypt’s debts, and the hoped-for
waiver would save the govern-
ment $200 million in annual debt

service.

But Shalaan, who arrived in

Cairo late on Friday, has said the

debt waiver was not on the agen-

da.

Two weeks ago, Shalaan and
the fund’s Middle East director

Paul Charbier met Ganzouri to set

JUST $75!

the agenda for these technical

talks, which are expected to last

three to four weeks.

The negotiations were to start

in January, but both sides agreed

to put them off untfl tbe new
Egyptian government, which took

office in early January, had settled

in.

Since January, the new govern-

ment has embarked on an inten-

sive program of economic change.

It has removed some of the deter-

rents to investment, introduced

new incentives, cut the customs
duty on some capital goods and
reformed the housing law.

Tbe cabinet has also promised a
wave of sell-offs and partial flota-

tions of several state-run firms on
the Egyptian stock exchange
within weeks.

'Closure deserves
- in-depth discussion

5

Jerusalem Post Staff

FINANCE MinisterAvraham Shohat yesterday demanded that the gov-

ernment discuss “in depth” the economic implications of the closure cur-

rently imposed on the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Shohat said the issue demands the preparation of professional papers.

These would aid the decision-making echelons as they make policy on
the closure and its impact on economic conditions both in Israel and in

the areas controlled by the Palestinian Administration.

Shohat instructed Treasury Director General David Brodet to prepare

working papers with the Civil Administration.

This preparatory work wilJ compare the consequences of foil and par-

tial closures, look into the consequences of limiting passage of goods to

either imports or exports exclusively, and examine options for supply of
raw materials to Palestinian sub-contractors.

Shohat said he agreed that providing full security came first, but' the

closure nevertheless required an in-depth discussion by the government

BUSINESSJ8RIEFS

Enhancement Strategists, the conference will foots on tbe role of

in risk ma^entandov^htof

bank examination in capital markets. J^pre^t^es
National Bank of Belgium, the Reserve Bank of

Israel the Central Bank of Jordan, and the national banks of several

African nations, including Rwanda, will be

American Ikchiiion Society receives firndraisnig award: The

American Technion Society received the “Award for Embrace -m
Fund-raising” from the National Society of Fundraising Executives

th

Ttemtiversity’s American office registered a cmmiWive growth

of 218 percent in the last decade and is considered one of the fostest-

pjowinfi fund-raising organizations in tbe US. Between 1991 and the

end of!996, it was expected to raise $250 miUion, and it plans to

raise another $180m. by 1999. Manfyn Henry

Bezeq-Kot, the Bezeq subsidiary, will supply telephone equipment

qpri communications systems for 100,000 phone extensions ar kib-

butzim around the country. This was announced at a meeting yester-

day attended by officials of tire kibbutz movements.

Bezek-Kol managing director Yosef Jungman said he regards the

deal as very important and that the prices were set with special con-

ditions for the kibbutz movements. The agreement will include tbe

supply of advanced telecommunications services, including data

transfer video-conferencing, and local area networks. Judy Siegel

Koor Industries has purchased another 0.6 percent of Machteshim

Chemical Works stock capital in a transaction outside of the stock

exchange for NIS 6.4 million, increasing its share in the company to

67.12%. Earlier this week, tire company purchased 1.2% of the

firm’s stock capital in two separate stock capital transactions outside

the stock exchange. The company refused to reveal the seller’s

name. GalitLipkis Beck

GulfAir to delay deal for fourAirbusA320 planes: Regional car-

rier GolfAir, owned by four GulfArab governments, is to delay the

purchase of four Airbus Industrie A320 aircraft cm order for another

two to three years, an airline official said ocver the weekend. “We
are restructuring the delivery offour A320s, which are supposed to

be delivered is June [1996] for another two to three years to reduce
losses,” said the official, who asked not to be named.

Gulf Air is jointly owned by the governments of Bahrain, Qatar;

Oman andAbu Dhabi emirate in the United Arab Emirates. Reuter

Egypt offers 90% of chocolate linn: The Egyptian state said yes-

terday itwas selling off90 percent ofthe equity ofpublic-sector firm

Alexandria Confectionery and Chocolate. Bousayna Mostafo, head

of die privatization sector at the state’s Holding Company for Food
Industries, said the buyer must not change the nature of the compa-
ny’s business or make any employees redundant for at least three

years. The remaining 19% of equity_w£U_te held by company
employees. “

TBe company said the closing date for tenders was May 20 and all

offers must be accompanied by a £2.5 million guarantee. Reuter

Iran sees progress on huge gas field by end of yean A British-

Iranian engineering study to tap one ofthe worlds biggest gas fields

offshore Iran is on schedule and will be completed by the end of the

year, an Iranian oil manager said yesterday. The $12 million design
contract, carried out by Britain's John Brown Engineering and an
Iranian partner, is the starting point for the South Para gas field

development project launched to meet Iran’s growing gas needs in

the next decade.

“It is planned to complete the engineering [design] work within
eight months,” a manager at the Iranian state-owned Petroleum
Development and Engineering Company (PEDEQ said in a tele-

phone interview from Tehran. FEDEC is a wholly-owned affiliate of
the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and was given the main
$900 million South Para contract in 1994 after an international con-
sortium led by Italy's TPL foiled to raise $1.5 billion in financing
needed for the field's first phase development Reuter
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Dead Sea Works posts 25.5% rise in

annual net earnings to NIS 110 million
Fourth quarter net profits also jump, from NIS 13m. to NIS 22m.
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DEAD Sea Works posted a 25.5

percent rise in annual net profits

to NIS 110.26 million from NIS
87.82m. in 1994.

Annual revenues went up to

NIS 1.135 billion from NIS
927.67m., while earnings per
share rose to NIS 038 from NIS
031.
Fourth quarter net profits

jumped to NIS 22m. from NIS
13m. Quarterly revenues rose to

NTS 282m- from NTS 196m. dur-
ing the same period in 1 994.

RACHELNBMAN

Quarterly turnover for the

potash division went up to NIS
244m. from NIS 165m.
The change in dollar exchange

rate relative to CPI gave rise to a
delayed tax benefit of NIS 93m.
Last year, the company con-

tracted with Volkswagen to estab-

lish a jointly held magnesium
reclamation plant, of which Dead
Sea Works will own 65%.

Dead Sea Wbrks will invest

$350m. in the first stage of the

project

As part of the agreement,
Volkswagen will invest DM 50m.
in a Ben-Gurion University mag-
nesium research institute.

Dead Sea Works invested NIS
678ro. in upgrade and develop-
ment in 1995 as compared with
NIS 490m. in 1994.

More than NIS 21m. was in
upgrading the salt works, NIS

126m. went to a new diesel turbo-
generator power plant, NIS 410m.
to the ferrous magnesium plant
and NIS 64m. in expending the
potash works’ output
Dead Sea Works, a 89% sub-

sidiary of Israel Chemicals,
ceased to be a fully owned gov-
ernment company last year with
the purchase of a majority stake in
ICL by the Israel Corporation and
foe Eisenbetg group.
Today, 69% of Dead Sea Works

shares are traded on foe TASE.

Africa Israel’s net profits double
COMPANY RESULTS

RACHEL NBMAN
AFRICA Israel Hotels’s 1995 net profits doubled to NIS 1238 million
from NIS 6.5m. in 1994.

Revenues rose to NIS 175.76m. from NIS 152.17m-, while earnings

per share went up to NIS 0.22 from NIS 0.12.

Fourth quarter net profits fell to NIS 1.6m. from NIS 2m. during the

: same period in 1994 on revenues of NIS 44.7m. from NIS 41.7m.
The company operates five hotels, including the Holiday Inn franchise

;
and the Tiberias Hot Springs Spa. Occupancy rates of Africa israei

i hotels rose 9.7%, as compared with foe national average of 5.4%.

Dan Hotels suffered a decrease in annual net profits to NIS 6.4m.
' from NIS 1633m.

Revenues rose to NIS 349m. from NIS 31535m., while earnings per

share plunged to NIS 0.25 from NIS 0.64.

Tbe drop was due to a weak fourth quarter during which the company
suffered losses of NIS S3, in 1995 from gains of NIS 13m. in the par-

allel 1994 period. Reasons for the poor showing were the gap in the dol-

lar-shekel exchange rate in relation to CPL and to NIS 6.9m. in costs

relating to foe new Dan Eilat which opened in November 1995.

Poseidon Industries posted annual net profits of NIS 2m., compared
with net losses of NIS 21.86m. in 1994.

Annual revenues rose to NIS 79.7m. from NIS 78.3m. Growth was
attributed to increased activity in the areas of fish, rice, and oil.

The company deals primarily in foe manufacture and marketing of
canned fish, which represented 56% of 1995 annual turnover, uo from
54% in 1994.

The company pointed out that the abolishment of a 20% tax on tuna
imports from foe US and a tariff reduction on European Union imports
from $1.20 per kilogram to $0.20 might significantly affect imports
from foe Far East, where the tax level remains at 20%.
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Precious

1 metals
I' close

|

higher

|

COMMODITIES
; . roundup
PRECIOUS metals closed steady
to hi^ier on Friday, with gold
fijtures pushing into positive terri-
tory in the afternoon, as good

' scale-down buying support erased
the morning losses in April and
June gold prices, analysts said.

)
The gold market has also likely

been supported by the continuing
rally of energy futures.

|
May silver futures also closed

higher, following the late surge of
gold futures.

;
Analysts said silver had been

the best performer last week, with
the strongest technical charts.

; April platinum futures closed
unchanged, while June palladium
futures settled higher, mostly fol-
lowing the late firmness of pre-
cious metals.

• On the dose, April gold settled
20 cents higher at $398.90, while
June gold futures closed 20 cents
Higher at $401.70.

_
May silver closed 2.0 cents

higher at $5,650. April platinum

settled unchanged at $414.10,
frhile June palladium dosed
$1.40 higher at $142.85.
May high grade copper futures

closed 175 points lower on Friday,
as copper futures hit sell stops in
the afternoon, pushing May prices

near the $1.15 level, analysts said.

While recent economic data

points to a pick-up in copper
demand, oversupply problems
were intensified by an unexpect-
edly high rise of London Metal
Exchange (LME) copper stocks.

The May copper futures con-
tract ended 1.75 cents down at

115.15 cents per pound.
Supported by a strong soy com-

plextrade,cora and wheat futures-

pulled out** firm close despite-. a'J-

lack of fresh news.
Sources noted a lack of selling

also helped to suppoit Friday’s

market, rather than high-volume

buying.

Corn closed firmer, with May
com making new weekly highs,

finishing 21/4 up at $3.90 per

bushel.

Wheat futures closed firmer

with the May highest on news of

purchases by China and Egypt

with activity in Toledo.

Forecasts of rain in the US great

plains also supported prices some-

what, however the market did

close near its lows.

The May contract closed up one

at $4,813/4 per bushel.

Soybeans closed stronger on the

back of rallying soyo3, with the

market making new highs near the

end of the day's session.

Sources said prices were boost-

ed by Britain’s “mad cow** dis-

ease, which may stem from feed-

ing the animals a mixture of meat,

bone meal and other animal by-

products.

This could result in the

increased use of soymeal as a sub-

stitute. The May soybean contract

rose 83/4 cents to close at

$7301/2 per bushel.

May cotton futures settled

stronger on Friday, supported by

news of rain disruptions in

Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay-

_

In addition, more rain is still

needed for West Texas crops. The

May contract closed 0.44 higher

at 84.69 cents.

World sugar futures settled

steady to slightly higher after a

quiet “inside* trading day.

The most active May contract

settled 1 point higher at 12.2?

Cents. . . , rt

. Mav coffee futures settled JU

poinu lower at SI -WTO-JOJUP
from the session low of

while May cocoa futures closed

$13 higher at S 1 ,230 per ton.

.
Courtesy of Michael Zwebnen

CommSiock Trading Lid.
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Taiwan proposes economic
salve for China tension

Chiang: Taiwan’s experience could help China develop
TAIPEI (Reuter) - Taiwan, mak-
,nS^ •

move to mend fences
with Quna following the island’s
presidential election, said over the
weekend it would push to expand
economic and trade lies with its
mainland rivaL

“How to ease cross-strait ten-
sions and rebuild the good base
for interaction between the two
swes should be the main fesu*
after the elections,” Economics
Minister Chiang Pin-kung said.
“From now on we should focus

on economic development and
strengthen cross-strait economic
and trade ties and cooperation,”
he said in a statement issued
immediately after President Lee
Teng-hui's victory in the historic

poll.

China has staged waves of
intimidatory missile tests and war
games near the island to show its

displeasure with Lee’s policies,

particularly his bid to raise

Taiwan's diplomatic profile.

Taiwan, which Beijing consid-

ers a rebel Chinese province, split

with China after a civil war ended
in 1949.

That severed direct air, shipping
and postal links between the two
sides.

Without specifying the links be
hoped to bolster, Chiang said that

with warmer economic relations

Taiwan could use its experience of
economic development to help
China through the same process.

His comments were echoed by
central bank governor Sheu Yuan-
dong, who said in a statement

Taipei was looking forward to
relations of “mutual respect and
mutual assistance” with China to

strengthen economic and trade

cooperation.

Looking to Taiwan's own inter-

nal policy, he said the central

bank's monetary policy would
remain loose enough to guide the

economy out of shock.

“The central bank... under the

premise of stable - consumer
prices, will maintain stable to

loose monetary policy to offer

sufficient funds to help economic
development,” Sheu said.

“After the ejections, everything

will be back to normal.- the

Taiwan dollar wzH rise,” he fold

reporters later.

Beijing’s sabre-rattling initially

led to a flight of capital from
Taiwan’s economy, hammering
both the Taiwan dollar and the

stock market
The government moved swiftly

in early March to calm the storm,

easing its monetary stance by
lowering banks’ reserve require-

ments and establishing a huge
share purchase fund.

Since then, the stock market
has enjoyed nine straight days of

.

fflins, and the Taiwan dollar has

recovered, hitting a four-month
high against the US rinllar last

Wednesday.

Fear of hike in

rates pushes

indexes lower
. TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCEMARANZ

19458
-0.68%

2O4JZ0
-0.65%

Japanese budget crisis eases
as Hashimoto wins poll test

TOKYO (Reuter) - Japanese
Prime Minister Ryutaro
Hashimoto easily won the first

by-election test of his" 10-week-
old government yesterday, clear-
ing the way for passage of the
country’s national budget.

Election officials said Tsuyako
Ono, 62, the candidate backed by
Hashimoto's ruling three-party
coalition, was leading her rival

from the main opposition
Shinsbinto (New Frontier Party)

by an almost two-to-one margin in
an Upper House by-election in

Gifu, central Japan.

With 66 percent of the votes

counted, Ono had 274,013 votes

against the opposition’s Tetsuo
Yoshioka, a former Defense
Ministry officiaL who had
received 149,782 votes,

A candidate backed by ttae

Japan Communist Parly bad
90,472 votes. Voter turnout was
just over 50%, a normal figure for

by-elections.

The by-election was forced by
the dead) last February of Ono’s
husband, a Hashimoto supporter,

who had held the seat

Hashimoto needed a convinc-
ing win to break a three-week-old

opposition boycott of parliamen-

tary deliberations on the budget

for tbe next fiscal year starting on

April 1.

Since March 4, Shinsbinto law-
makers have staged a sit-in inside

parliament to block voting on the

budget, which includes
Hashimoto’s controversial plan to

use taxpayers’ money to liquidate

failed private housing loan firms,

known as “juseo.”

Hashimoto’s government was
expected to proclaim the electoral

win in Gifo as a positive verdict

on the “jusen” bail-out plan, tbe

biggest headache for the prime
minister since be took office on
January 11. The win also takes

pressure off Hashimoto to call

early general elections which are

not due until mid-1997.
“This is an important result and

we welcome this win,” said

Koichi Kato, secretary-general of

Hashimoto’s liberal Democratic
Party (LDP).
The LDP rules in coalition with

the Social Democratic Party and
tire small Sakigake Patty, an LDP
splinter group.

“Wfe must normalize the state of
affairs in parliament at once,”
Kato told reporters.

Hashimoto has been forced to

adopt a 50-day stop-gap budget
because die opposition sit-in has
made it impossible to pass a com-
plete budget by the end of March.

Two-Sided Index

INDEXES fell for a third consec-

utive trading day yesterday amid
concern the Bank of Israel wiH
ruse interest rates when it

announces monthly monetary pol-

icy today.

Gains in Bezeq, the most active

share on the exchange, offset

some losses.'

“No one knows what win hap-

pen tomorrow [Monday], but

there’s concern that rates will go
op,”said Itdk WInish, manager of
Tfel Aviv investment firm Capital

Future Markets.

Tbe Maof Index fell 0.65 per-

cent to 204.20 and the TWo-Sided
Index fell 0.66% to 194.68.

Of992 shares trading across the

exchange, more than twice as

many shares fell as rose.

Scone NIS 60 million worth of
shares traded, NIS 383m. below
last Thursday’s level and about

NIS 20m. - below this month's
average.

“The market is in a state of wait-

ing,” Winish said.

“There are expectations that

March’s Consumer Price Index
will be high, that money supply

wfll increase in March, and mat
nobody wfll do anything as far as

fiscal policy is concerned for the

next two months,” sahLWmish.
The animal Consumer Price

Index rate so far in 1996 is 11%-
12%, a rate which exceeds both

Maof Index

last year’s 8-1% inflation rate and

this year’s target of 8%-10%.
Bezeq rose 0.75% as NIS 3.4m.

worth of shares changed bands.

Tbe company reiterated its

intentions to sell shares on foreign

stock exchanges later tins year,

and a local investment firm said

foe phone company was trading at

a value below its worth.

Bezeq hopes to raise $500m. to

$600m. from the sale of 26% of

the company, announced last July

and originally scheduled for the

fourth quarter last year.

While no date for the sale has

yet been announced, it is expected

in the second quarter this year.

“If the sale happens, it will be

seen as a positive influence,” said

Winish.

Dedining shares on foe Maof
Index . included Osem
Investments, which fell 3.25%.
Investors perceive Osem as over-

priced, said Winish.

Teva Pharmaceuticals Ltd. fell

2%.
Also on the index, Makhteshim

Chemical Works fell 1.25% on
“eamectations of declining prof-
its,” said Wurish.

CLal Industries declined 235%.
The company said last week that

fourth-quarter net income fell

12% to NIS 38.9m.
“Dead Sea Works dosed

unchanged. (Bloomberg)

German steel employers, unions reach wage agreement
GELSENKIRCHEN, Germany (Reuter)
- Employers in the German iron and steel

industry concluded a wage agreement
with the main steel and engineering union

1G Metall over the weekend which the

union said would secure the jobs of
around 100,000 workers.

After nine hours of negotiations, a deal

was struck in the early hours of Saturday

morning for the iron and steel industry in

North Rhine-Westphalia. Lower Saxony
and Bremen, where diminished order

books have led to difficulties in recent

years.

The agreement gave employers more
flexibility by allowing them to cut foe

working week to 30 boms from 35 with a
corresponding reduction in pay.

“We hope tins decision will allow us to

keep employment levels where they are

for the next one to two years,” said Harald

Schartah, foe head ofIG Metail’s negoti-

ating team.

But Hans Grasshoff, head of the

employers’ negotiating team, said he still

expected the number ofjobs in the,sector

to decline over foe next few years.

The agreement, which will run for two

years, allows for some overtime to be
compensated as free time later on rather

than paid in cash.

It also allows for employees of50 years

or over to shift to put-time work, and
stipulates a reduction in the number of
apprentices who wfll be taken on.
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Russia*agrees tutJkrame
proposal for oil transit tariff

KIEV (Reuter) - Russia has
agreed to Ukraine's proposals on
transit tariffs for oil moving
tinougb foe Drnzhba (Friendship)

pipeline to east European cus-

tomers, a top Ukrainian official

said over the weekend.
Olexander Sverdlov, head of

Ukraine’s State Oil and Gas
Committee’s transit department,

said Russian negotiators had agreed

to foe proposed rate of $530 per

tonne a day after talks in Kiev had
broken down in acrimony.

He said Nikolai Borisov, a senior

official at Russia’s Fuel and Energy
Ministry, had telephoned on Friday

agreeing to the rate given

flows of 18 million tonnes.

“This tariff could be variable

depending on whether annual vol-

umes go higher or lower,” he said.

“The Ukrainian side is waiting for

official confirmation [today], I

want to see an official document.”

Ukrainian officials, who had
pegged foe transit rate at $5.20 per
tonne since the beginning of the

year, had accused foe Russians of
backing out of a compromise deal

to settle the protracted dispute at

the last minute.

They said Russian negotiators

had initially proposed the deal and
then refused to sign.

Under tbe Russian proposal, the

rate would have been lowered if

annual volumes increased to 20
million tonnes and higher if it fell

below 16 million.

The Druzhba pipeline, built in

the 1950s and 1960s, takes

Russian crude oil across Ukraine

to customers in tbe Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary,
Poland and foe former
Yugoslavia.

Supplies were suspended for

two days last week while the talks

proceeded but were later restored

to most points, except Hungary.
A duty engineer for the

pipeline, speaking from the west-

ern Ukrainian city of Lvov, said

27,000 tonnes of oil were being
pumped each day to foe Czech
Republic and Slovakia. Supplies

were still suspended to Hungary.
Russian officials last month

suggested that an alternative

pipeline could be built to circum-

vent Ukraine.
Drnzhba officials dismissed foe

idea as impractical.

World Bank, France
to upgrade Yemen airport

SANAA (Reuter) - The World
Bank and France will finance a
$20 million project to upgrade foe

civil war-damagedAden airport in

southern Yemen, an official said

over the weekend.

“Tbe World Bank will provide

$14 million in loans— and France

is offering $5 minion in foe form
of aid for the [Aden airport] pro-

ject,” Hussein al-Scyaghi, deputy

head of the civil aviation authori-

ty, told the official Saba news
agency.

He did not say where the

remaining funds would come
from, but usually the government

is required to pay some of foe

costs of the project in local cur-

rency.

Aden airport was one of foe

first targets hit in the capital of
former South Yemen in the 1994
civil war.

However, warplanes continued

to use the commercial and mili-

tary complex throughout the two-

month conflict

North Yemeni missies often hit

foe airport in attempts to cripple

the southern airforce.

Without elaborating, Seyaghi
said several international firms

bad presented bids for foe project

and six companies had been
selected

South and North Yemen merged
in 1990, but fighting erupted
between the two sides in a railed,

bid to revive the southern state.
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Mac. TA wins derby
REMEMBER the good old days,

when the Tel Aviv basketball

derby really meant something and
it all came down to the final sec-

onds? Not this year. While Coach
Moshe Weinkrantz’s Hapoel Tel

Aviv club gave Maccabi Tel Aviv
a run for its money last night at

Yad Eliahu, in the end Maccabi
and Radisav Currie were just too

much, winning easily as expected,

86-71.

Truth be told, the game was a
great deal closer than that, with
Hapoel even ahead 59-58 with

just under 13 minutes left But as

has become their habit of late,

Maccabi played just as hard as

they had to WHEN they had to,

burying Hapoel under a Late 20-9

spurt that put the game out of
reach, and further strengthened

the defending champs' grip on
first place.

Elsewhere in the league last

night, Bnei Herzliya further

cemented its hold on third place

by beating Maccabi Rishon, while

Maccabi Ramat Gan moved even
further away from relegation with

a victory over Hapoel Safed.

Meanwhile, Maccabi Jerusalem

slipped closer to relegation by los-

ing at Holon. while Hapoel Gvat,

already on its way out of the

league, lost to EUaL
Maccabi TA 86, Hap. TA 71

Maccabi’s game plan was simple

but efficient: get the ball inside to

Curcic. However, Hapoel - winners of

five of their last six before last night’s

game - had their own ideas.

Led by Nanad Maricovitcfi (23

points; and Meir Topiro { 14), Hapoel
kepi up a fast tempo that allowed (hem

to get back into the game alter trailing

42-37 at the half.

However. Colvin Roberts's fourth

ARYEH DEAN COHEN

point lead for Maccabi, which benefit-

ed from some poor Hapoel shot selec-

tion down the stretch that undermined

their enthusiasm. Still. Hapoel - and

especially Wemkrantz - deserve full

.

credit for turning around their season,

even if last night they ran out ofsteam

against the Maccabi juggernaut

Currie led all scoters with 24 points,

while Doron Jamchee added 16. For
Hapoel, Maritovitch bad 23 and

Tapixo 14, but Andre Spencer disap-

pointed with only 12.

Bnei Herzliya 94, Mac. Rishon 85
What started out as a blowout for

Rishon turned into a nightmare as die

club saw its Final Four chances take

another body blow in Herzliya.

Rishon led 22-6 early on, and it

looked tike Coach Muli Katzurin’s

dub bad not yet recovered from its

State Cup loss to Hapoel Jerusalem

last week. With James Gully operating

inside and Alexander NQcoiitch and

Brian Oliver scoring outside. Rishon

looked unstoppable until a late

Herzliya spun moved, them to within

50-45 at halftime!

However, the. second half was a
completely different story, with Amir
Katz finding the marie, from outside

and John Hudson leading the charge
inside. When Gully was forced out of
the game with just under 10 minutes

to play due to foul trouble, Rishon lost

its best offensive weapon. Coach Roni
Bosani tried a three-guard offense, but

even Gully’s return couldn’t keep
Herzliya from a convincing victory.

Katz led Herzliya with 26, while

form in the second half, and his three-

pointer gave his club a 59-54 lead

with just under 14 minutes to play.

However, David Brooks (16 points)

took over the game in the final min-

utes to keep RamatGan out of danger,

the win giving bis club an excellent

Hmiwy of remaining in die league

next year. Mays bad 37 points for

Ramai Gan. which also got a major

contribution from point-guard Amos
Frischman, who scored 18. Cedric

Glover led Safed with 21. while

Richhs scored 18.

Holon 91, Mac- Jerusalem 83

Jerusalem looked like they were

about Do pull an upset, using a great

team effort despite die absence of Joe

Dawson - who only arrived in tune far

the second half due to a dispute with

management — to lead 47-36 at the half.

However. Dawson’s return didn't

seem to help as clutch baskets by
Hokm’s young Yoav Sapar in the final

minutes and a key miss by Assaf
Bamea, who had a gzeat first half,

gave Holon the victory to keep them
in good shape for a shot at a Korac

Kentucky, UMass
reach Final Four

Cup appearance next year.

The loss puts Jerusalem

Gully had 27 for Rishon.

Maccabi RG 91 Hapu Safed 83
Travis Mays and Maccabi Ramat

Gan did it again, eking out the home
victory after recovering from second-

halfjitters that almost saw them let the

game elude their grasp. With Mays
shutting down Safed's Melvin
Neubern - back from his short stay in

the US - Ramat Gan pulled out to a

17-9 early lead, sending Neubern to

the bench and the Ramat Gan fans io

their feet However, a buzzer-beating

three-pointer by Nir Rich! is kept

Safed close at 54-40 at the half.

Neubern returned to his early season

personal left no one to really guard

Currie underneath, and Maccabi againCurrie underneath, and Maccabi again

drew inspiration from the play ofBrad

Leaf and Mott! Daniel to [Hill away
just when they bad to. Daniel's 3-

poinier with 4:30 left opened up a 12-

Tbe loss puts Jerusalem in serious

straits, making next week's home
game vs. Ramat Gan an absolute must
win for the capital side if they warn to

avoid relegation.

Hap. Eilat 94, Hap. Gvat 65
In a game that was more for proto-

col than anything else. Hapoel Eilat

woneasily over the already relegated

Gvat, led by JJ. Eubanks's 32 points,

including six three-pointers. Duane
Morton added 26 for Eilat, who also

moved further away from relegation

danger. Tonight, Hapoel Galil Elyon

hosts Hapoel Jerusalem. The game
will be broadcast live on Sports

Channel beginning at 8:15.

National Basketball League
W L Pts-

Maccabi Tel Aviv 18 1 37

Hapoel Jerusalem 14 4 32
Bnei Herzliya 13 6 32
Maccabi Rishon H 8 30

Hapoel Galil Elyon II 7 29
HspocJ Holon 9 10 28
Hapoel Tel Aviv 8 II 27
Hapoel Safed 8 (I 27
Hapoel Eilat 7 12 26
Maccabi Jerusalem 6 13 25

Maccabi Ramat Gan 6 13 25
Hapoel Gvat 2 17 21

Timberwolves beat Rockets
HOUSTON (Reuter) - Rockets Timberwolves won in Houston for and Tom Gugliotta had 15 points

superstar Hakeem Oiajuwon
scored 46 points in his return from
knee problems Saturday but it

wasa’t enough as the Minnesota

the first time in three years, 108-

103.

Isaiah Rider scored 19 points.

Spud Webb 17. Sam Mitchell 16

SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
Atlanta 92, Detroit 84
Minnesota 108, Houston 103

Seattle 129. Philadelphia 89
Golden State 98, Photon 89

ATLANTA (Reuter) - Kentucky

and Massachusetts lived up to

their top seeding* Saturday, scor-

ing decisive victories over sec-

ond-seeded teams to advance to a

Final Four matchup in the NCAA
basketball tournament.

Kentucky, led by guard Tony

Delk s 25 points, beat Wake

Forest 83-63 in the Midwest

Regional final at Minneapolis,

while Massachusetts, with 22

points from star center Marcus

Camby. reached its first Final

Four ever by quelling

Georgetown 86-62 in the Eastern

final in Atlanta.

Kentucky and Massachusetts,

the only top seeds left in the tour-

nament, will play next Saturday in

East Rutherford for the right to go
to the national collegiate champi-

onship game two days later.

Massachusetts beai Kentucky by

10 points early in the season.

“We beat them once, we’re

looking forward to beating them
again.’’ said Massachusetts guard

Edgar Padilla.

Kentucky t32-2>, which will be

making its II ih crip to the Final

Four and its first since 1993,

passed North Carolina for first

place on the all-time wins list for

college basketball with l .648.

The Wildcats have won their

four tournament games by a com-
bined 113 points and have now-

won 20 games by 20 or more
points this season.

Kentucky held Wake Forest to

just 22 percent shooting 1 4-of- IS

i

in the first half en route to a 38-19

advantage. Wake Forest's star

center. Tim Duncan, was held to

just one point in the first 28 min-

utes.

The Wildcats extended their

lead to as much as 57-29 before

the Demon Deacons rallied with a

26-9 run. But Delk scored

Kentucky’s next seven points as

the margin went back up to 73-57

with 2:03 remaining. Delk was
named the Most Outstanding

Player of the Midwest Region.
Duncan recorded 14 points. 16

rebounds and six assists for Wake
Forest (26-6). which was in the

regional Finals for the first time

since 1984. when it lost to

Houston. The only season the

Deacons advanced to the Final

Four was in 1962.

The Wildcats shot 53% from the

field (2S-for-53l and 87% from

the foul line <20-for-23). The team

committed just 10 turnovers and

forced 20. c .

In the day's other regional final,

Camby. named the Most

Outstanding Player of the East

Reeion, scored eight of tas 2.

points in a key 15-2 second-half

run and Carmdo Travieso added

20 points for Massachusetts 135-

h.
Georgetown used an 11-3 run to

pull within 38-34 at halftime, but

the Minutemen’s run opening the

second half took the lead back up

lu 53-36 in the first 5:33.

“We were up at halftime and

came out kind of flat for the sec-

ond half," said Camby. “So I just

look it upon myself to txy to make
things happen.”
Georgetown came no closer

than 13 points the rest of the way.

and the Minuiemen's largest lead

of the game was the final 22-point

margin.

Allen Iverson scored 23 points

for Georgetown (29-8). which
was denied in an attempt to reach

the Final Four for the first time

since 1985. Othella Harrington

added 1 3 points.

The Hoyas shot just 27.655- (8-

of-29 J in the second half and 35%
(20-of-57) overall. Georgetown
committed 22 turnovers, leading

to 3 1
points for the Minutemen.

Georgetown shot 4-of- 15 from
three-point range, all four by
Iverson in nine attempts.

Massachusetts shot 41 .5£ (27-

of-65) from the Field. Travieso hit

six three-pointers for the

Minutemen. who made 7-of-l6

from long range.

Last night, fourth seed Syracuse

<27-8l was scheduled to play sec-

ond seed Kansas (29-4) in the

West final and fifth seed

Mississippi State 125-7) was
scheduled to face second seed

Cincinnati 1 28—4-) in the Southeast

final to fill the other Final Four
slots.

Cantona goat

Reds clear at

Villa wins League

MANCHESTER - Eric Cantona

took advantage of a referee s

blunder to shoot Manchester

United to a 1-0 victory over

Tottenham yesterday and mto a

three-point lead atop the English

soccer standings.

Aston Villa won the League

Cup for the second rime in three

years by downing Leeds 3-0 with

goals from Serb striker Savo

Milosovic, Ian Taylor and

Tobagan striker Dwight Yorke.

Before 50.000 fans at Old

Trafford. referee Gerald Ashby

awarded Manchester United a

goal kick instead ofSpurs a comer

after a cross by Andy Sinton had

sliced off a Reds defender.

The Spurs players ran to take

the corner but Cantona took hold

of the ball from the goal kick,

shrugged off two defenders on a

40-yard run and drove home a

low, left-footed shot in the 5 1st

minute for the only goal of the

gam**- and his fifth in five games.

United already had gone top

because Newcastle, which once

had a 12-point lead, tumbled 2-0

at Arsenal and slipped to second

on goal difference. Liverpool also

lost ground on the leading two

after losing 1-0 at Nottingham
Forest
Chris Armstrong squandered a

first half chance for Spurs when
he tried to lob the ball over Peter

Schmeichel from 12 yards but the

6-foot-4 Danish goalkeeper easily

held tbe effort.

Spurs ‘keeper Ian Walker raced

out of his goal to try to bait Ryan
Giggs and was glad to see the

Welshman’s under-pressure shot

sail wide of an empty net.

Five minutes from the end,

Giggs should have scored a sec-

ond" but volleyed against the

crossbar from only six yards from

a right wing cross by substitute

D
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'77.000

Milosovic to
25-yaid shot m the 20th minute

for his first League Cup goal.

Nine minutes into the second,

half, Thylor volleyed the second

from close range after Leeds

failed to clear a left-wing cross

from Alan Wright.

Yorke, whose goals have.helped

Villa climb to fourth in the league

title standings, netted his. 23nj

near tbe end.
^

The victory guarantees Vula a

place in next season’s UEFA Cup

and could be the first half ofa fine

double. - .

Tbe team is still in die m. Cup
and plays Liverpool in the semifi-

nal at Old Traffonl next Sunday.

Leeds never looked like win-

ning and apart from a briefspell at

the start of the second half was

outplayed by Villa which

deservedly lifted foe cup for foe

fifth time, equaling Liverpool’s

record. (AP, Reuter)

Tottenham 0; Division One:
Huddersfield I. Grimsby 3-

Premier League

CP
Man. United 32

NewcasUe 30
Uvmxx* 31

Aston VRa 32
Arsenal 32
Tottenham 31

Everton 32
Bacfibwn 31

Nott. Forest 30
Chateaa 32
WestHam 32
Leeds 29
Mttdesbrcutfi 32
Staff Wed. 32

Wimbledon 31

Manchester CSy 32
Goven&y 30
Southampton 29
Bofcn 32
OPR 32

Ferdinand voted player of the year

Scotland, Ireland share world bowls honors
ADELAIDE, Australia (Reuter) - Scottish

veteran Willie Wood led from the front as

his side thrashed New Zealand 26-5 to win
the

,
triples, final at the, World Bowls

CbampbnsBips yesterday:
!

1

; " -

The New Zealand triH'df Peter Beilis,

David File and Andrew Curtain were losing

so badly that they conceded defeat after 16

of the scheduled 18 ends.

Israel's trips finished in sixth place.

Experience also proved a decisive factor

in foe pairs, with Sam Allen leadirig Ireland : - -

to a 21-19 victory over defending chanfpU
"v

ons Richard Coreie and Alex Marshall of

Scotland.

Israel's pairs of George Kaminsky and

Chaim Miller finished the tournament in

10th place.
* in foe tnps;- Scotland’s Wood. f^T. and his'

teammates Kbn Logan and George Adrain

thrashed New Zealand in what had been

expected to be a dose final.

The victory gave Wood his 11 fo world

medal. He said it was foe best win he bad

been involved in and foal be was keen to

-continue until' fSe^next world cHampi-

LONDON (Reuter) - Newcastle United's costly striker Les Ferdinand

was voted player of the year by fellow English professionals yesterday

despite his team’s slumping fortunes in foe league title race.

Ferdinand was presented with his award at a special dinner after scor-

ing 26 goals in 36 games for his club this season.

He beaded foe poll in front of last year's winner, Alan Shearer of

Blackburn Rovers.

SCOREBOARD

’ onships scheduled'' to be held -in South

Africa in 2000. Vancouver 0; Danas 4, Los Angeles 4.

CLASSIFI EDS
COMPUTERS

1 9 countries to compete in Fed Cup
GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of KnteseL stor-

age. parking, $495,000.' ISRABUlLD'.Tet

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AO rates

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9-94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 IQ words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 15.21.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(mlnimuml.eacfi additional word - NIS
23.40.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 tar 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
far 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

General

DWELLINGS
TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM,
120 MB hard drive + modem. Loads of He-

SECRETARY FOR DIRECTOR-GEN
ERAL of hlgh-tec firm. English mother
tongue, excellent conditions. Tel. 03-525

0975, 09-505-425.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
SITUATIONS VACANT

TRANSLATORS

Jerusalem

URGENT! TRANSLATORS FRENCf-
to English. Other languages considered

Tel. 03-5183476, FAX-056836433.

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Hair/near the sea, tourists/

businessmen, short/long-term. Tel. 03-
696-9092, 050-358-972.

GENERAL
SITUATIONS VACANT

Dan Region

RENTALS

MANAGERS, STAFF, PRODUC-
TION, food industry. English\Hebrew.
A-MAP-M-. TeT. 02-721501 . 9-11 AM.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SEAAND SUN, 5 quiet, seavfew; NEVE-
AVtVIM, 4, spacious, furnished. "Yaei Re-
altor

-
(MaJcfcm), Tel . 03-6426253.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SALES
AU PAIR (FEMALE), 2 chfldren.experi-

enced, full-time, English-speaking, good
salary, TalbiefoTeL 02-618-297

VERY HIGH SALARY for metapeiet -«

Bve-in + experience. For warm and com
fortable home. Tel. 03-560-9531

.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before puWtaabon; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Avfv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haim.

JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house with view of sea & Old
city. 400maters butt. KAVHAYAM Tel. 03-

(MMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendtiest families, best conditions, the

agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call

Hama ref. 03-9639937.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

PETAN TIKVA, 4 ROOMS, PORCH-
ES, PARKING, 1st floor, opposite syna-
gogue, shopping. $200,000. Tel. 02-
387584,(718J375-1224 (U.S.).

UVV tLLliVVjS
General

EXCLUSIVE I OPERA TOWER1 2 high,
breathtaking view of sea. S415,000. KAV-

CHILDCARE + LIGHT HOUSEWORK
for loving, appreciative famBy. Sun.-Thura.

1-

5 p.m. Ayelet Tel. 02-6553739 (day).

02-

736708 (evening).

HERZLIYA, HOUSEHOLD HELP llvt

in, experience essential, married coupk
possibility. Tel. 09-575989.

AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, IMMEDIATE
housecieaning + childcare, 5700, gooc
conditions, Pardessia 09-646150.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

breathtaking view of sea. 3415,000
HAYAM. TO. 03-523-9988.

AU PAIR FOR a nice, young family.

PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
for rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, best lo-

cation. Tel 03-9662070,03-966051 2.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Avhrll Penthouse, 20Q sq.m, on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pod.
$1,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

Light housework and help with children.

TO. 02-3303435.

AUPA1R , UVE-IN, In Ramat Hasharon
English-speaking, preferably easy He
brew, for care of baby + housework. TO
Q3-5409885. 03-691319.

WEATHER permitting, today

marks foe start of foe largest ten-

nis event ever to be held here - the

Fed Cup Europe-Africa

Qualifying Group II Event with

19 countries competing.
Over the weekend Morocco

joined Egypt and Algeria which

bad decided not to attend but in

contrast a Tunisian team will be
debuting on Israeli soil and has

already arrived.

At yesterday's draw in Ramat
Hasharon, foe teams were divided

into four groups, each led by a

seeded country. The two best

countries from each group will

reach foe final after which foe top

four teams will proceed to foe

next round in 1997.

Israel, the fourth seed, landed

Macedonia, Estonia, Luxembourg
and Zimbabwe in its group.

Anna Smashnova. 75 in the

world rankings and foe second
highest ranked player in the tour-

nament, will be Israel’s top racket

with Hila Rosen (335) and Nataly

HEATHER CHAIT

Cahana (530) completing foe side.

. Each tie win comprise two sin-

gles and a doubles match with

games starting daily at 11 am.
Smashnova and Rosen are sched-

uled to represent Israel in the dou-

bles.

Smashnova, who lost 6-3, 6-0 to

fourth seed Gabriela Sabatini

from Argentina early yesterday

morning in the second round at

Key Biscayne, returns home today

and will be unavailable for (he

home team's opening day match
against Estonia.

Doubts surrounded Rosen's and
Cabana's match fitness after they

were involved in a car accident last

Wednesday but they have since

recovered from their injuries.

Israel is the favorite- in its group
since only Marina Lazarovska
(484) from Macedonia and Cara
Black (517) from Zimbabwe are

ranked above Israel’s lowest play-

er, Cahana at 530.

: Oh Tuesday Israel will have a

day off to return on Wednesday,
with Smashnova in action, against

Zimbabwe. Macedonia and
Luxembourg will be the opponents

on Thursday and Friday respec-

tively while foe opening ceremony
and presentation of tbe teams will

take place on Friday at 1 1 am.
The other seeded countries are

Poland (Magdalena Grzybowska,
69), Ukraine (Natasha
Medvedeva, 135) and Finland
(Nanne Dahlman. 125).

‘

Altogether foe countries com;-

peting are .Poland, Ethiopia,

Botswana, Latvia, Finland.

Tunisia, Cyprus, Turkey,

Lichtenstein, Macedonia, Estonia,

Luxembourg, Zimbabwe^,
Ukraine, Iceland, Malta,
Denmark, Ireland and Israel.

Meanwhile, the Davis Cup
squad for next week's tie against
Spain in Ramat Hasharon was
announced yesterday. Eyal Rad,
Eyal Erlich, Noam Behr and Ofer
Sela will represent Israel.

*

SUNDAY’S RESULTS: League Cup,

final -Aston VBUi 3, Leeds Oj Premier

League: Manchester United 1,

a* nisicinn One:

OPERA

WHERETO STAY EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAI! 1,000 sq.m.
plot 160 sq.m, built. $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. TO. 03-523-9988.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. TO. 02-611745,
Fa* 02-618541

IMMEDIATELY! LIVE-IN HOUSE-
KEEPER for household + girt, exceBent
concStions, references. 02-343388.

HOUSEKEEPING, LIVE OUT, Herzlia
man/woman, reference, driving license
Tel. 050-252113.

Kwan wins figure skating championships; |DMONTON (Reuter) - Michelle Kwan of the US hi the women’s competition. Lu Chen of China .
^—JH|

RESTAURANT HELP
SAVYON.LIVE-IN COUPLE,Cleanlnf
only,flexible hours. TO 03-5345621

DWELLINGS
DWELLINGS Sharon Area

WAfTERS/WA1TERESSES , experi-
enced, fuI&feart-Bme, + cleaners. Including

FrL & Sat. TO. 050-326726.

URGENTLY SEEKING AU Pair In Kfa
Saba, excellent conditions, good pay. Tel

03-5409032.

EDMONTON (Reuter) - Michelle Kwan of the US
won foe women's gold medal at che World Figure
Skating Championships on Saturday.

In earlier action. Israel’s Misha Shmerian finished

I2fo in foe men’s category. The dance team of Galit

Chait and Sergei Sakhnovski finished in 23rd place.

In the women’s competition. Lu Chen of China
took foe silver medal and Irina Slutskaya of Russia
captured the bronze. ;

Russian Maria Butyrskaya was fourth and France's
Surya Bonaly, who captured foe stiver medal foe last
three years, was fifth.

Jerusalem RENTALS SITUATIONS VACANT
PERSONALS

RENTALS
l 172, 2 room new. li

shortflong term. TO. 02'

344515.
. FAX 02-

FOR RENT!! HERZUYA PltuaWI Gate!
Tcheletll Now villa,

-

500sq.m. plot,
3SCtecuTKbullt + pooL KAV-HAYAM. Tal

Tel Aviv
Outside Israel TAKE IT TO THE HOOP

GENERAL
GENERAL

PESSAH GUESTS?

HERZUYA PITUAH FOR RENT AND
SALE. Exclusive houses In prime loca-
tions. Moran Real Estate Walden), OS-
572759.

PRIVATE TELEPHONE OPERA-
TORS, languages: Scandinavian &
French- Tel. 03-5622422, Maria.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
3 rooms/ furnished/ cable TV/
Lincoln Street/ 1st flooi/1 block

King David Hotel/

1 block Great Synagogue,

available now!

SALES
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN Herzl
+ large office, SI. 100,00. TeL 09

LIVE -IN, FOB CLEANING and child-
care, excellent conditions, Ramat Aviv.
Tel. 03-6429592-

(02)663 641

(050) 29 16 29 (NS)

CAESAREA! LUXURIOUS HOUSE!
View to seel + pool + afr-contatlonlng + va-
cuum system. TeL 06-363261; 050-
231725. .

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency in

feraeL For the Wgfwst quality IvB-fn jobs
phone.Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

27-yea/-oid good-looking mart,

affectionate, honest, loyal, caring,

invites correspondence from
women, preferably educated, for

a meaningful relationship.

Write in English to:

Siraj Benjamin, Bbertmen Chamber,
5th ft., Srinatft Complex,

SD. Road, Secunderabad 3, Incfia,

Fax. 0091-40-847513

Pick this year's NCAA College Basketball Champion and win a FREE
evening for two at the Goff instruction Center and Driving Range
at the Wingate Institute.

Fill in the entry form with your pick of this year's winner and return it to
The Jerusalem Post by Friday, March 29, 1996.
All those who pick the winner will participate in a draw for the prize.

VEHICLES
General

SHAi AGNON, 3 bedroom + huge (Mng
room (140 sq. m.), wonderful view, cov-
ered parking, storage, 51250. Tel. 03-

DUPLEX (N CAESAREA, wonder-
ful, sold separately or divided. TeL 04-
8252616, 050-253616.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions, from central
area. S75&S800 TeL 03-688-9968/9.

PASSPORT

SALES

HERZUYA PITUAH, LUXURY villa

with swimming pool, and separate unit.

HamapoUm Street 350 sq.m, butt area.
ILTAM REAL ESTATE. TO. 09-58*611.

AU PAIR (F), for a nice
central Tel Aviv. Tal. h:OKcentral Tel

5233312.

FROM DIPLOMAT, SUBARU Legacy
2000. 1993, Ml options. exceBent Tel. 092000, 1993, U) options. exceBent

557725.

VEHICLES

FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, cen-
tral {Shai Agrton)., Luxurious building,
elevator. TO. 02-619659.

HERZUYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet

street, 4 bedrooms, basement. ILTAM
REALESTATE. TO. 09-589^11

.

IN ZAHALA, TEL Aviv, a female aleep-
Jn, exceoam conations, private accommo-
dation. TeL 03-6498492

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.
20 sqm basement garden, underground
paring, Immediate. ’ISRABUILD' Tel 02-

SERVICES
General

UVE-IN FOR CLEANING and child-
care. Ramai Avfv dmai. Good conditions.
TeL 03*429592.

Jerusalem

ARfE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS
buying, sailing, leasing, trading.

02-652373S. 060-240977,

MOTORCYCLES

COUNSEUNG/HEALTH
OFFICE STAFF

SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE G.S. SOI
cc., -83, book price. TO. 05-861307. NS

GERMAN COLONY, 3. Quiet, cen-
^"ewbuiUJing. narking, balconies. IM-
MEDIATE- (SRABUlUr TO 02-666571.

FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional ReflexologisVMasseur,
TeL 052-681-654 (NO SEX)

FRENCH, GREEK AND
ere wanted! High, salary!

03-5758255!

alish speek-
l Michael at

UNRESTRICTED

MERCEDES 230E 1988. 95,000 km
One owner, extras. TeL 02-732444. N.S.

Take it to the Hoop Contest The Jeru^^Tp^'"] ']

POB 81 , Jerusalem 91 000
’ * **

Address.

-Code_

-ID No..

j
My pick for the 1 995-6 NCAA Men's National 1

j

Basketball Champion is:
^ J

| ( subscribe to The Jerusalem Post t
j

jo I purchase The Jerusalem Post at a shop ^
°f 7716 Jerusa,em Post h

i: «
i:

/
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*The Barber of Seville’ will be performed by the Bulgarian Chamber Opera tonight at
Kibbutz Givat Brenner.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstajdt

DAVID Shemer leads his Keshet Baroque-
Orchestra in an all-Bach program featuring the
Sixth Brandenburg Concerto and cantatas num-
bers 84, 159 and 203, all composed for solo voic-
es without choir. At 8:30 tonight at St. Andrew’s
Scottish Church in Jerusalem and Thursday at the
Israel Music Conservatory in Tel Aviv.
The Israel Symphony Orchestra Rishon Lezion

presents another family concert, this time focus-
ing on opera, with the participation of a children’s
choir and singers performing excerpts from popu-
lar operas by Verdi, Puccini, Rossini and others.

At 5 tomorrow at the Tel Aviv Performing Arts
Center, and 5 and 6:30 Thursday at Mofet in

Rishon Lezion.

OPERA
Michael Ajzenstadt

THERE are still several opportunities to revel in

the sweeping music of Rossini’s II Barbiere di

Siviglia courtesy of the visiting Bulgarian
Chamber Opera, which presents a fully staged

production of the comic work in which the facto-

tum Figaro helps the Count Almaviva to outwit

the old quack Bartolo and marry his ward, Rosina.
Tonight at Kibbutz Givat Brenner, tomorrow and
Saturday at the Jerusalem Sherover Theatre, and
Thursday in Arad, all at 8:30.

TELEVISION

Ruth Kern

YOU might think the Academy Awards were
being held at the Mann Auditorium for all the hys-

teria they're generating over at the Movie
Channel. We’re usually lucky to gel one decent,

non-repeat offering an evening, but tonight - in

honor of Hollywood's annual salute to itself- the

station is hosting an orgy of quality movies.

In the daylong buildup to the awards ceremony,
seven Oscar-winning Kims are on tap starting at

10:30 a.m. with From Here to Eternity (that’s

what it will seem like until showtime) and ending

at 2:55 p.m. with the closing credits to My Left

Foot (which will probably be asleep by then).

If you have any strength left for the main event,

the Oscars will begin at 4 a.m. The good news is

that the top awards won't be given out until

aroupd 7 a.m., so you can get up a bit early to

watch them, rather than stay up all night. The bad

news is that, while the broadcast from the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion will be live, so will

.

the commentary from Guy Pines and Sharon

Cantor in a Tel Aviv studio.
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Blow up about a pound of

aggregate (7)

5 Honour an Arabian state

(4)

9 Often sheds tears out of

compassion (4-11)

10 Resounding notes from the

chorus (4)

11 Nothing about former US
president (5)

12 Leading man wins the

lady’s love (4)

10 Coming down from the top

of the stairs (7)

16 Information ebbs and
flows! (7)

17 Say nothing to support a

parent (43)

19 Fobs made by father in

front of the basin (7)

21 A number at home in the
Durham area (4)

22 Fish fork (5)

23 British sailors enter
American vessels (4)

26 Of equal value at the end

27 Lovely show by trade (4)

28 Theleaderwitha duck-tike

gait? Rubbish! (7)

DOWN
1 Miss Derek's fine
biographer (7)

2 Sinister indmatian (4-10)

3 Hurt by a cold man (4)

4 Agent is in trouble for

causing harassment (7)

5 Letters for delivery from
the station (7)

BHVHVB
I "aSiSaiBBSS

6 Top-class US lawyer
produced Verdi opera (4)

7 Duty to disclose regular
practices (7)

8 Sail on and on to find
Utopia (5-5,4)

IS My Italo-French friend in
Florida (5)

14 Make confused theologian

get stuck into the drink (5)

17 The type to be influenced

and inspired (7)

18 Keep tabs on an ass in
upland area (7)

19 Retire and move into the
fast lane (4,3)

20 Put in mechaniMl per-
formance, loraward (7)

24 Syrian bishop unaffected

by reversal (4)

25 Whence Napoleon saw fit

to return (4)

HBEQisnsraaoSui-
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yesterday's Quick Solution
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QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Projectile (7)

5 Care-worn (5)

g Commerce (5)

9 Ostracise (7)

10 Authorise (7)

llTbpic(5)

12 Compel (6)

14 Lethal (6)

17 Heathen (5)

19 Base (7)

22 Regular (7)

23 Clergyman (5)

24 Upright (5)

25 Theft (7)

DOWN
1 Bishop’s hat (5)

2 Alarm (7)

3 Unskilled (5)

4 Symbol (6)

5 Baby’s set of

clothes (7)

6 Rope loop (5)

7 Indecisive (71

12 Catch (7)

13 Devise (7)

15 Downfall (7)

16 Gloomy (6)

18 Lead (5)

20 At no time (5)

21 In good time (5)

WHAT'S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Cartoons 8:30 Fables of King
Babar9:00 Mother Goose 930 Autoto
ItfcOO A Clever Girt Like Lotto 1030
Kids Can Rock and Rol it:00 Lola and
Her Friends 11:30 Under the Mountain
12£0 Haydaze 12:30 Zombrt 13.-00

Wonder Car 13:30 Stories about ani-

mals 13:40 Our Friends 13:45 Kitty

Cat and Tommy 14:00 Fables of King

Babar 14:25 Mother Goose 15:00
Autoto

CHANNEL

1

1532 Land without time 15:55 Rex
16:20 At the tip of the brush 16:59 A
New Evening 17:34 Zaptot to Hosting

18:15 NewsIn English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
1830 Sport magazine 1*fc00 News in

Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
1930 Special live-hour broadcast on
the Labor primaries anchored by
Chaim Vavri 0030 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

IQffl The Emperor's New Clothes
11:00 Finders Keepers (1984) - farce
about con-artists, stolen money and a
bungling hit-man. Starring Michael
CTKeefebirected by Richard Lester (96
mins.) 12:40 Songs for the Festival

13:00 Sugar and Spice - two young
girts from a small AustraBan township
are sent to the big city to study 14.-00

AJI for One - adventure series about a
co-ed soccer team 1430 Tick Tack
15.-00 Pinocchio - with Hebrew (fob-

bing 1530 Dreams with Uti Hitman
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rail

Reshef 1730 A Matter of Time 1830
Santa Barijara 19:00 Baywatch 20:00
News, combined with Dan Shdon live

and Zehu Zeh 23.-15 Sirens - poDce
drama 00:00 News 00:05 Sirens (con-

tinued) 0020 Studs - dating game
00:45 Starsky and Hutch - police

series 1:35 Ay Carmela (1990,
Spanish) - Entertainers for the

Republican forces are arrested by
Franco’s fascists 3:15 Poem of the

Day

JORDAN TV

15:00 Bonkers 1530 Richie Rich -
cartoon 16rf0 Bush School 16:15

Ptayabout 1630 Bustin’ Loose 17:00

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per line. Inducting VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs

NIS520.65 per line, inducting VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daiy

Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfmen
Reception Centra, Sherman
AdodnlstrBtlan. Bldg. Buses.4a,

.

9,
2S,.?i>.!r

•Eftrfbr into;calhB82819r— •

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TELAVIV MUSEUM. Mcha Bar-Am - The
Last War. PhotographsTtran(t Barzflay,

i995Mirtam Cabessa, PaintmgsBght h
November - GDksberg, Gross, Reisman,
Shelesnyak, Almog, Berest. Gal,

DavidYaacov Dorchin - Blocked WeflThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. A Passion lor the New. New
Art In Tel Aviv Collections. Hours:
Weekdays 10 ajn.-6 p.m. Tue. 10 am.-10
p.m. Fri. 10 ajn.-2 p.m. SaL 10-3 p.m.
Meyertioff Art Education Center, TeL
691 91 55-6.
WTZO. To visit our projects call Tel Avhr

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, Har
Hahottvim. 869744: Balsam, Salah e-Din,

272315; Shuafat, Shualat Road, 810108;
Dai Aldawa, Herod’s Gate. 282058.
Tel Avfv: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda,
522-3535; Kupat Holim Clalit. 7-9

Amsterdam, 523-2383. Till 3 e.m.

Tuesday: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda.
522-3535. Till midnight Superpharm
Ramat Avfv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730;
London Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaut

Hamelech. 696-0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Area, 36
OstsNnsky. Ra'anana. 744-1613.

Netanya: Anela, 2 Salomon, 617836.

Krayot area: NJv Ata, 18 Harridn, Kiiyat

Ata. 844-1626.
Haifa: Hanassl Denya. 99 Abba Khoushy,
834-1113.

. _
HerzUya: Clal Pharm, Beit Mertcazlm. 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot HagaJim), Herztrya

Piluah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight
, _

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair

Mafl. 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Karen (Inter-

nal, surgery. orthopedics, ENT); Misgav

Ladach (obstetrics); Blkur Hdlm (peefi-

atrics); Shaare Zedek (opthalrnoiogYl.

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics), fchilov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100

FIRE 102

FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(Erwfcsh) In most parts of the country. In

addition:

Animals of the Medftsnanean 17:20

TAO IfrOO French Programs 2035
The Namy - comedy 21.-00 Baby It's

You- documentary 2135 The odd
and the Beautiful 22:10 Tbcnples ofthe

Gods - documentary 2330 News In

English 2325 PS. I Luv You 20:15
Taurus Rsing 130 Elten- comedy

NODDLE EASTTV

1530 The 700 Club 1535 The
Bachelor’s Daughters - a salesman
tries to find husbands for Ns workare.

1730 Deravs the Menace 1735Mask
1820 Fables of the Green Forest

18*5 Another Life 1W0 Sea Quest

20:10 Magnum P.1.21EWorld News
Tonighl (Arabic) 2130 CNN Headline

News 2230 The B2 Cosby Show
2230 Diagnosis Murder2330 Snowy
River OftIO 700 Club

CABLE
fTV 3 (33)

1730 Cartoons 1730 Royal Teais

1830 Panorama with Zardan Atshe
19.-00 News inArabic1930 SwigsWe
Loved 2030 Mabat News 20:45
Opening Shots - young artists 21:15
Uxiou (1980) - love story between a
petty thief and a woman who leaves a
stable marriage. Starring Isabelle

Huppert and Gerard Depardieu

ETV 2(23)

1530 Hey Dad 1630 Cape Rebel
1730 GuJfiver*s Travels 1730 Time
Out 1830 The Herodian Kingdom 1830
Family Relations 1930 Basic Arabic

1930 Reflection- in Russian 2030 A
New Evening (with Russian subtitles)

2030 Preparation for Bagrat 2130
Medicine Demystified 2130 The
Human Race 2230 Revolutions in the

modem era

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 930 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the
Restless (rpt) 1030 Second Time
Around 1055 WKRP to Cincinnati

1135 Celeste (rat) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 1235 Perry Mason 13:30 Starting(rpt) 1235 Perry Mason 13:30 Starting

at 1:30 14:05 The A Team 1455
Falcon Crest 15:45 Secrets of the
North 16:45 Neighbors 17:10 Models
Inc. 1830 One Life to Live 18^45 The
Young and the Restless 1930 Local

broadcast 20:00 Celeste 20:50
Married with Children 21:15 Nanny
21:40 Mad About You 2235 Frasier

2230 Murphy Brawn 2255 Young
Plus 23:20 Mad About You 23:45
9sters 00:35 Counter Offensive 135
Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

Marathon of Motion Picture
Classics 1030 From Here to Eternity

(1953)- life on an army base in Hawaii

on the eve of the bombing of Peart

Harbor. WBh Burt Lancaster, Deborah
Kerr. Frank Sinatra (113 mins.) 1230
The Larry Saunders Show - comedy
1330 The Bridge on the River Kwai
(1957) - WWII POWs in Burma buid
a bridge, white an Allied special uni
prepares to blow ft up. Starring Alec

Guinness, .William . Holden,.. .Jack:
, —— - tMy.-iFtmwss.-

Asridod* 551333
Ashkekxi 551332
Buerchebfl* 274767
Ben Shemash 523133
Dan Region" 5793333
Etai" 532444
Haifa' 6512233
Jerusalem- 523133
Kaimtel" 0085444

(Car Sava" 902222
Nahariya' 912333
Netanya- 604444
Petahlftva* 9311111

Rehovqr 451333
Rishon- 9642333
Saled 920333
Tel AvtY 5460111

Tiberias- 792444
- Mobile Intensive Care Unit (M1CU1 SBivice In

the area, aroutd the Clock-

Medical help for tourists On English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital W-852M05Joremer-
gency cells 24 hours a day, for jnfo/maflon

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem

618303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chlMrentyouto

6961113). Haifa 8872222/3, Beeraheba

281128. Netanya 625110. Kamwel

9988410. Kfar Sava 7674555, Hadera

346789.
Wlzo hotlines tor battered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also n M),
07-376310, 08-550506 (ateo in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel AWv

5234819. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem

255558, Hails 866011 1 ,
EflatSI 977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israd

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676 gery).

Netanya: Laniado.

-fi9r7‘3r--Two coiHtisrset Ufrarr’
enemy. Stoning Paul Newman and
Robert Retford. (123 mins.) 17:55 Out
ofAfrica (19B5)- Based on the real-fife

story of banish author Karen BCxen,

who runs her husband’s coffee planta-

tion in Kenya. Starring Meryl Streep,

Robert Retford (154 mins.) 20:40
Special Oscar Preview - Guy Pines

and Sharon Cantor survey tire major

candidates, and speak with Holty

Hunter. Viewers may indicate then-

personal choices through Telemesser,

and the Israeli “winners* will be
announced during the course of the

night 21:00 The Piano (1993) - the

JERUSALEM
.CINEMATHEQUE The Bridges of

Madison County 5 * The Age of Inno-
cence 7:30 The Travelling Players 8 *
Healing By Kiffing 9:45 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (Ma&iaJ * 788448 Twelve
Monkeys*Dead Man WaDdngMGet
Shorty 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Casino 4. 7.

9:45 * Mr. Holland's Opus 4:30. 7:15, 10
Leaving Las Vegas 4:45, 7:15, 9:45

Heat 4, 7, 10* American President 4:45.

7:15 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus St * 617167 Leaving Las Vegas
7. 9:30 * Antonia’s line 7, 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
Building, 19 Ha'oman St, Talplot Toy
Story (ErtgTtsh rtalogue) 7.30. 9:45 *
Broken Arrow 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Ace Ventura 5,

7:30, 9:45 * Sense and SenstbOity 7:15,

9-A5 * Star Uan0Blue In the Face 5.

7:30, 9:45 * Seven 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 5

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St «
5772000 On the Edge 5. 7:30, 10
Manhattan Murde r Mystery 7 the
Beekeeper 9-.30 DIZENGOFF Leaving
Las VamsbShow Girls 11 ajrru 2, 5, 7:45,

10 * A Man of No Importance 11 am, 3.

7:45 * Lisbon Story 1. 5. 10 DRIVE IN

Money Train 10 * Sex FBm 12 midnight
GAN HATR *527321571 ton GabirolSL
PrisdRa 5. 7:30, 9-45 GAT Sense aral

SenahBty 43a 7:15. 8:45 GORDON
Eat Drtrtk, Man. Woman 5:15, 730, 10
OG. HOD 1-4 * 5228226 Hod Passage,
101 Dteengpff SL Twelve Monkeys 2, 5,

7J0, 10 * Mr. HoRand^ Opus 2, 430.
7:15, 10 * Deed Man Watidrw 2, 5, 730.
10 * Casino 2, 5:15. 830 LEV 1-4 *
5288288 Heat 11 am. 2, 4, 7, 10 * White
Man’s Burden 12 noon, 5, 7:45, 10 *
Antonia's Line 12 noon, 2. 5,73a 9:45 *
Farineffi 12 noon. 5. 730 * Denise Calls

Up 2, 10 * Georgia 2 G.G. PEER Hart
11 am, 7, 10*G«Shorty5* Dead Man
Walking 5 * Me. HoSancTs Opus 4^0
RAV-OIEN* 5282288 Dtzsngoff Center

Bnricsn Arrow 5. 73a 9:45* Toy Story
(Hebrew d&ogue) 23a 5 * Toy Story

(EngBsti (fab&JB) 730. 9j45 * Operation

Dumbo Drop 5 * Seven 1130 am, 2:15,

4:45,7:15, 9:45 + Ace Vertura 1130 am,
230, 5, 730. 9:45 * The Usual Suspects
730, 9:45 * Dangerous Minds 1130am,
230. S RAVOR 1-6 * 5102874 Opera
House fl PostlnotTay Story (EngSsh da-
AttuejMIue hi the FaccWStar Man 5.

730945 * Brave Heart 6, 930 G-G.
TAYELET 1-3 * 5177952 2 Ybna Hanavi

St American PFesktentaSudden Death

730. 10 * Underground 7, 10 G.G.TEL
AVtv * 5281181 65 Ptosker St Casino

63a 9:45 * Get Shorty 5, 730. 10 *
Twelve Monkeys 5, 730, 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM *6961297 27 Shad Hametekh

Boulevard Before the Rain 5, 73a 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 325755
Smoke 9:15 * Passover Fever 7:15 *
American President 7:15, 9:15 ATZ-
MON 1-5 * 873003 Twelve
MonkeysVDead Man Walking 430, 7,

9:15 * Heat 6, 9:15 * Copycat 4:15,

6:45, 9:15 * Casino 6. 9:15 ORLY
Sense and Sensibility 830. 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 * 382020 Get
ShortyBLeaving Las Vues 430. 7, 9:30

* Mr. Holland’s Opus HAV-GAT 1-2 *
6743111 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Brave Heart

5^0. 9RAV-MOR 1-7 tr 416899^ [OS]
Sense and Sensibility 5, 7:15. 9:30 *
Acs Ventura 7:15, 930 * Santa Clause
5 * The Usual Suspects 4:45, 7, 9:15 *
Broken Arrow 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Toy Story
(English datogua) 7:15, 930 * Brave

haunting tale of a deaf woman who
arrives in New Zealand with her
daughter and a piano for an arranged
marriage. Starring Holly Hunter, Anna
Paquin. Sam Nell and Harvey Keitel

23:05 UnforgiVBn (1992) - Western,

starring and directed by Cfint

Eastwood. With Morgan Freeman and
Gene Hackman. {125 mins.) 1:15 My
Left Foot (1989)- Irish poet and artist

Christy Brawn, and his straggle wflh

cerebral palsy. Starring Daniel Day-

Lewis. (98 nans.) £55 Guest of Honor
- Whoopi Goldberg 4:00 1996 Oscar
Ceremony - Live broadcast pf the

Academy Awards direct from Los
Angeles.

CHILDREN (6)

630 Cartoons 730 Surprise Garden
7:40 Dig and Dag 750 Alvin and the

Chipmunks 8:20 Detective Buggie
8:50 Hullaballoo 905 The Borrowed

Glove 935 BiB and Ted 10ri)0 Six in

the spring - Open Studio tor Pessah
vacation 10:10 The Heart 10:45
Power Rangers 11:15 Sweet Valley

High Tl:45 Family Ties 1220 Family

Ties 13.-00 Muddling Through 13.-30

Hugo 1.4:00 Surprise Garden 1430
Sx in the Spring (rpt) 14:40 The Heart

15:15 Power Rangers 15:45 Sweet
Valley High 16:15 Family Ties I6ti50

Family Ties 1730 MuddRng Through
1&O0 Hugo (rpt) 18.-30 Alwn apd the

Chfomunks 19:00 Detertfve Boogie

1930 Three’s Company 20KX)
Married With Chadren 2tfc25 Step By
Step 2030 My Big Brother Jack 21:20
Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22iOO AZed and Two Noughts (1985)
- Surreafist tale of a woman who is

courted tty twin brothers whose wives
were IdHed in toe same accident that

crippled her. (Ill mins.) 23:55 The
Farmer’s Daughter (1947) - A young
SwecBsh woman falls in love with her

boss, and runs against him for

Congress. Starring Loretta Young and
Joseph Cotten. (93 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12.-00 Man and
Nature (rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

14:00 Open University 16A0 Man and
Nature (rpt) 17rt» Bwond 2000 (rpt)

18:00 Ctoen University 20:00 WBd
West - The Alamo 21:00 Travel

Magazine 21.-30 Royd on Italy 22:00
Murder From 9 to 5 - documentary
22:50 Wild West 23:40 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Geraldo Rivera Live 7:00 Best of

toe SeSna Scott Show 8:00 Europe

2000 8^0 fTN News MO The Today
Show 11:00 Super Shop 12:00
European Money Wheel 17:00
Morning Reports from Wall Street -
five 18:00 American Money Wheel
13-30 FT Bustoess Tonight 20M fTN

NeWs 20.-30 David Frost 2130 The
Stfria Scott Show 2230 Frontal2330
ITN News OftOO NHL Hockey 1:00

Best of toe Tonight Show 2tf0 Late

Night with Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 The Artist and the

Professor 7:00 Beverly HMbiUies 7:30.

.-Ux& .and.Cook .ftOO VWeo Fashtaft

~r-N»’«3'8i30- Gabriete: BdSO Santa
^Barbara 10:30 BoH ana"lfie

Beautiful llrtJO Oprah Winfrey 12:00
Remington Steele 13:00 Look and
Cook 13:30 Video Fashion News
14:00 Teenage Mutant Mnja Turtles

14:30 Small Wonder 15:00 The Black

Staflion 15:30 Batman 16ri)0 Home
andAway 16^0 Entertainment Tonight
17.-00 M*A*S*H 17:30ATouch of Frost

19^0 The Bold and toe Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00 Hard Copy
21:30 Hearts Afire 22.-00 Grace Under
Fire 22:30 Bamatty Jones 23:30
Entertainment Tonight 00rt)0 Oprah
Winfrey 1.*00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2.-00 The StfBvans

CINEMA
Heart 9 * Seven 7, 930 * Aca Ventura

Toy

Toy Story (English dialogue) 7, 9^30 *
Ace Ventura 5, 7, 9:15 * 11 Postino 7,

9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew cBalogue) 5 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 5
AFULA
RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 7, 9:30 *
Ace Ventura 7, 9:30 * Toy Story
(English dialogue) 7, 030
ARAD
STAR * 950904 Ace Ventura 7:15, 9:30

k Dangerous Minds 9:30 * Dead Man
Walking 7:15 * Scarlet Letter 7:15, 930
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Under Siege 5, 7:30, 10Toy
Story 5. 7:30, 10 * Heat 4, 7. 10 G.G.
ORll-3* 711223 Under Stage 5, 7:30.

10 * Toy Story (English dialogue) 5,

7:3a 10* Heat 4, 7. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GILltaeive MonkeyaSGM Shorty 5,

7;3a 10 Heat 4, 7, 10 * Assassins 5.

730, 10 * Casino O30,9v45 RAV CHOI
*711223 Toy Story (BigSsftdabgue) 730,
9:45 * Dangerous Mnds 5, 730, 9:45 *
BrokenArrow 730, 9^5* Ace Ventura 5,

73a 9-45 * Sense end Sensibility 4:30,

7:15, 9:45 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5 *
Toy Story (Hebrsw cSatogua) 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Twelve
Monkeys 7:15, 9:45 * Broken Arrow 5,

7:30, 9:45 * Ace Ventura 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Toy Story (English dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 *
Casino 6:15, 9:30 * Heat &15. 9^0 *
Get Shorty 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew ctiatogue) 5 * Operation Dambo
Drop 5, 7.-30 * Dangerous Minds 5

BEERSHEBA
G.G. Gfl- Casino &15. 930 * Under
Siege 5. 730, 10 * Heat 4. 7. 10 * Get
Shorty 5. 730, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *Shorty 5. 730, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *
235Z78 Broken Arrow 730, 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew datogue) 5 * Toy Story
(English riatogue)7:309:45* Ace Venture
5, 730, 9:45* Sense and SanMbSty430,
7:15. 9:45 A Operation Dumbo Drop 5

D1MONA
HECHAL HATARBAUTAce venture 8
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Heat 7, 10 * Toy Story
(English dialogue) 7:30, 9:30 * Toy Kory
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Mortal Kombat 5
* Broken Arrow 5, 7:30, 10 * Ace
Ventura 5, 73a 9:45

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
« 6902866 II FocUnotStsrMan 6, 8, 10
STAR* 589088 Casino 6:30, 8:45 *
Ace Ventura 7:45, 10 * Toy Story

(English dialogue) 8. 10 DANIEL
HOTEL Mr-Hotiamfs Opus 7. 9:45

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 7, 9:30 * Broken
Arrow 7, 930 * Ace Venture 7, 9:30

KFAR SAVA
G.G. GfL Casino 7, 930 * operation
Dumbo Drop 430 * Toy Story (EngSsh
dialogue) 730, 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dtafoguej 5 * Get Shorty 5, 730, 10 *
TWelve Monkeys 5, 730. 10 * Mr.
Holland's Opus 430. 7:15, 10 * Ace
Ventura 5, 7:30. 10 * Heat 7, 10

KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 Mr.

Holland’s Opus 7, 930 * A Goofy Movie
4:45 -k Dangerous Hinds 4:45, 7,930*
Las Vegas 7. 930 * Seven 4:45, 7. 930
it An Indian in toe CupboardrtSanta
Clause 4:45 * CastooWert 630, 9:15 *
Gat Shorty 4:45, 7. 9:30 Twelve
Monkeys 4:45, 7, 9:30

KIRYAT SHEMONA

CHANNELS

630 Bodes m motion 730 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in motion 16:30

Israeli Basketball - highlights of yes-

terday’s Tel Aviv derby game 18:00

English Soccer 19*45 tome of the

Game 20:15 High Five - HapoeJ

Upper GaBee vs Hapotf Jerusalem -
live 2230 EngHsh Soccer League
2330 US College Basketball - quar-

ter-finals

EUROSPORT

1030 PGA Golf Tournament, Final

Round (rpt) 1230 Figure Skating:

Women’s World Cup Finals (rpt) 1430
Sports Magazine 1530 Boxing 16:00

ATP Term, Upton Tournament 1830
Figure skating (rpt) 1930 ATP Tennis,

Upton Tournament- five 2235 Sports

News Bulletin 23:00 Fast World -
Motor Sport Magazine 0030
Eurosport Magazine 130 Eurogoals

230&rogotf

PRIME SPORTS

630 NBA Basketball (entd) (rpt) 6:30
Roller Skating 7:00 Soccer, two pre-

CXymptcs games 1130 Cricket 1230
PGA Golf Tournament 14.-00 sports

from Asia 1430 Basebafl Magazine
15:00 College Basketball, Denver
Finals (West) 17:00 College
Basketball, Lexington Finals

(Southwest) 1930 Cricket 1930 Golf

2030 Middleweight Boxing 22:00

Motor Sports Magazine 2330 Bicycle

Racing 00:30 Asian Soccer 1:30
Spanish Soccer

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 630 Asia Today
7.-05 The Money Programme (rpt)

11:15 The Money Programme 1230
Food and Drink (rpt) 15:05
Correspondent (rpt) 16:15 World
Business Report 1630 Asia-Pacific

News 1730 Time Out Q.ED. 18:15
The Money Programme (rpt) 1930
Tune Out The Clothes Show (rpt)

20:15 World Business Report 2030
World of toe Future - documentary
(rtf) 2335 The Money Programme
(rpt) 0030 Tne Out Holiday 1.-00

World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 730 This
Week In NBA 830 Globed View (rpt)

1030 Diplomatic License 1230 CNN
Newsroom 1330 Headline News
1430 Business Day 15.-00 Asia News
1530 World Sport 16:00 Asia News
16:30 Business Asia 1730 Larry King^ Live 1630 World Sport (rpt) 1930
Business Asia (rpt) 22:00 World
Bustoess Today 2230 World News
2330 Larry King Live (rpt) 130 Wbrid
Business Today 130 World Sport 230
World News Survey

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

636 : Morning Concert 9:05 Stanley

Myers: Concerto for soprano saxo-

. phone; Dave Brubedc Blue Rondo;
Kattype and Psaftery

;

contemporary.,wodts^ -Bedioz: . Nulls

Light Classical - songs"by

ffictoard Rodgers 1330 Pfardst Evgeny
Kissin — Schumann: Symphonic
Etudes op 12; Beethoven: Choral

Fantasy in C minor 1436 Encore

.
15:00 Cycle of Works - Beethoven's

ptano sonatas 1630 Early music 1730
Efnahta - Ive broadcast from Henry
Crown Auditorium, Jerusalem. GHa
Yaron, Allan Stemtield (piano). R.

Strauss; 9 Songs; Brahms; 9 Songs
19:00 Rainbow of Sounds 2035
Dvorak: Quartet no 6 in F for strings op
96 "American,- Mendelssohn:
Symphony no 4 TtaBan” 2130 AMatter

G.G. GIL Hart 4. 7, 930 * Tby Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 4:30, 7:30, 10 *
Broken Arrow 430. 7, 930
LCD
STAR Broken Arrow 730, 10 * Heat
6:45, 9:45 * Dead Men walking 7:15, 9:45

NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Dangerous
Minds 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Seven 4:30, 7. 9:45 * Ace
Ventura 4:30, 7:30, 10 * Dangerous
Minds 5, 730, 10 * Get Shorty 5, 73, 10

Heat 4, 7,10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 626452 Casino 630,
9:45 + Get ShortyWTWolve Monkeys 5,

7:3a 10 * Heat 4,7. 10 Copycat430,
7:15, 10 RAV Men Broken Arrow
7:30, 9:45 Toy Kory /Hebrew ifie-

togue) 5 Sense and SenMbillty 430.
7:15, 9X5 * Toy Story (English cSakmm)
9:45 Toy Story /English dialogue) 7:30
* Ace Vbrrtura 5, 730. 9*5 Operation
Dumbo Drop 5
ORAKIVA
RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 7. 930 *
Toy Story /Hebrew dialogue) 7, 930 II

Postino 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Heat 4, 7. 10 * Scarlet Letter

5, 73a 10 * Ace VenturaWGrt Shorty
5. 730, 10
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Twelve Monkeys 5,

730, TO Gat Shorty 5, 7:30, 10 * Heart

7. 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818 Ace
VenturaMBroken Arrow 5, 730, 10 *
Casino 630, 9:45

RA’ANANA
CJN-MOFET Smoke 8:30
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121 toy Story
(English dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Ace
Ventura 5, 730, 9:45 * Seven 4:45, 7:15,

9*5 * Sense and SensbOity 7:15, 9:46 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-
OASIS 1-3 *6730687 Casino 6:15. 930
Get Shorty«BrokienArrow5,730, 9:45

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 *362864 Toy Story /English

dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story
/Hebrew t£ak>gue)T.1S, 9:45 -k Heat 9^45

* Ace Ventura 730
RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619689 Toy Story (EngSsh
dblogue) 730, 10 * toy Story (Hebrew
dSafcgue) 5 * Copycat 5, 730, 10 *
Casino 630, 9:45 Fair Game 5, 7:30, 10
* Seven 4^0, 735, 10 HAZAHAV Heat
7. 10 * Operation Dumbo Drop 430 *
Get Shorty 5. 730, 10 Itoafva Montoya
5, 730, 10 RAV CHEN * 9670503
Broken Arrow 73a 9*A5 * ft Postino 5,

73a 9:45 * Toy Story (EngSsh dabgue)
73a 9:45 * Sense and Serofljffity 7:15,

9:45 *• Ace Ventura 5 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dtatogwnoperation Dumbo
Drop 5 RONundar StageSAmertcan
PrealdenWSuddMi Death 730, 9:45
STAR 1-4 * 9610985-7 27 UaWnsky St
Broken Arrow 73a 10 * Dead Man
Walking 730. 10 * Sente Clausa 1130
am, 5 Sense and Senribfflty 7:5. 10*
»*. Holland’s Opus 7:15, 10

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim Broken Arrow
7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story (EngSsh dabgue

)

7:30, 9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 430,
7:15, 9:45 * H Postino 730, 9:45 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 5 * Ace
Ventura 5

Phono reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Htafe 728878
All times are p.m. unless otherwise
Indicated.
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Police official:

We’re not

doing enough
against terror

BILL HUTMAN

A SENIOR police officer caused

waves yesterday when he called

on die government to delay imple-

menting the peace accords with

the Palestinians and said Israel is

not doing enough to Fight terror.

“The Palestinian Authority is

not keeping its parts of the agree-

ments," Cradr. Alec Ron, chief of
the Judea and Samaria Police

District, told reporters after a

press conference called to review

the district's operations.

Among the violations Ron cited

were the Palestinian Police's activ-

ity in Area B and its movement in

Area C without coordination with

Israel. Israeli security forces are

supposed to be the sole operators

in those two areas, Ron said.

“We should hold up implementa-

tion of the agreements" until the PA
starts abiding by them, Ron said.

In reaction to Ron’s comments.

Internal Security Minister Moshe
Shahal ordered Insp.-Gen. Assaf

Hefeizto review exactly what was
said to determine if Ron bad spo-

ken out of line.

According to Shahal, police

officers are not supposed to pub-

licly express views on govern-

ment policy.

Ron, who has served in a number
of senior posts, including

Jerusalem Bottler police chief, has

been Judea and Samaria comman-
der since the district was estab-

lished about 1 8 months ago. He is

also a member of the special anti-

terror committee, headed by

General Security Service chiefAmi
Ayalon, which the government set

up after the Dizengoff bombing.

"We are not taking strong

enough action against terror ... I

mean all of us, myself included,

and the others that are dealing

with the problem," Ron .said.

“This is not the place to bring up

all the possible ways of dealing

with the terrorists." he said,

adding that he supports deporta-

tion of terrorists and demolishing

their homes.
“Why did we wait until now to

start blowing up houses?" Ron
asked.

“There far a proper way [to deal

with terror] and steps that can be

taken ... We can’t just wake up
one morning and start doing

things" in reaction to terror

attacks, instead of taking preven-

tive action in advance, he said.

Ron emphasized there is no
foolproof response to terror, but

that preventive measures can go a

long way in containing it The
redeployment has particularly

hurt the security forces efforts to

prevent attacks, because of the

difficulty it caused in gathering

intelligence, he said.

Some 1 ,250 policemen are serv-

ing in the Judea and Samaria dis-

trict, more than twice as many as

served in the territories just over a

year ago.

Ron said cooperation with the

Palestinian Police on criminal

cases is good, but that in the war
on terror the Palestinian security

forces are not working together

with their Israeli counterparts as

much as they could.

Tourism Minister Uzi Bararo shakes hands with Dr. Rahel Edto, deputy director ofJerusalem's Shaare Zedek Hospital, before being

discharged yesterday after a few days ofobservation in the cardiology department. Baram had been admitted complaining ofweak-

ness. His physician. Dr. David Rosenman, said his health was good. (Hezi Hojestal

Winter rains save wheat crop
YESTERDAY 'S rain was welcomed by farmers

and those in charge of the country’s water

resources as a belated blessing, after Che below
average precipitation this winter. Fanners said

recent rains had helped save wheat and other

crops.

Spring might be just around the comer, but the

weather throughout most of the country yester-

day was pure winter, with snow on Mt. Hermon
and a mixture of rain, hail, and thunderstorms

elsewhere.

The meteorological service said snow was
expected to tall on Golan and Galilee peaks last

night, and that the stormy weather would contin-

ue today before dying out tomorrow.

DAVID RUDGE

The hailstorms were heavy in places, making
driving conditions difficult Long traffic jams
were reported on several main roads, including

the Coastal Highway, and in the Tel Aviv region.

"There is a strong flow into the Kinneret,

which has risen three centimeters since the end of

last week," said Shiomo Bahaioui, deputy direc-

tor of the Lake Kinneret Authority.

"If the rain continues as forecast, it will help

raise the level of water in die lake, although it

would need another two weeks of such rain to see
it full."

Mekorot officials said the level of water ves-

terday was 1.22 meters below maximum. They
said there was a good chance tbat the water level

would break through one mererbelow maximum
before the start of summer, although it would

still be necessary to conserve water and cut quo-

tas of fresh water for irrigation.

The weather was also welcomed by manage-

ment of the Mt. Hermon ski site which had beat

dosed for skiing due to insufficient snow. They
had expected tire season to be over. Instead, the

site was dosed yesterday because ofsnowstorms.

Manager Eli Sagron was hopeful that there

would be enough snow on the slopes to reopen

for skiing, as well as for the expected influx of
visitors over Pessah.

Tnuva cheesed off at Postal Authority
TNUVAand the Postal Authority are

behaving like an about-to-be

divorced couple slinging accusations

in front of a rabbinical court judge.

Each blames the other for the chaotic

handling of the free-flatware offer

that was supposed to make the public

love Tnuva’s white cheese and inci-

dentally shore up the dairy's image

after the silicone-milk scandal.

Two months ago, Tnuva's public

relations experts suggested offering

the public a 16-piece set of stainless

steel flatware to anyone who col-

lects 18 foil seals from its white

cheese. They thought that, at most.

50,000 such gifts would be needed.

By yesterday, a week before the

end ofthe campaign, 170.000 ofthe
sets had been dispatched or ordered,

and the.end is not yet in sight.

Some Tnuva consumers didn’t

realize that you have to wash the foil

tops before collecting them and

JUDY SIEGEL

bringing them to their nearest post

office to pick up their free gift. “Our
workers were very offended by hav-

ing to couni out IS foil tops that

were smelly and dirty from old

cheese." reported Cigal Galil. the

FACT OR FICTION?

You can decide to which Health Fund you want to belong until the end of the month

You can choose between the best health fund in Israel, which year after year, study after study, has been named

by the public as the best health fund - Kupat Holim Maccabi.

Or you and choose the fund which each time tells you a different story.

This month, once again, three public opinion polls which surveyed to find out which
is the best Health Fund in Israel definitively stated - Kupat Holim Maccabi.

So, if you like stories - go to another health fund. But if you want to be in the best fund, with the most select

health services you can choose for yourself and you family - your place is with us!

0

1

Gallup Research Institute: Maccabi - Number 1

Geocaitographic Research Institute: Maccabi - Number 1

Mahshov Research Institute: Maccabi - Number l

a
as
o
o

YedkxAterown
,

ssorvCTofscnficesre\,wIs:NlaccAi Is toe best health ftmi Maccabi Magra is the beas^larentaiy health iiBuiance. i

Postal Authority spokeswoman.
"Tnuva did not plan well, and the

supply of cutlery quickly ran oul
Then the Tnuva gift certificates they

printed to ensure that .those .who
brought in the seals would get their

cutlery ran out"

Postal workers quickly lost their

patience, post office queues length-

ened. flaiware-seekeis hopped from
one postal branch to another and

some even cursed the clerks.

“In view of the Tnuva campaign,

we will carefully consider whether a

promotion campaign is suitable for

the Postal Authority. We will mra

them down if they don’t meet exit

criteria," Galil sakL
Tnuva spokesman Shmuel

Algrabli sees it differently. Tt’s true

that we never foresaw such demand,,
and over one million containers of

cheese were bought since the begin-

ning of February. That’s two-and-a-

haff times the regular sales of our

white cheese. We hope the public

has learned what a good product it is

and will continue to buy it It's not

ourjob Go educate the public to wash
the seals before redeeming thetn.

But the Postal Authority'gets a very

poor grade for implementation."

RETURN / SHUVU
THE UNITED FUND FOR THE EDUCATION OF
RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN IN ISRAEL

Our Information Center in the Old Oty is proud to present

A PESACH COLLECTION
oforiginal fine artwork by the famous Russian Jewish artists

GabrielandJacob (Zapolansky) Shachar.

It will be possible to purchase paintings from the collection.

(Profitsgo to the benefit ofRetumfXXW)

MrJacob Zapolansky willbe in the store dally from
10:00 - 12.00 and will be painting portraits and

autographing paintings.

Refreshments

3 Plugai HaKotel SL (next to the post office), Tel. 02-286406

VAPPyPASSMSZ

THE PALESTINIANS BETWEEN
TERRORISMAND STATEHOOD. .

.

flw

Puli'sfmhms

fetrnrimi mm

Pinhas Inbari's book
provides an in-depth
account of the current

Israel-Palestinian peace

process, including

developments in the

Israeli-occupied

territories, and the
internal struggles within
the PLO and between
the PLO and its

adversaries.

Softcovej; 258 pp.

JP Price NIS 95 ind.

VAT,p&h in Israel

&

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, FOB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send me copies of

The Palestiniansbetween terrorism and statehood

Enclosed ismy check payable to The Jerusalem Post Credit

card orders acceptedby tel/fax/e-mail: orders@jpostco.il

Name

Address

Gty„ .Code.

TeL(day)_ -Signature____
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Forecast: Sonny weather,
floods

h

of floods to tow«r areas,

ofanow In the north.
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s Mifal Haiipayis

daily Chance card draw, the lucky

:ardscards were the king of spades, ace

of hearts. 8 of diamonds, and 8 of

clubs.

Police

probing
mail theft

JUDY SIEGEL

TWO freelance postal workers
did “overtime” on Shabbat, gain-
ing access to Jerusalem's central
sorting station in Givat Shaul by
duplicating keys so that they
could steal mail and packages.
The Postal Authority, whose
security branch caught one of
them with the pilfered items,
filed a complaint with the police.
The two suspects had been

working as sorters at night for a
contracting company that pro-
vides manpower services to the
Postal Authority; one was fired
recently. On Saturday morning,
security workers caught the other
suspect in a vehicle with pack-
ages and envelopes containing
objects of value.
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He was questioned by police £* h...
hat day and fired immediately.' V,

that day and fired immediately:
The second man was called in for
questioning yesterday. The
police searched their homes antfc
found stolen packages and other
mail. .7

Postal Authority spokeswoman,
Cigal Galil said the security
branch went into action after
receiving a number of com-!
plaints about missing package?
andletters at the sorting station; -

We regard the matter as very!
senous and will do all we can to
prevent such thievery in the’
future,” she said, adding that the
maximum punishment for steal-:mg postal items is seven years’-
imprisonment.

7
Galil said that due to difficul-

ties m getting Postal Authority
staffers to work late ai night, it
nas had to use manpower after*-'
Cl** 5° s“PPly workers. -

.

”e w°n't be able to managd
without getting workers fronC
'.ontraebng companies, buri as Sc
result of this incident, we wilt
examine our policy and institute
stricter controls on these

-

work*
ers.’

Galil added that the stolen:
goods that can be identified wifi-
be returned to their rigbtfuf
Owner.

*4-

Z*

We recommend insuring valu-
ables sent by mail,” she said.
Anything sent by registered

mail is automatically insured for
up to NIS 350”

•

*T'.


